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Natural language processing (NLP) systems are now ubiquitous. Yet the benefits of these
language technologies do not accrue evenly to all users, and indeed they can be harmful;
NLP systems reproduce stereotypes, prevent speakers of non-standard language varieties
from participating fully in public discourse, and re-inscribe historical patterns of linguistic
stigmatization and discrimination. How harms arise in NLP systems, and who is harmed
by them, can only be understood at the intersection of work on NLP, fairness and justice in
machine learning, and the relationships between language and social justice. In this thesis,
we propose to address two questions at this intersection: i) How can we conceptualize harms
arising from NLP systems?, and ii) How can we quantify such harms?
We propose the following contributions. First, we contribute a model in order to collect
the first large dataset of African American Language (AAL)-like social media text. We use
the dataset to quantify the performance of two types of NLP systems, identifying dispari-
ties in model performance between Mainstream U.S. English (MUSE)- and AAL-like text.
Turning to the landscape of bias in NLP more broadly, we then provide a critical survey
v
of the emerging literature on bias in NLP and identify its limitations. Drawing on work
across sociology, sociolinguistics, linguistic anthropology, social psychology, and education,
we provide an account of the relationships between language and injustice, propose a taxon-
omy of harms arising from NLP systems grounded in those relationships, and propose a set
of guiding research questions for work on bias in NLP. Finally, we adapt the measurement
modeling framework from the quantitative social sciences to effectively evaluate approaches
for quantifying bias in NLP systems. We conclude with a discussion of recent work on bias
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Natural language processing (NLP) systems are now ubiquitous; they translate docu-
ments and webpages, fulfill requests to digital assistants, and identify offensive content on
social media platforms. Yet the benefits of these language technologies do not accrue evenly
to all users, and indeed they can be harmful; NLP systems reproduce stereotypes [Bolukbasi
et al., 2016, Caliskan et al., 2017, i.a.], prevent speakers of non-standard language varieties
from participating fully in public discourse, and re-inscribe historical patterns of linguistic
stigmatization and discrimination [Davidson et al., 2019, Sap et al., 2019].
In this thesis, we argue that how harms arise in NLP systems, and who is harmed by
them, can only be understood at the intersection of work on NLP, fairness and justice in
machine learning, and the relationships between language and social justice. We propose to
address two questions at this intersection:
1. How can we conceptualize harms arising from NLP systems?
2. How can we quantify and mitigate such harms?
We begin with the second question, focusing on the performance of NLP systems on
one particular language variety, African American Language (AAL). Although spoken by
millions of people across the United States, the variety is stigmatized and little written AAL
(or other non-standard varieties) has historically been available; as a consequence, NLP
systems have been developed from datasets of largely Mainstream U.S. English (MUSE).
The rise of social media, however, both enables and necessitates the collection of large-scale
AAL corpora: the former because users are writing in AAL at a large scale for the first time,
and the latter because NLP systems are increasingly employed on social media data, and
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risk amplifying existing injustices of stigmatization, mischaracterization, or erasure of AAL
and its speakers if the performance of systems on AAL on social media is not examined.
In Chapter 2, we propose a mixed membership model to identify tweets containing
African American Language (AAL)-like language using Census demographics, and show
that the language in the resulting corpus follows well-known AAL linguistic phenomena. We
further propose a dataset of tweets containing AAL morphosyntactic features in order to
enable sociolinguistic analysis of morphosyntactic variation in AAL. In Chapters 3 and 4 we
demonstrate performance disparities between tweets with AAL-like language and MUSE-like
language for widely used language identification and dependency parsing systems, respec-
tively. In Chapter 3 we additionally contribute an ensemble classifier based on our mixed
membership model that reduces these disparities and examine the performance of language
identification systems on social media English globally by collecting and annotating a new
dataset, finding that our ensemble classifier also aids in correctly classifying English tweets
from outside the U.S. In Chapter 4 we further develop Universal Dependencies annotation
guidelines for several AAL and Twitter syntactic phenomena, evaluate several strategies for
mitigating the performance disparities we identified, and examine parsing performance on
particular AAL phonological and syntactic phenomena.
In the remainder of the thesis, we turn to the broader landscape of bias in NLP and
develop general frameworks for understanding and evaluating approaches for quantifying
harms. In Chapter 5 we provide a critical survey of the emerging literature in the space
of bias in NLP. We find that although it has laid vital groundwork for identifying bias in
NLP systems, much of it provides vague and inconsistent motivations, lacks any normative
reasoning for why system behaviors described as bias are harmful, and fails to engage with
relevant literature outside NLP to ground its normative concerns. Moreover, the overuse
of the word “bias” obscures important differences between how bias is conceptualized and
operationalized between papers.
In Chapter 6, we provide a normative foundation for reasoning about harms arising from
NLP systems that we have shown is largely absent from the current literature. Drawing on
work across sociology, sociolinguistics, linguistic anthropology, social psychology, and edu-
cation, we provide this foundation through an account of the relationships between language
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and injustice. This foundation is critical for a number of reasons: first, it grounds our nor-
mative concerns about what NLP practices and system behaviors are harmful in the realities
of current unjust social arrangements. Second, the existing pathbreaking literature on lan-
guage and justice, and social justice more broadly, illuminates the concrete mechanisms by
which these social arrangements are produced and maintained, which helps to guide our
analyses of NLP systems. Third, an understanding of the space of harms that can arise
from NLP systems is necessary in order to effectively quantify harms, and to evaluate our
quantification and mitigation approaches.
In Chapter 7, we argue this space of harms is in fact much larger than what has been
examined in the literature on bias in NLP, and we propose a taxonomy of representational
harms grounded in these relationships between language and injustice. We conclude the
chapter by proposing a re-orientation of work on bias in NLP towards these relationships
and offer guiding research questions focusing on how NLP systems and practices reproduce
them. In Chapter 8 we adapt the framework of measurement modeling from the quantitative
social sciences to examining bias in NLP systems. This framework disentangles theoretical
constructs—what it is we wish to measure—from measurements—the observable proper-
ties, or proxies, proposed to measure them. In this chapter, we apply this framework to
evaluate current approaches to quantifying bias in NLP systems by reframing them as mea-
surement models. For a range of these approaches, we identify the measurement model and
the construct(s) implicitly under measurement, and interrogate the (mis)matches between
construct and operationalization. We also examine work in the quantitative social sciences
that uses bias-in-embeddings approaches, and analyze how the measurement models implic-
itly provided by these approaches differ from the superficially similar ones provided by NLP
practitioners quantifying bias in embeddings.
Finally, in Chapter 9 we examine recent work on style transfer as well as work that
addresses bias in NLP through the lens of style; we draw on the analyses developed in
the previous chapter to reframe this work and raise a number of normative questions. We




VARIATION ON TWITTER: DEVELOPING A CORPUS
OF AAL
2.1 Introduction
Though language from non-standard language varieties1 is increasingly abundant on
social media, few resources exist for developing NLP tools to handle such language, or even
assessing NLP tools’ performance on such language. In this chapter, we conduct a case study
of such language in online conversational text by investigating African American Language
(AAL) on Twitter. We present a distantly supervised model to identify AAL-like language
from demographics associated with geo-located messages, and we verify that this language
follows well-known AAL linguistic phenomena.
As many of these non-standard varieties have traditionally existed primarily in oral
contexts and treated as illegitimate by formal institutions, they have historically been un-
derrepresented in written sources. for more on the connections between language and power.
Consequently, NLP tools have been developed from text which aligns with mainstream lan-
guage varieties. With the rise of social media, however, non-standard varieties are playing
an increasingly prominent role in online conversational text, for which traditional NLP tools
may be insufficient. Because NLP systems are increasingly deployed on social media data, for
instance for characterizing social movements [Sech et al., 2020] or public health [Santillana
et al., 2015], NLP systems risk amplifying existing injustices of stigmatization, mischarac-
terization, or erasure of non-standard varieties and their speakers if their performance on
1Because the terms language and dialect are generally socio-political designations, throughout this
thesis we prefer the term language variety instead. In this chapter, we use “non-standard” to describe
language varieties, including African American Language, which are (as the name would suggest)
not the standard variety, are often associated with particular regions or social groups, and are often
socially stigmatized [Craft et al., 2020]. We recognize that what is considered “non-standard” is a
function of power; see Ch. 6 for more on the connections between language and power.
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social media text is not examined. Since this data is now available, we seek to analyze
current NLP challenges and extract non-standard language from online data.
Specifically, we investigate African American Language (AAL), a variety spoken by mil-
lions of people across the United States which has been the subject of a rich body of sociolin-
guistic literature, in publicly available Twitter data. Due to its widespread use, established
history in the sociolinguistic literature, and demographic associations, AAL provides an
ideal starting point for the development of a statistical model that uncovers non-standard
language. In fact, its presence in social media is attracting increasing interest for natural
language processing [Jørgensen et al., 2016] and sociolinguistic [Stewart, 2014, Eisenstein,
2016, Jones, 2015] research.
In this chapter, we develop a method to identify demographically aligned text and lan-
guage from geo-located messages (§2.2), based on distant supervision of geographic Census
demographics through a statistical model that assumes a soft correlation between demo-
graphics and language. We validate our approach by verifying that text aligned with African
American demographics follows well-known phonological and syntactic properties of AAL
(§2.3). Finally, we provide an additional corpus of tweets containing AAL morphosyntactic
features to facilitate sociolinguistic analysis (§2.4).
2.1.1 What is African American Language?
Most simply defined, African American Language (AAL) is “language as spoken by or
among African Americans” [Lanehart, 2015], with systematic lexical, phonological, morpho-
logical, syntactic, and prosodic patterns [Labov, 1972, Spears, 1998, Rickford, 1999, Green,
2002, Lanehart et al., 2015]. Despite enduring perceptions of AAL as ungrammatical, bad,
or lazy English, it is rule-governed with a consistent grammar; we will explore some of its
patterns in the validation of the corpus we develop later in this chapter.2
The variety has had many different names, but is now generally called “African Ameri-
can English” (AAE), “African American Vernacular English” (AAVE), or “African American
2We note that AAL is not homogeneous, but exhibits variation across time, space, and social
context [King, 2020]; we discuss this variation later in the chapter.
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Language” (AAL) [Green, 2002, Wolfram and Schilling, 2015, Rickford and King, 2016, King,
2020]. The shifts in terminology reflect both changing conceptualizations of the variety and
changing socio-political commitments; currently “AAL” is often used as a term that encom-
passes “all variations of language use in African American communities” [Lanehart et al.,
2015] without pre-supposing particular linguistic features [King, 2020]. For Lanehart et al.
[2015], the term AAL also reflects a move away from “the problematic implications of ‘En-
glish’ within the socioculture and history of African slave descendants in the United States
and the contested connections of their language variety to the motherland and colonization”
and toward “encompass[ing] rhetorical and pragmatic strategies that might not be associated
with English.”34
Due to its neutrality (with regard to assumed linguistic features) and expansiveness, in
this thesis we will use the term “AAL,” except where cited work uses different terminology.
2.2 Identifying AAL from demographics
2.2.1 AAL on Twitter
The presence of AAL in social media and the generation of resources of AAL-like text
for NLP tasks has attracted recent interest in sociolinguistic and NLP research; Jones [2015]
shows that non-standard AAL orthography on Twitter aligns with historical patterns of
African American migration in the U.S., while Jørgensen et al. [2015] investigate to what
extent Twitter data supports well-known sociolinguistic hypotheses about AAL. Both, how-
ever, find AAL-like language on Twitter through keyword searches, which may not yield
broad corpora reflective of general AAL use. More recently, Jørgensen et al. [2016] gen-
erated a large unlabeled corpus of text from hip-hop lyrics, subtitles from The Wire and
The Boondocks, and tweets from a region of the southeast U.S. While this corpus does in-
3See King [2020] for an extended discussion of shifting conceptualizations of the variety and of
race and language more broadly, and consequences for sociolinguistic theory and methodology.
4For more on Black linguistics, culture, and history globally, see Smitherman [1986], Rickford
and Rickford [2000], and Makoni et al. [2003].
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deed capture a wide variety of language, we aim to discover AAL-like language by using
finer-grained, neighborhood-level demographics from across the country.
Our approach to identifying AAL-like text is to first harvest a set of messages from
Twitter, cross-referenced against U.S. Census demographics (§2.2.2), then to analyze words
against demographics with two alternative methods, a seedlist approach (§2.2.3) and a
mixed-membership probabilistic model (§2.2.4).
2.2.2 Twitter and Census data
In order to create a corpus of demographically associated non-standard language, we
turn to Twitter, whose public messages contain large amounts of casual conversation and
non-standard speech [Eisenstein, 2016]. It is well-established that Twitter can be used to
study both regional language variation—for example, of American English [Doyle, 2014,
Huang et al., 2016]—as well as minoritized varieties; for example, Lynn et al. [2015] develop
POS corpora and taggers for Irish tweets.
Some methods exist to associate messages with authors’ races; one possibility is to use
birth record statistics to identify African American-associated names, which has been used
in (non-social media) social science studies [Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004, Sweeney,
2013]. However, metadata about authors is fairly limited on Twitter and most other social
media services, and many supplied names are obviously not real; moreover, the automated
inference of race using names is an ethically fraught procedure.
Instead, we turn to geo-location to induce a distantly supervised mapping between au-
thors and the demographics of the neighborhoods they live in [O’Connor et al., 2010, Eisen-
stein et al., 2011, Stewart, 2014]. We draw on a set of geo-located Twitter messages, most
of which are sent on mobile phones, by authors in the U.S. in 2013. (These are selected
from a general archive of the “Gardenhose/Decahose” sample stream of public Twitter mes-
sages [Morstatter et al., 2013].) Geo-located users are a particular sample of the userbase
[Pavalanathan and Eisenstein, 2015], but we expect it is reasonable to compare users of
different races within this group.
We look up the U.S. Census blockgroup geographic area that the message was sent
in; blockgroups are one of the smallest geographic areas defined by the Census, typically
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containing a population of 600–3000 people. We use race and ethnicity information for each
blockgroup from the Census’ 2013 American Community Survey, defining four covariates:
percentages of the population that are non-Hispanic whites, non-Hispanic blacks, Hispanics
(of any race), and Asian. Finally, for each user u, we average the demographic values of all
their messages in our dataset into a length-four vector π(census)u . Under strong assumptions,
this could be interpreted as the probability of which race the user is; we prefer to think of it
as a rough proxy for likely demographics of the author and the neighborhood they live in.
Messages were filtered in order to focus on casual conversational text; we exclude tweets
whose authors had 1000 or more followers, or that (a) contained 3 or more hashtags, (b)
contained the strings “http,” “follow,” or “mention” (messages designed to generate followers),
or (c) were retweeted (either containing the string “rt” or marked by Twitter’s metadata as
re-tweeted).
Our initial Gardenhose/Decahose stream archive had 16 billion messages in 2013; 90
million were geo-located with coordinates that matched a U.S. Census blockgroup. 59.2
million tweets from 2.8 million users remained after pre-processing; each user is associated
with a set of messages and averaged demographics π(census)u .
2.2.3 Direct word-demographic analysis
Given a set of messages and demographics associated with their authors, a number of
methods could be used to infer statistical associations between language and demographics.
Direct word-demographic analysis methods use the π(census)u quantities to calculate statis-
tics at the word level in a single pass. An intuitive approach is to calculate the average
demographics per word. For a token in the corpus indexed by t (across the whole corpus),
let u(t) be the author of the message containing that token, and wt be the word token. The
average demographics of word type w is:5
5πw,k has the flavor of “soft counts” in multinomial EM. By changing the denominator to∑
t π
(census)
u(t) , it calculates a unigram language model that sums to one across the vocabulary. This




t 1{wt = w}π
(census)
u(t)∑
t 1{wt = w}
We find that terms with the highest πw,AA values (denoting high average African American
demographics of their authors’ locations) are very non-standard, while Stewart [2014] and
Eisenstein [2013] find large πw,AA associated with certain AAL linguistic features.
One way to use the πw,k values to construct a corpus is through a seedlist approach. In
early experiments, we constructed a corpus of 41,774 users (2.3 million messages) by first
selecting the n = 100 highest-πw,AA terms occurring at least m = 3000 times across the
data set, then collecting all tweets from frequent authors who have at least 10 tweets and
frequently use these terms, defined as the case when at least p = 20% of their messages
contain at least one of the seedlist terms. Unfortunately, the n,m, p thresholds are ad-hoc.
2.2.4 Mixed-membership demographic language model
The direct word-demographics analysis gives useful validation that the demographic
information may yield corpora of non-standard language, and the seedlist approach can
assemble a set of users with heavy non-standard usage. However, the approach requires
a number of ad-hoc thresholds, cannot capture authors who only occasionally use demo-
graphically aligned language, and cannot differentiate language use at the message-level.
To address these concerns, we develop a mixed-membership model for demographics and
language use in social media.
The model directly associates each of the four demographic variables with a topic; i.e.
a unigram language model over the vocabulary.6 The model assumes an author’s mixture
over the topics tends to be similar to their Census-associated demographic weights, and that
every message has its own topic distribution. This allows for a single author to use different
types of language in different messages, accommodating authors speaking multiple varieties.
The message-level topic probabilities θm are drawn from an asymmetric Dirichlet centered
on π(census)u , whose scalar concentration parameter α controls whether authors’ language is
very similar to the demographic prior, or can have some deviation. A token t’s latent topic
6To build the vocabulary, we select all words used by at least 20 different users, resulting in
191,873 unique words; other words are mapped to an out-of-vocabulary symbol.
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θm ∼ Dir(απu), φ ∼ Dir(β/V )
zt ∼ θm, wz ∼ φzt
Figure 2.1: Mixed-membership model for users (u), messages (m) and tokens (t). Observed
variables have a double lined border.
zt is drawn from θm, and the word itself is drawn from φzt , the language model for the topic
(Figure 2.1).
Thus the model learns demographically aligned language models for each demographic
category. The model is much more tightly constrained than a topic model—for example, if
α → ∞, θ becomes fixed and the likelihood is concave as a function of φ—but it still has
more joint learning than a direct calculation approach, since the inference of a messages’
topic memberships θm is affected not just by the Census priors, but also by the language
used. A tweet written by an author in a highly AA neighborhood may be inferred to be
non-AA-aligned if it uses non-AAL-associated terms; as inference proceeds, this information
is used to learn sharper language models.
We fit the model with collapsed Gibbs sampling [Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004] with
repeated sample updates for each token t in the corpus,





where Nwk is the number of tokens where word w occurs under topic z = k, Nmk is the
number of tokens in the current message with topic k, etc.; all counts exclude the current t
position.
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We observed convergence of the log-likelihood within 100 to 200 iterations, and ran for
300 total.7 We average together count tables from the last 50 Gibbs samples for analysis of
posterior topic memberships at the word, message, and user level; for example, the posterior
probability a particular user u uses topic k, P (z = k | u), can be calculated as the fraction
of tokens with topic k within messages authored by u.
We considered α to be a fixed control parameter; setting it higher increases the corre-
lations between P (z = k | u) and π(census)u,k . We view the selection of α as an inherently
difficult problem, since the correlation between race and AAL usage is already complicated
and imperfect at the author-level, and census demographics allow only for rough associa-
tions. We set α = 10 which yields posterior user-level correlations of P (z = AA | u) against
πu,AA to be approximately 0.8.
This model has broadly similar goals as non-latent, log-linear generative models of text
that condition on document-level covariates [Monroe et al., 2008, Eisenstein et al., 2011,
Taddy, 2013]. The formulation here has the advantage of fast inference with large vo-
cabularies (since the partition function never has to be computed), and gives probabilistic
admixture semantics at arbitrary levels of the data. This model is also related to topic
models where the selection of θ conditions on covariates [Mimno and McCallum, 2008, Ra-
mage et al., 2011, Roberts et al., 2013], though it is much simpler without full latent topic
learning.
In early experiments, we used only two classes (AA and not AA), and found Spanish
terms being included in the AA topic. Thus we turned to four race categories in order
to better draw out non-AAL language. This removed Spanish terms from the AA topic;
interestingly, they did not go to the Hispanic topic, but instead to the Asian topic, along
with other language varieties.
In fact, the correlation between users’ Census-derived proportions of Asian populations,
versus this posterior topic’s proportions, is only 0.29, while the other three topics correlate
to their respective Census priors in the range 0.83 to 0.87. This indicates the “Asian” topic
7Our straightforward single core implementation (in Julia) spends 80 seconds for each iteration
over 586 million tokens.
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actually functions as a background topic (at least in part). Better modeling of demographics
and non-English varieties’ interactions is interesting potential future work.
By fitting the model to data, we can directly analyze unigram probabilities within the
model parameters φ, but for other analyses, such as analyzing larger syntactic constructions
and testing NLP systems, we require an explicit corpus of AAL- and MUSE-like messages.
To generate a user-based AA-aligned corpus, we collected all tweets from users whose
posterior proportion of AA-associated terms used under the model was at least 80%, and
generated a corresponding white-aligned corpus as well. In order to remove the effects
of non-English language varieties, and given uncertainty about what the model learned in
the Hispanic and Asian-aligned demographic topics, we focused only on AA- and white-
aligned language by imposing the additional constraint that each user’s combined posterior
proportion of the Hispanic or Asian topics was less than 5%. Our two resulting user corpora
contain 830,000 and 7.3 million tweets. In the rest of this work, we refer to these as the AA-
and white-aligned corpora, respectively. We refer to the entire corpus as the TwitterAAE
dataset.8
2.3 Linguistic validation
Because validation by manual inspection of our AA-aligned text is impractical,9 we turn
to the well-studied phonological and syntactic phenomena that traditionally distinguish
AAL from MUSE. We validate our model by reproducing these phenomena, and document
a variety of other ways in which our AA-aligned text diverges from MUSE.
8This name is inconsistent with our use of “AAL” in this thesis; however, since the dataset has
been released as the TwitterAAE dataset and has been referred to as such in subsequent work (e.g.,
Davidson et al. [2019], Sap et al. [2019], Rios [2020]), we keep the name for consistency.
9Not only is it impractical to determine whether individual tweets are written “in AAL” or not,
but it is also difficult (or perhaps impossible) to develop principled criteria for determining the
boundaries of AAL or any other language variety; see the conclusion (§10) for a discussion.
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2.3.1 Lexical-level validation
We begin by examining how much AA- and white-aligned lexical items diverge from
a standard dictionary. We used SCOWL’s largest wordlist with level 1 variants as our
dictionary, totaling 627,685 words.10




where the p(.|.) probabilities are posterior inferences, derived from averaged Gibbs samples
of the sufficient statistic count tables Nwk.
We selected heavily AA- and white-aligned words as those where rAA(w) ≥ 2 and
rwhite(w) ≥ 2, respectively. We find that while 58.2% of heavily white-aligned words were
not in our dictionary, fully 79.1% of heavily AA-aligned words were not. While a high num-
ber of out-of-dictionary lexical items is expected for Twitter data, this disparity suggests that
the AA-aligned lexicon diverges from MUSE more strongly than the white-aligned lexicon.
2.3.2 Internet-specific orthography
We performed an “open vocabulary” unigram analysis by ranking all words in the vo-
cabulary by rAA(w) and browsed them and samples of their usage. Among the words with
high rAA, we observe a number of Internet-specific orthographic variations, which we sep-
arate into three types: abbreviations (e.g. llh, kmsl), shortenings (e.g. dwn, dnt), and
spelling variations which do not correlate to the word’s pronunciation (e.g. axx, bxtch).
These variations do not reflect features attested in the literature; rather, they appear to be
purely orthographic variations highly specific to AAL-speaking communities online. They
may highlight previously unknown linguistic phenomena; for example, we observe that thoe
(MUSE though) frequently appears in the role of a discourse marker instead of its MUSE
usage (e.g., Girl Madison outfit THOE ). This new use of though as a discourse marker,
which is difficult to observe using the MUSE spelling amidst many instances of the MUSE
10http://wordlist.aspell.net/
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usage, is readily identifiable in examples containing the thoe variant. Thus, non-standard
spellings provide valuable windows into a variety of linguistic phenomena.
In the next section, we turn to variations which do appear to arise from known phono-
logical processes.
2.3.3 Phonological validation
Many phonological features are closely associated with AAL [Green, 2002]. While there
is not a perfect correlation between orthographic variations and people’s pronunciations,
Eisenstein [2013] shows that some genuine phonological phenomena, including a number
of AAL features, are accurately reflected in orthographic variation on social media. We
therefore validate our model by verifying that spellings reflecting known AAL phonological
features align closely with the AA topic.
We selected 31 variants of MUSE words from previous studies of AAL phonology on
Twitter [Jørgensen et al., 2015, Jones, 2015]. These variations display a range of attested
AAL phonological features, such as derhotacization (e.g. brotha), deletion of initial g and d
(e.g. iont), and realization of voiced th as d (e.g. dey) [Rickford, 1999].
Table 2.1 shows the top ten of these words by their rAA(w) ratio. For 30 of the 31
words, r ≥ 1, and for 13 words, r ≥ 100, suggesting that our model strongly identifies words
displaying AAL phonological features with the AA topic. The sole exception is the word
brotha, which appears to have been adopted into general usage as its own lexical item.
2.3.4 Syntactic validation
We further validate our model by verifying that it reproduces well-known AAL syntactic
constructions, investigating three well-attested AAL aspectual or preverbal markers: habit-
ual be, future gone, and completive done [Green, 2002]. Table 2.2 shows examples of each
construction.
To search for the constructions, we tagged the corpora using the ARK Twitter POS





iont 930.98 I don’t
wea 870.45 where







Table 2.1: Of 31 phonological variant words, top ten by ratio rAA(w). Approximate MUSE
equivalents are shown for reference.
Construction Example Ratio
O-be/b-V I be tripping bruh 11.94
gone/gne/gon-V Then she gon be single Af 14.26
done/dne-V I done laughed so hard that I’m weak 8.68
Table 2.2: AAL syntactic constructions and the ratios of their occurrences in the AA- vs.
white-aligned corpora (§2.2.4).
has similar accuracy rates on both AAL and non-AAL tweets, unlike other POS taggers.
We searched for each construction by searching for sequences of unigrams and POS tags
characterizing the construction; e.g. for habitual be we searched for the sequences O-be-V
and O-b-V. Spelling variants for the unigrams in the patterns were identified from the ranked
analysis of §2.3.2.
We examined how a message’s likelihood of using each construction varies with the mes-
sage’s posterior proportion of AA. We split all messages into deciles based on the messages’
posterior proportion of AA. From each decile, we sampled 200,000 messages and calculated
the proportion of messages containing the three syntactic constructions. For all three con-
structions, we observed the clear pattern that as messages’ posterior proportions of AA
increase, so does their likelihood of containing the construction. Interestingly, for all three
constructions, frequency of usage peaks at approximately the [0.7, 0.8) decile. One possible























































Figure 2.2: Proportion of tweets containing AAL syntactic constructions by messages’
posterior proportion of AA. On the x-axis, 0.1 refers to the decile [0, 0.1).
while the mean number of tokens per message across all deciles in our samples is 9.4, the
means for the last two deciles are 8.6 and 7.1, respectively.
We next turn to the collection of a dataset for analyzing AAL morphosyntactic features.
2.4 A dataset for AAL morphosyntactic analysis
Since the 1960s, sociolinguists have done a great deal to dispute the idea that African
American Language is deficient or linguistically inadequate by providing considerable evi-
dence of its systematicity [Wolfram, 2015]. However, as a result of these early descriptive
studies of AAL structural features, there has been what Wolfram [2015] has called an ax-
iomatization of the “structural homogeneity” of the variety, which has been characterized by
an “apparent transregional distribution of a shared set of features.”
In contrast, more recent work has shown considerable regional and social variation in
African American Language; for example, Forrest and Wolfram [2019] compare data from
a subset of the Corpus of Regional African American Language (CORAAL) from Wash-
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ington, D.C. recorded in 1968-1969 with the results of a 1968 study in Detroit, showing
important regional differences in usage. Fisher [2018] examines data from a corpus of casual
conversations collected in the 1980s from African Americans in Philadelphia, finding that
the use of ain’t followed by a base verb (as opposed to the preterite) is a relatively recent
innovation. Farrington [2019] investigates word final /d/, demonstrating both North and
South as well as urban and rural differentiation. Such work shows that African American
Language is hardly uniform across time, space, or social context, and indeed the assump-
tion of uniformity runs counter to the assumption central to sociolinguistics that language
varies; as Lanehart [2015] puts it: “[T]o believe that language used in the African American
community is homogeneous across space and place goes against the core of what language
variationists and sociolinguists hold as a tenet of their discipline.”
Nevertheless, due to the laborious nature of gathering and transcribing sociolinguistic
data, work focusing on variation in AAL has largely focused on smaller numbers of speakers
in restricted numbers of geographic contexts. One notable exception is the recent work
of Jones [2015] and Jones [2020], which gather corpora of tweets containing lexical items
whose spellings reflect AAL phonology. They find distinct dialect regions corresponding to
patterns of the Great Migration out of the American South, which do not match traditionally
described North American dialect regions. Here, we aim to aid this line of work by developing
a dataset for examining AAL morphosyntactic variation on Twitter.
In the next section, we motivate this approach by describing some recent work investi-
gating syntactic variation using large corpora, as well as work examining AAL on Twitter,
before describing our dataset.
2.4.1 Related work
2.4.1.1 Corpus approaches to geographic syntactic variation
A variety of datasets and computational approaches have been used to examine geo-
graphic syntactic variation; for example, Grieve [2012] uses a corpus of letters to the editor
from 200 cities across the U.S. to explore regional patterning of adverb phrase positions, find-
ing that three variables are significantly regionally patterned, consistently distinguishing a
Northeast dialect region. Grieve [2016] extends this work to wide range of other syntactic
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features on the same corpus. Haddican and Johnson [2012] examines geographical variation
in particle verb alternation by gathering a Twitter corpus containing variations of the strings
turn on the light and turn off the light. Following this work, Grafmiller and Szmrecsanyi
[2018] use data from the International Corpus of English (ICE) and the Global Corpus of
Web-based English to investigate geographical variation in constraints on the alternation.
Brook and Tagliamonte [2016] examine variation, including regional variation, in the use of
try and vs. try to in British and Canadian English using a variety of corpora.
Twitter has proved to be an especially fruitful source of data. Stewart [2014] uses a
combination of part-of-speech tagging and string searching to find instances of AAL syntactic
features on Twitter, for example using the combination of a non-verb, followed by a pronoun,
followed by an adjective, to find instances of copula deletion. Kemp et al. [2016] examine
variation in the use of past-tense spreading of the past participle of go (gone vs. went) in
the metropolitan areas of San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York City, and Atlanta, finding
that Atlanta users are more likely to use went, and West Coast cities less likely to do so.
Jones [2016] constructs a corpus of tweets containing the item eem, showing examples of
usage that may represent a syntactic change in progress and (possibly) a step in Jespersen’s
Cycle [Dahl, 1979]. Stevenson [2016] investigates geographical variation in the use of the
ditransitive, which in British English has three variants, by constructing a Twitter corpus
of the variants using a small number of string searches, while Bohmann [2017] explores
variation in the use of 236 frequency variables across world Englishes using ICE and a new
Twitter corpus.
Austen [2017] examines the distribution of the lexicosyntactic variables put up/put away
and test over/test on, finding that while usage of put up by white speakers is concentrated
in the South, usage by African American speakers patterns like the Great Migration region
found by Jones [2015]. Strelluf [2019] studies regional variation in positive anymore in
American English by constructing a corpus of over 80,000 tweets from eight cities, finding
both that positive anymore is distinctive to the Midland, and that there is regional variation
within the Midland—subtle patterns of variation that would have been harder to gather with
sociolinguistic interviews, particularly as positive anymore is a sparse feature. Storoshenko
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[2020] uses Twitter data to examine the variables governing variation in the use of nine
possible English th- reflexive forms.
Finally, Robinson and Duncan [2018] argue for a holistic approach that combines large
corpus studies with acceptability judgment tasks; the former (particularly on Twitter) can
capture language change in real time and offer insights into broad patterns of usage, including
what factors condition usage, while the latter permits examination of a speaker’s grammar.
They present a case study of the wh-all variable (e.g. Who bought a car? vs. Who all bought
a car? ), performing corpus analysis in the Corpus of Contemporary American English and
in a corpus of Twitter gathered by searching for the strings who all and what all.
2.4.1.2 AAL on Twitter
Some recent work has begun using Twitter as a source of data for analyzing AAL us-
age, for instance the work of Stewart [2014], Jones [2015], and Jones [2020] we described
above. Meanwhile, Smith [2019] addresses the question of whether the n-word has been
reappropriated by examining its usage in Facebook and Twitter data as well as Library of
Congress ex-slave recordings. Ilbury [2019] examines not native AAL speakers but rather
the adoption of AAL features, specifically spelling variants associated with AAL used by
gay British men on Twitter to deploy a “Sassy Queen” persona.
Jørgensen et al. [2015] examine eight hypotheses about AAL, including hypotheses about
particular phonological features and about social variables connected to AAL (e.g., income,
educational level) using geo-located tweets featuring the spelling variants of interest. Fol-
lowing this work, Jørgensen et al. [2016] propose a better part-of-speech tagger for AAL,
trained using a small corpus of annotated tweets [Owoputi et al., 2013] and evaluated using
a corpus containing tweets, hip-hop lyrics, and subtitles from The Wire and The Boondocks.
2.4.2 Dataset goals
As the related work illustrates, large-scale social media datasets offer several important
advantages for sociolinguistic analysis. First, they can offer many more examples of linguis-
tic phenomena of interest, particularly if the phenomena are sparse. Second, they can help




She be telling people...
Your phone bill be high.
It be knives in here.
I be in my office by 7:30.
Stressed BIN I BIN had this.
Resultant done
She done ate.
She had/been/had been done ate.
I be done ate.
Gone She gone eat.
Finna I’m finna leave.They be finna go to bed when I call there.
Steady Them students be steady trying to make a buck.
Multiple negation
I sure hope it don’t be nothing/no leak...
I don’t never have nothing/no problems.
I ain’t never seen nobody/nothing.
Negative inversion Don’t/Can’t/Ain’t nothing/nobody...Don’t no game last all night long.
Non-inverted negative concord Nobody wouldn’t ride that bus.
Table 2.3: AAL morphosyntactic features and example sentences drawn from Green [2002].
may be affected by the interview content.12 Third, they can offer evidence from speakers of
a wider range of geographic and socioeconomic backgrounds, which is particularly impor-
tant for the study of AAL since studies have traditionally focused on younger, urban male
speakers [King, 2020].
We gather tweets containing a range of AAL morphosyntactic features, paying special
attention to two features, which we describe below. Table 2.3 lists these features and provides
examples of each. Through this dataset, we aim to facilitate sociolinguistic analysis of these
features in two ways: first, we aim to facilitate large-scale analyses of patterns surrounding
feature usage—for instance, what kinds of verbs are likely to follow resultant done? Second,
we aim to facilitate analyses of regional patterns in usage by providing geo-located data.
12This is somewhat complicated, however; though social media datasets do avoid the effect of the
observer from a traditional sociolinguistic interview, social media language is nonetheless affected
(as is all language) by the audience. See for instance Shoemark et al. [2017] and Stewart et al. [2018]
for examinations of audience effects on social media language.
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We describe two features of particular interest in more detail: stressed BIN and non-
inverted negative concord.
2.4.2.1 Stressed BIN
In AAL, stressed BIN 13 denotes events “within some period in the remote past” [Green,
1998]. It can be used before stative (as in 1a) and 1b)) or non-stative (as in 2)) verbs14 (all
examples drawn from [Green, 1998]):
1. (a) I BIN treating them like that.
‘I have treated them like that for a long time.’
(b) I BIN had this.
‘I have had this for a long time.’
2. I BIN quit school.
‘I quit school a long time ago.’
We aim to collect instances of stressed BIN from Twitter in order to examine its geo-
graphic distribution and the factors governing its use. This is especially challenging because
this feature is prosodically marked; it is distinguished from unstressed been by (as the names
suggest) stress on the been token, as well as possible other differences in pitch contours across
the sentence. This therefore represents a particularly interesting feature for linguistic analy-
sis, since relatively little work has examined how social media users mark prosody, much less
on a syntactic feature. Moreover, it has interesting implications for NLP systems, in that it
is an example of a feature denoting tense and aspect that is prosodically marked—that is,
whether an instance of the token been on Twitter indicates a present progressive usage or
a remote past usage depends on whether it is stressed. Therefore, accurate computational
analysis of the tense and aspect that are intended depends on identifying prosodic features
(does the token look like it was intended to be stressed?) and contextual details (does the
surrounding context support a remote past reading?).
13Following Green [1998], we notate stressed been as BIN.
14Stative verbs generally describe a state, as opposed to actions.
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2.4.2.2 Non-inverted negative concord
Negative auxiliary inversions are a relatively common feature both in AAL and in the
white vernaculars with which AAL often coexists [Green, 2014]:
1. Can’t nobody tell you it wasn’t meant for you.
2. Wouldn’t nobody ride that bus.
These constructions are identified by a negated auxiliary followed by a negative indefinite
determiner phrase (e.g., nobody, no one, nothing).
Non-inverted negative concord constructions, which feature a negative auxiliary and
negative indefinite DP which are not inverted, also occur in AAL:
3. Nobody can’t tell you it wasn’t meant for you.
4. Nobody wouldn’t ride that bus.
We would like to examine the geographic distribution of this feature, as well as factors
governing its usage, for two reasons. First, it is unknown whether this non-inverted version
occurs in non-AAL varieties of English; Green [2014] notes, for example, that “there have
been some reports that these constructions do not occur in West Texas English.” Because
this feature is relatively sparse, Twitter is far more likely to provide evidence for its usage
than typical sociolinguistic interviews are. Second, Green [2014] hypothesizes that the two
different constructions give rise to different readings in AAL: specifically, that the inverted
structures give rise to an “absolute negation reading”; for example, 2) gives the reading that
absolutely no one rode the bus, whereas 4) permits that reading, but also permits a weaker
reading where only a few people rode the bus. A large set of tweets containing this feature
would therefore make possible an analysis of the pragmatic contexts in which these two
constructions occur, to assess whether they do indeed occur in different ones.
2.4.3 Data collection and analysis
We searched for instances of each morphosyntactic feature using a combination of tokens





Habitual be 209,866 85.5
Stressed BIN 483 34.5*




Multiple negation 48,605 94.0*
Negative inversion 4,723 99.5
Non-inverted negative concord 865 85.5
Table 2.4: Statistics for each morphosyntactic feature in our TwitterAAE dataset. Aster-
isks denote uncertain precision estimates.
tagged using the ARK POS tagger [Owoputi et al., 2013]; the ARK POS tagset is provided
in Table A.1 in the appendix. Table A.2 in the appendix provides the full search patterns for
each feature we examine. Table 2.4 provides the feature counts in the TwitterAAE dataset,
as well as the sample precision for each feature. Sample precision is calculated by randomly
sampling 200 tweets from the dataset matching each search pattern and manually counting
the number of tweets in the sample correctly containing the given feature.
Habitual be In the annotated samples, false positives from the habitual be search pattern
primarily consisted of imperatives (e.g., boo b my prom date; you be the judge), accounting
for 8/29 false positives; names (e.g., mama B ; Plan B), for 7 false positives; and cases where
the pattern failed to recognize the preceding auxiliary, where the preceding auxiliary was
too far away from the be token to be identified, or where infinitival to was dropped before
the be token (e.g., if he does hell be done; Why would you have the mute kid be the lookout? ;
Baby want you be my saving grace), for 7 false positives.
Stressed BIN Previous work has suggested that Twitter users indicate stress with capi-
talization [Heath, 2018], and analysis of the clusters in Owoputi et al. [2013] suggests that
character reduplication may also be common for indicating stress. We also hypothesized that
users might indicate stress using asterisks. Therefore, our search pattern for stressed BIN
includes capitalized forms such as BEEN and BIN, forms with reduplicated characters such
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Tweet
I BEEN exposed her on here lmao now we have video proof
God BEEN showin me who was fake kickin it & showin fake love but, i was blind asf
Latinos didn’t invent lip liner and black people BEEN using lip liner and besides that nicki is
South American??
Leonardo decaprio BEEN fine
Bruh Reggie Jackson BEEN nice!...he just ugly af
What you think I don’t know, I probably BEEN knew
Dude over here mad bc I’m txtn his girl . Why be mad at me , you see my number BEEN in her
phone
Mfs act like they BEEN had it .. bitch you JUST GOT IT
Curry being compared w Durant & LeBron .. Shit , I already thought he BEEN up w the big
boys .
negative wale did not make em cool again we BEEN wearin em here in dc n md my whole life
Table 2.5: Examples of tweets with a word-capitalization pattern indicating stressed BIN.
as beennn and beeen, and forms with asterisks such as *been* (and combinations thereof).
In Table 2.5 we provide examples of tweets with capitalized BEEN indicating stressed BIN.
Manual analysis of the tweets found with this search pattern proved to be challenging, as
it was often difficult to determine, given individual tweets separated from their conversational
context, whether a remote past reading was intended. The precision estimate reported
in Table 2.4 therefore counts only those tweets where the remote past reading appeared
relatively unambiguous, such as those presented in Table 2.5, reflecting a lower bound on
precision. We also identified 24 of the 200 sampled tweets as not intending a remote past
reading because they contain a time expression that clearly situates the action as recent or
ongoing (e.g., Beeen bumpin old wiz for the last 3 hours; Tf beenn waiting for my friend
since sixxxx ; I beeeen textin’ two people ALL daaay). We identified a further 20 as containing
an auxiliary preceding the BIN token that the search pattern failed to filter out, or where
the BIN token was a different word entirely (e.g., a clothing bin). Together, these 44 false
positives reflect a precision upper bound of 78%.
Steady We found that the search pattern for steady was highly precise; of the 200 manually
annotated tweets, only one was irrelevant to the syntactic feature (referencing the song
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Tweet
Bitches steady thinking they know me .
ppl steady wanting my Kobe’s these hoes stupid old but nobody got em
People steady focused on the past , how you supposed to move forward if you always looking
behind ?
She got me up all night steady thinking bout love sing
This nigga steady think cus he lowerin my hours i care .. ion give a fuck i got two new jobs today
nd he only fuckn his self
You say you go with somebody but you steady be in every nigga face
Table 2.6: Examples of tweets with steady preceding states, rather than activities.
“Rocky Steady” instead). The remaining 13 “false positives” all contained steady followed
by an -ing verb, as expected. However, as steady typically “indicates that an activity is
conducted in an intense, consistent, and continuous manner,” the following verbs must be
activity verbs rather than stative verbs; stative verbs are semantically incompatible with
steady [Green, 2002]. We were therefore surprised to find 13 examples where steady was
followed by a stative verb such as think or want, and in one case with the adjective focused ;
Table 2.6 provides examples. In several of these examples, this apparently ungrammatical
usage occurs with other well-known linguistic features of AAL. More investigation is needed
to understand the prevalence of this pattern.
Negative auxiliary inversion The pattern for this feature searched for instances of a
negative indefinite DP (e.g., nothing, nobody) followed by a negative auxiliary (e.g., can’t,
don’t). Here, 25 of the 29 false positives were cases where the negative indefinite DP belong-
ing to a previous clause or sentence was identified as belonging to the same clause as the
negative auxiliary, often but not always due to an absence of punctuation (e.g., A person
who trusts no one cant be trusted ; If I didn’t tell you nothing don’t believe it from nobody
else; nothing don’t worry about it).
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2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the first large dataset of AAL-like social media language,
gathered using Census demographics supervision. Given the important linguistic differences
we identified between our demographically aligned subcorpora, we hypothesize that current
NLP systems may exhibit performance disparities between these subcorpora. We investigate
this hypothesis in the following two chapters.
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CHAPTER 3
FAIRNESS IN NLP TOOLS: LANGUAGE
IDENTIFICATION
3.1 Introduction
Language identification, the task of classifying the major world language variety in which
a message is written, is a crucial first step in almost any web or social media text processing
pipeline. For example, in order to analyze the opinions of U.S. Twitter users, one might
discard all non-English messages before running an English sentiment analyzer. In this
chapter, we investigate the performance of language identification systems on AAL-like text.
We take the perspective that since AAL is a variety of English, it ought to be classified
as English for the task of major world language identification. We hypothesize that language
identification systems trained on Mainstream U.S. English data may exhibit reduced perfor-
mance on AA-aligned tweets compared to white-aligned ones. To evaluate this hypothesis,
we compare the behavior of existing language identifiers on our subcorpora.
We conduct our analysis first for Twitter’s internal language identification algorithm as
well as langid.py, one of the most popular open source language identification tools [Lui and
Baldwin, 2012], and provide an ensemble classifier that mitigates performance disparities for
langid.py. We then extend our analysis to a larger dataset and examine a set of widely used
commercial language identification systems. Finally, we gather a new dataset of English
worldwide and examine several language identification systems’ performance, finding that
the ensemble classifier proposed to aid AAL language identification improves performance
in this setting as well.
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3.2 Related work
Hughes et al. [2006] review language identification methods; social media language identi-
fication is challenging since messages are short, and also use non-standard and multiple (often
related) varieties [Baldwin et al., 2013]. Researchers have sought to model code-switching in
social media language [Rosner and Farrugia, 2007, Solorio and Liu, 2008, Maharjan et al.,
2015, Zampieri et al., 2013, King and Abney, 2013], and recent workshops have focused
on code-switching [Solorio et al., 2014] and general language identification [Zubiaga et al.,
2014]. For Arabic dialect classification, work has developed corpora in both traditional and
Romanized script [Cotterell et al., 2014, Malmasi et al., 2015] and tools that use n-gram
and morphological analysis to identify code-switching between varieties and with English
[Elfardy et al., 2014].





Table 3.1: Proportion of tweets in AA- and white-aligned corpora classified as non-English
by different classifiers. Twitter-1 excludes Twitter classifications undefined and None, while
Twitter-2 includes them.
We begin by testing langid.py, a widely used off-the-shelf Naive Bayes language iden-
tification system trained on over 97 language varieties and evaluated on both traditional
corpora and Twitter messages [Lui and Baldwin, 2012], as well as the output of Twitter’s
in-house identifier, whose predictions are included in a tweet’s metadata (from 2013, the
time of data collection); the latter may give a language code or a missing value (unk or an
empty/null value). We record the proportion of non-English predictions by these systems;
Twitter-1 does not consider missing values to be a non-English prediction, and Twitter-2
does.
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We noticed emojis had seemingly unintended consequences on langid.py ’s classifications,
so removed all emojis by characters from the relevant Unicode ranges. We also removed
@-mentions.
User-level analysis We begin by comparing the classifiers’ behavior on the AA- and
white-aligned corpora. Of the AA-aligned tweets, 13.2% were classified by langid.py as
non-English; in contrast, 7.6% of white-aligned tweets were classified as such. We observed
similar disparities for Twitter-1 and Twitter-2, illustrated in Table 3.1.
It turns out these “non-English” tweets are, for the most part, actually English. We
sampled and annotated 50 tweets from the tweets classified as non-English by each run. Of
these 300 tweets, only 3 could be unambiguously identified as written in a language variety
other than English, verifying our assumption that the vast majority of messages classified
as non-English are in fact in English.
Message-level analysis We examine how a message’s likelihood of being classified as
non-English varies with its posterior probability of AA. As in §2.3.4, we split all messages
into deciles based on the messages’ posterior probability of AA, and predicted language
identifications on 200,000 sampled messages from each decile.
For all three systems, the proportion of messages classified as non-English increases
steadily as the messages’ posterior probabilities of AA increase. As before, we sampled and
annotated from the tweets classified as non-English, sampling 50 tweets from each decile
for each of the three systems. Of the 1500 sampled tweets, only 13 (∼0.87%) could be
unambiguously identified as being in a variety other than English.
3.3.1 Adapting language identification for AAL
In this section, we contribute a fix to language identification to correctly identify AAL
and other non-standard varieties as English.
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Table 3.2: Imputed recall of English messages in 2014 messages. For the General set these
are an approximation; see text.
3.3.1.1 Ensemble classifier
We observed that messages where our model infers a high probability of AAL, white-
aligned, or “Hispanic”-aligned language almost always are written in English; therefore we
construct a simple ensemble classifier by combining it with langid.py.
For a new message ~w, we predict its demographic-language proportions θ̂ via poste-
rior inference with our trained model, given a symmetric α prior over demographic-topic
proportions. The ensemble classifier, given a message, is as follows:
• Calculate langid.py’s prediction ŷ.
• If ŷ is English, accept it as English.
• If ŷ is non-English, and at least one of the message’s tokens are in demographic model’s
vocabulary: Infer θ̂ and return English only if the combined AA, Hispanic, and white
posterior probabilities are at least 0.9. Otherwise return the non-English ŷ decision.
Another way to view this method is that we are effectively training a system on an extended
Twitter-specific English language corpus softly labeled by our system’s posterior inference; in
this respect, it is related to efforts to collect new language-specific Twitter corpora [Bergsma
et al., 2012] or minority language data from the web [Ghani et al., 2001].
3.3.1.2 Evaluation
Our analysis from above suggests that this method should correct erroneous false neg-
atives for AAL-like messages in the training set for the model. We confirm this by testing
the classifier on a sample of 2.2 million geo-located tweets sent in the U.S. in 2014, which
are not in the training set.
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In addition to performance on the entire sample, we examine our classifier’s performance
on messages whose posterior probability of using AA- or white-associated terms was greater
than 0.8 within the sample, which in this section we will call AA- and white-aligned messages,
respectively. Our classifier’s precision is high across the board, at 100% across manually
annotated samples of 200 messages from each sample.1 Since we are concerned about the
system’s overall recall, we impute recall (Table 3.2) by assuming that all high AA and
high white messages are indeed English. Recall for langid.py alone is calculated by nN ,
where n is the number of messages predicted to be English by langid.py, and N is the total
number of messages in the set. We estimate the ensemble’s recall as n+mN , where m =
(nflip)P (English | flip) is the expected number of correctly changed classifications (from
non-English to English) by the ensemble and the second term is the precision (estimated
as 1.0). We observe the baseline system has considerable difference in recall between the
groups which is mitigated by the ensemble.
We also apply the same calculation to the general set of all 2.2 million messages; the
baseline classifies 88% as English. This is a less accurate approximation of recall since we
have observed a substantial presence of non-English messages. The ensemble classifies an
additional 5.4% of the messages as English; since these are all (or nearly all) correct, this
reflects at least a 5.4% gain to recall.
3.4 Commercial systems
In this section, we extend our previous analysis from 200 to 20,000 tweets, evaluating
the disparity for several black-box commercial services.
3.4.1 Experiments
We wish to assess the racial disparity accuracy difference:
1We annotated 600 messages as English, not English, or not applicable, from 200 sampled each
from general, AA-aligned, and white-aligned messages. Ambiguous tweets which were too short (e.g.
"Gm") or contained only named entities (e.g. "Tennessee") were excluded from the final calcula-
tions. The resulting samples have 197/197, 198/198, and 200/200 correct English classifications,
respectively.
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p(correct |Wh)− p(correct | AA) (3.1)
A disparity of 0 indicates a language identifier that is fair across these classes.2
We conduct an evaluation of four different off-the-shelf language identifiers. Our work
described above examined only langid.py and Twitter, and without length breakdowns.
• langid.py (software): one of the most popular open source language identification
tools, langid.py was originally trained on over 97 language varieties and evaluated on
both traditional corpora and Twitter messages [Lui and Baldwin, 2012].
• IBM Watson (API): the Watson Developer Cloud’s Language Translator service
supports language identification of 62 language varieties.3
• Microsoft Azure (API): Microsoft Azure’s Cognitive Services supports language
identification of 120 language varieties.4
• Twitter (metadata): the output of Twitter’s in-house identifier, whose predictions
are included in a tweet’s metadata.
• Google (API, excluded): We attempted to test Google’s language detection ser-
vice,5 but it returned a server error for every message we gave it to classify.
We queried the remote API systems in May 2017.
From manual inspection, we observed that longer tweets are significantly more likely
to be correctly classified, which is a potential confound for a race disparity analysis, since
the length distribution is different for each demographic group. To minimize this effect in
our comparisons, we group messages into four bins (shown in Table 3.3) according to the
number of words in the message. For each bin, we sampled 2,500 AA-aligned and 2,500






AA Accuracy WH Accuracy Difference
langid.py
t ≤ 5 68.0 70.8 2.8
5 < t ≤ 10 84.6 91.6 7.0
10 < t ≤ 15 93.0 98.0 5.0
t > 15 96.2 99.8 3.6
IBM Watson
t ≤ 5 62.8 77.9 15.1
5 < t ≤ 10 91.9 95.7 3.8
10 < t ≤ 15 96.4 99.0 2.6
t > 15 98.0 99.6 1.6
Microsoft Azure
t ≤ 5 87.6 94.2 6.6
5 < t ≤ 10 98.5 99.6 1.1
10 < t ≤ 15 99.6 99.9 0.3
t > 15 99.5 99.9 0.4
Twitter
t ≤ 5 54.0 73.7 19.7
5 < t ≤ 10 87.5 91.5 4.0
10 < t ≤ 15 95.7 96.0 0.3
t > 15 98.5 95.1 -3.0
Table 3.3: Percent of the 2,500 tweets in each bin classified as English by each classifier.
Difference is the difference (disparity on an absolute scale) between the classifier accuracy
on the AA-aligned and white-aligned samples. t is the message length for the bin.
white-aligned tweets, yielding a total of 20,000 messages across the two categories and four
bins.6 We limited pre-processing of the messages to fixing of HTML escape characters and
removal of URLs, keeping “noisy” features of social media text such as @-mentions, emojis,
and hashtags. We then calculated, for each bin in each category, the number of messages
predicted to be in English by each classifier. Accuracy results are shown in Table 3.3.7
As predicted, classifier accuracy does increase as message lengths increase; classifier
accuracy is generally excellent for all messages containing at least 10 tokens. However, the
classifier results display a disparity in performance among messages of similar length; for
all but one length bin under one classifier, accuracy on the white-aligned sample is higher
than on the AA-aligned sample. The disparity in performance between AA- and white-
6Due to a data processing error, there are 5 duplicates (19,995 unique tweets); we report on all
20,000 messages for simplicity.
7We have made the 20,000 messages publicly available at http://slanglab.cs.umass.edu/
TwitterAAE/.
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aligned messages is greatest when messages are short; the gaps in performance for extremely
short messages ranges across classifiers from 6.6% to 19.7%. This gap in performance is
particularly critical as 41.7% of all AA-aligned messages in the corpus as a whole have 5 or
fewer tokens.8
3.5 Extended evaluation: World languages
Here, to support work on English language identification, we contribute a new dataset
of tweets annotated for English versus non-English, with attention to ambiguity, code-
switching, and automatic generation issues. It is randomly sampled from all public messages,
avoiding biases towards pre-existing language classifiers. We find that our ensemble classifier
can be used to improve English language identification performance when combined with a
traditional supervised language identifier. It increases recall with almost no loss of precision,
including, surprisingly, for English messages written by non-U.S. authors.
We evaluate as fairly and completely as possible; we first annotate a new dataset of uni-
formly sampled tweets for whether they are English versus non-English (§3.5.1). In §3.5.2, we
apply our model to infer U.S. demographic language proportions in new tweets, finding that
when added as an ensemble to a pre-existing identifier, performance improves—including
when paired with feature-based, neural network, and proprietary identifiers. Such ensembles
perform better than in-domain training with the largest available annotated Twitter dataset,
and also better than a self-training domain adaptation approach on the same dataset used
to construct the mixed membership model—and the accuracy increases for English messages
from many different countries around the world.
3.5.1 Dataset
We sampled 10,502 messages from January 1, 2013 to September 11, 2016 from an
archive of publicly available geotagged tweets. We annotated the tweets with three mutually
8For most (system,length) combinations, the accuracy difference is significant under a two-sided
t-test (p < .01) except for two rows (t ≤ 5, langid.py, p = .03) and (10 < t ≤ 15, Twitter, p = 0.5).




exclusive binary labels: English, Not English, and Ambiguous. These tweets were further
annotated with descriptive labels:
• Code-switched : Tweets containing both text in English and text in another language
variety.
• Ambiguous due to named entities: Tweets containing only named entities, such as
Vegas!, and therefore whose language could not be unambiguously determined.
• Automatically generated : Tweets whose content appeared to be automatically gen-
erated, such as I just finished running 15.21 km in 1h:17m:32s with #Endomondo
#endorphins https://t.co/bugbJOvJ31.
Label Full Count Evaluation Count
English 5086 3758
Not English 4646 4608
Ambiguous 770 0
Total 10502 8366
Table 3.4: Dataset statistics for each language label; the evaluation count refers to the
subset used for evaluation.
Label Count
Code-Switched 162
Ambiguous due to Named Entities 132
Automatically Generated 1371
Table 3.5: Dataset statistics for additional labels.
We excluded any usernames and URLs in a tweet from the judgment of the tweet’s
language, but included hashtags. Tables 3.4 and 3.4 contain the statistics for these labels in
our annotated dataset. For all our experiments, we evaluate only on the subset of messages





We investigate the effect of in-domain and extra out-of-domain training data with two
datasets. The first is a dataset released by Twitter of 120,575 tweets uniformly sampled
from all Twitter data. which were first labeled by three different classifiers (Twitter’s in-
ternal algorithm, Google’s Compact Language Detector 2, and langid.py), then annotated
by humans where classifiers disagreed.9 We reserve our own dataset for evaluation, but use
this dataset for in-domain training. This dataset is only made available by tweet ID, and
many of its messages are now missing; we were able to retrieve 74,259 tweets (61.6%). For
the rest of this work, we call this the Twitter70 dataset (since it originally covered about 70
language varieties). In addition, following Jaech et al. [2016], we supplemented Twitter70
with out-of-domain Wikipedia data for 41 language varieties,10 sampling 10,000 sentences
from each variety.
3.5.2.2 Classifiers
We tested a number of classifiers on our annotated dataset trained on a variety of do-
mains, and in some cases retrained.
• CLD2: a Naive Bayes classifier with a pretrained model from a proprietary corpus; it
offers no support for re-training.
• Twitter: as before, the output of Twitter’s in-house identifier.
• langid.py
• Neural model: a hierarchical neural classifier that learns both character and word rep-
resentations. It provides a training dataset with 41,250 Wikipedia sentence fragments




Self-training We experimented with one simple approach to unsupervised domain adap-
tation: self-training with an unlabeled target domain corpus [Plank, 2009] by using langid.py
to label the TwitterAAE corpus of tweets, then collecting those tweets classified with poste-
rior probability greater than or equal to 0.98. We downsampled tweets classified as English
to 1 million, yielding a total corpus of 2.2 million tweets. Since we did not have access to
langid.py ’s original training data, we trained a new model on this data, then combined it
as an ensemble with the original model, where a tweet was classified as English if either
component classified it as English.
Demographic ensemble classifier We applied our mixed membership model as an en-
semble classifier much as we did above, where tweets were first classified by an off-the-shelf
classifier.
3.5.2.3 Length-normalized analysis
From manual inspection, we observed that longer tweets are significantly more likely to
be correctly classified; we investigate this length effect by grouping messages into five bins
(shown in Table 3.9) according to the number of words in the message. We pre-processed
messages by fixing HTML escape characters and removing URLs, @-mentions, emojis, and
the “RT” token. For each bin, we calculate recall of the langid.py and the demographic
ensemble classifier with langid.py.
3.5.3 Results and discussion
We evaluated on the 8,366 tweets in our dataset that were not annotated as ambiguous
or automatically generated. Table 3.6 shows the precision and recall for each experiment.
We focus on recall, as our analysis indicates that while precision is largely consistent across
experiments, there is a significant gap in recall performance across different varieties of
English.
Unsurprisingly, we found that training on Twitter data improved classifiers’ English
recall, compared to their pre-trained models. In our experiments, we found that recall
was best when training on the subset of the Twitter70 dataset containing only language
varieties with at least 1,000 tweets present in the dataset. We also found that the additional
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Model Training Precision Recall
CLD2 (1) Pre-trained 0.948 0.863
(2) + Demo. 0.946 0.924 (+ 6.1%)
Twitter (3) Pre-trained 0.979 0.866
internal (4) + Demo. 0.974 0.925 (+ 5.9%)
(5) Pre-trained 0.923 0.886
(6) + Vocab. 0.472 0.993
(7) Self-trained 0.924 0.894
langid.py (8) + Demo. 0.923 0.930 (+ 3.6%)
(9) Re-trained on Twitter70 0.927 0.940
(10) + Demo. 0.923 0.957 (+ 1.7%)
(11) Twitter70 and Wiki. 0.946 0.903
(12) + Demo. 0.943 0.946 (+ 4.3%)
(13) Pre-trained 0.973 0.415
Neural (14) + Demo. 0.976 0.773 (+ 35.8%)
(15) Re-trained on Twitter70 0.949 0.840
(16) + Demo. 0.946 0.892 (+ 5.2%)
Table 3.6: English classification results on not ambiguous, not automatically generated
tweets. “+ Demo.” indicates an ensemble with the demographics-based English classifier.
Country En ∼En langid.py Recall Ens. Recall
USA 2368 80 0.968 0.982
Brazil 42 945 0.833 0.833
Indonesia 161 707 0.764 0.767
Turkey 13 304 0.769 0.846
Japan 14 340 0.929 1.0
United Kingdom 401 18 0.962 0.980
Malaysia 90 174 0.833 0.833
Spain 28 263 0.75 0.821
Argentina 10 291 0.7 0.7
France 26 206 0.846 0.846
Mexico 25 162 0.76 0.76
Philippines 91 86 0.934 0.945
Thailand 14 111 0.643 0.786
Russia 9 129 0.667 0.778
Canada 96 7 0.979 0.990
Table 3.7: Language counts for countries with at least 100 non-ambiguous, non-
automatically generated messages (out of 129 countries total), with English recall for the
best-performing langid.py model and that model in an ensemble classifier.
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Tweet
@username good afternoon and Happy Birthdayyyyyyyyyy *Turns on music* Time to partyyyyy
I miss you! #vivasantotomas #goUST #igers #igdaily #igersasia #igersmanila #instagood. . .
Sooo fucked yuuuuppp bouuutta start a figgght
catch mines you catch yours we both happy...
Go follow me on Instagram @username and like 5 pics for a goodmorningg post
Think me & my baddies getting rooms dis weekend!
@username HML if u do B
@username @username FR LIKE I CANT EVEN DEAL WITH PEOPLE LIKE THIS
I k you dont like me lowkey but hey
@username I DORN WVEN WTCH GIRL MEETS WORLDBUT IM WATCHINF THAT
EPISODE
Table 3.8: Sample of tweets which were misclassified as non-English by langid.py but
correctly classified by the demographic ensemble. @-mentions are shown as @username for
display in the table.
information provided by the demographic model’s predictions still adds to the increased
performance from training on Twitter data. Notably, precision decreased by no more than
0.4% when the demographic model is added.
We also noted that pre-processing improved recall by 1 to 5%.
Proprietary algorithms We found that neither CLD2 nor Twitter’s internal algorithm
was competitive with langid.py out of the box, in line with previous findings, but combining
their predictions with demographic predictions did increase recall.11
langid.py Self-training langid.py produced little change compared to the original pre-
trained model, (rows (5) vs. (7)), despite its use of 2.2 million new tweets from self-training
step. We observed that even tweets that langid.py classified as non-English with more than
0.98 posterior probability were, in fact, generally English. This suggests that tweets are
sufficiently different from standard training data that it is difficult for self-training to be
effective. In contrast, simple in-domain training was effective; retraining with the Twitter70
11We tried several times to run the Google Translate API’s language identifier, but it returned an
internal server error for approximately 75% of the tweets.
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dataset achieved substantially better recall with a 5.4% raw increase compared to its out-
of-domain original pretrained model. (rows (5) vs. (9)).
In all cases, regardless of the data used to train the model, langid.py ’s recall was improved
with the addition of demographic predictions; for example, the demographic predictions
added to the pre-trained model brought recall close to the model trained on Twitter70
alone, indicating that in the absence of in-domain training data, the demographic model’s
predictions can make a model competitive with a model that does have in-domain training
data. (rows (8) vs. (9)). Of course, in-domain labeled data only helps more (10).
Neural model Finally, the neural model performed worse than langid.py when trained
on the same Twitter70 dataset, (rows (9) vs. (15)), and its performance lagged when trained
on its provided dataset of Wikipedia sentence fragments. As with the other models, demo-
graphic predictions again improve performance.
Table 3.8 shows a sample of ten tweets misclassified as non-English by langid.py and
correctly classified by the demographic ensemble as English. Several sources of potential
error are evident; many non-conventional spellings, such as partyyyyy and watchinf, do
not challenge a human reader but might reasonably challenge character n-gram models.
Similarly, common social abbreviations such as hml and fr are challenging.
Improving English recall worldwide We further analyzed our English recall results
according to messages’ country of origin, limiting our analysis to countries with at least 100
non-ambiguous, non-automatically generated messages in our dataset. For each country’s
messages, we compared the recall from best standalone langid.py model (trained on Twit-
ter70) and the recall from same model combined with demographic predictions, as shown
in Table 3.7. Surprisingly, for ten of the fifteen countries we found that using demographic
predictions improved recall performance, suggesting that the additional soft signal of “En-
glishness” provided by the demographic model aids performance across tweets labeled as
English globally.
Improving recall for short tweets Our results from the length-normalized analysis,
shown in Table 3.9, demonstrate that recall on short tweets, particularly short English
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Message Length langid.py Recall Ensemble Recall
English
t ≤ 5 80.7 91.9
5 < t ≤ 10 88.8 92.4
10 < t ≤ 15 91.9 93.0
15 < t ≤ 20 96.1 96.7
t ≥ 20 97.2 97.5
t ≤ 5 90.0 99.9
5 < t ≤ 10 95.2 99.5
Non-English 10 < t ≤ 15 95.6 99.9
15 < t ≤ 20 95.2 1.0
t ≥ 20 95.2 1.0
Table 3.9: Percent of the messages in each bin classified correctly as English or non-English
by each classifier; t is the message length for the bin.
tweets, is challenging; unsurprisingly, recall increases as tweet length increases. More im-
portantly, for short tweets the demographic ensemble classifier greatly reduces this gap;
while the difference in langid.py ’s recall performance between the shortest and longest En-
glish tweets is 16.5%, the difference is only 5.6% for the ensemble classifier. The gap is
similarly decreased for non-English tweets. We note also that precision is consistently high
across all bins for both langid.py and the ensemble classifier. The experiment indicates that
the demographic model’s signal of “Englishness” may aid performance not only for global
varieties of English, but also for short messages of any kind.




FAIRNESS IN NLP TOOLS: DEPENDENCY PARSING
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we investigate the performance of dependency parsing systems on AAL-
like text. Like language identification, parsing is an early step in many NLP pipelines; the
output dependency relations are frequently used in downstream tasks such as event and
relation extraction.
Here, much as in the previous chapter, we conduct an initial analysis of parsing perfor-
mance on AAL-like text using a small set of partially annotated sentences drawn from the
AA-aligned corpus developed in Ch. 2. We then propose new annotation guidelines for the
Universal Dependencies formalism to handle features found in AAL and on Twitter, and
evaluate performance under a range of training paradigms.
4.2 Related Work
4.2.1 Parsing for Twitter
Parsing for social media data presents interesting and significant challenges. Foster et al.
[2011] develop a dataset of 519 constituency-annotated English tweets, which were converted
to Stanford dependencies. Their analysis finds a substantial drop in performance of an off-
the-shelf dependency parser on the new dataset compared to a WSJ test set. Sanguinetti
et al. [2017] annotate a dataset of 6,738 Italian tweets according to UD 2.0 and examined
the performance of two parsers on the dataset, finding that they lagged considerably relative
to performance on the Italian UD Treebank.
Kong et al. [2014] develop an English dependency parser designed for Twitter, annotating
a dataset of 929 tweets (Tweebank v1) according to the unlabeled FUDG dependency
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formalism [Schneider et al., 2013]. It has substantially different structure than UD (for
example, prepositions head PPs, and auxiliaries govern main verbs).
More recently, Liu et al. [2018] develop Tweebank v2, fully annotating Tweebank
v1 according to UD 2.0 and annotating additionally sampled tweets, for a total of 3,550
tweets. They find that creating consistent annotations is challenging, due to frequent ambi-
guities in interpreting tweets; nevertheless, they were able to train a pipeline for tokenizing,
tagging, and parsing the tweets, and develop ensemble and distillation models to improve
parsing accuracy. Our work encounters similar challenges; in our approach, we intention-
ally oversample AAL-heavy messages for annotation, detail specific annotation decisions for
AAL-specific phenomena, and analyze parser performance between varieties and for partic-
ular constructions.
One line of work for parsing noisy social media data, including Khan et al. [2013] and
Nasr et al. [2016], examines the effects of domain mismatches between traditional sources of
training data and social media data, finding that matching the data as closely as possible
aids performance. Other work focuses on normalization, including Daiber and van der Goot
[2016] and van der Goot and van Noord [2017], which develop a dataset of 500 manually
normalized and annotated tweets and uses normalization within a parser. Separately, Zhang
et al. [2013] create a domain-adaptable, parser-focused system by directly linking parser
performance to normalization performance.
4.2.2 Parsing for non-standard varieties
For Arabic dialects, Chiang et al. [2006] parse Levantine Arabic by projecting parses from
Modern Standard Arabic translations, while Green and Manning [2010] conduct extensive
error analysis of Arabic constituency parsers and the Penn Arabic Treebank. Scherrer [2011]
parse Swiss German dialects by transforming Standard German phrase structures. We
continue in this line of work in our examination of AAL-specific syntactic structures and
generation of synthetic data with such structures.
Less work has examined parsing non-standard language on social media. Recently, Wang
et al. [2017] annotate 1,200 Singlish (Singaporean English) sentences from a Singaporean
talk forum, selecting sentences containing uniquely Singaporean vocabulary items. Like
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other work, they observe a drop in performance on dialectal Singlish text, but increase
performance through a stacking-based domain adaptation method.
4.3 Preliminary analysis: Stanford dependencies
Given the many syntactic features present in AAL not present in MUSE [Green, 2002],
we hypothesize that tools for syntactic analysis, such as dependency parsing tools, are likely
to exhibit reduced performance on AAL-like tweets compared to MUSE-like tweets.
We assess a publicly available syntactic dependency parser on our AA- and white-aligned
corpora. Syntactic parsing for tweets has received some research attention; Foster et al.
[2011] create a corpus of constituent trees for English tweets, and Kong et al.’s [2014] Twee-
boparser is trained on a Twitter corpus annotated with a customized unlabeled dependency
formalism; since its data was uniformly sampled from tweets, we expect it may have low
disparity between demographic groups.
We focus on widely used syntactic representations, testing the SyntaxNet neural network-
based dependency parser [Andor et al., 2016],1 which reports state-of-the-art results, includ-
ing for web corpora. We evaluate it against a new manual annotation of 200 messages, 100
randomly sampled from each of the AA- and white-aligned corpora described in §2.2.4.
SyntaxNet outputs grammatical relations conforming to the Stanford Dependencies (SD)
system [de Marneffe and Manning, 2008], which we used to annotate messages using Brat,2
comparing to predicted parses for reference. Message order was randomized and demo-
graphic inferences were hidden from the annotator. To increase statistical power relative to
annotation effort, we developed a partial annotation approach to only annotate edges for
the root word of the first major sentence in a message. Generally, we found that that SD
worked well as a descriptive formalism for tweets’ syntax.
We evaluate labeled recall of the annotated edges for each message set:




Parser AA WH Difference
SyntaxNet 64.0 (2.5) 80.4 (2.2) 16.3 (3.4)
CoreNLP 50.0 (2.7) 71.0 (2.5) 21.0 (3.7)
Table 4.1: Bootstrapped standard errors (from 10,000 message resamplings) are in paren-
theses; differences are statistically significant (p < 10−6 in both cases).
The white-aligned accuracy rate of 80.4% is broadly in line with previous work (compare
to the parser’s unlabeled accuracy of 89% on English Web Treebank full annotations), but
parse quality is much worse on AA-aligned tweets at 64.0%. We test the Stanford CoreNLP
neural network dependency parser [Chen and Manning, 2014] using the english_SD model
that outputs this formalism;3 its disparity is worse.
4.4 Extended analysis: Universal dependencies
We broaden Universal Dependencies parsing4 to handle social media English, particularly
social media AAL, by developing and annotating a new dataset of 500 tweets, 250 of which
are drawn from our AA-aligned corpus (Ch. 2), within the Universal Dependencies 2.0
framework. Here, we describe our standards for handling Twitter- and AAL-specific features
and evaluate several state-of-the-art dependency parsers, finding that, unsurprisingly, they
perform poorly on our dataset relative to the UD English Treebank. We additionally evaluate
a variety of cross-domain strategies for improving parsing with no, or very little, in-domain
labeled data, including a new data synthesis approach. We analyze these methods’ impact
on performance disparities between tweets drawn from the AA- and white-aligned corpora,
and assess parsing accuracy for specific AAL lexical and syntactic features.
Specifically, we compare training in a rich out-of-domain setting—with fine-grained POS
tags and morphological information—to training in a more impoverished in-domain setting—
with coarse POS tags and no morphological information. We find that the in-domain but
impoverished tagger leads to better parsing performance, and narrows the performance dis-
3pos,depparse options in version 2015-04-20, using tokenizations output by SyntaxNet.
4http://universaldependencies.org/
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parity between MUSE- and AAL-like tweets. We confirm the importance of POS tagging,
finding that coarser, but Twitter-specific and better-accuracy POS tags greatly help per-
formance. Additionally, we evaluate a new heuristic data synthesis method to add AAL
syntax and Twitter-specific features to the UD Treebank, as well as the use of in-domain,
unsupervised word embeddings, and investigate their effects on the performance disparity
between MUSE- and AAL-like tweets. Finally, we provide an error analysis of the parsers’
performance on AAL lexical and syntactic constructions in our dataset.
4.4.1 Dataset
Our dataset contains 500 tweets, with a total of 5,951 non-punctuation edges, sampled
from the corpus developed in Ch. 2. We create a balanced sample to get a range of lan-
guage, sampling 250 tweets from those where the African American topic has at least 80%
probability, and 250 from those where the white topic has at least 80% probability. We refer
to these two subcorpora as the AA- and white-aligned tweets.
The 250 AA-aligned tweets include many spellings of common words that correspond
to well-known phonological phenomena—including da, tha (the), dat, dhat (that), dis, dhis
(this), ion, iont (I don’t), ova (over), yo (your), dere, der (there), den, dhen (then), ova
(over), and nall, null (no, nah)—where each of the mentioned italicized AAL variants ap-
pears in the AA-aligned tweets, but never in the white-aligned tweets. We examine these
lexical variants more closely in §4.4.5. Across the AA-aligned tweets, 18.0% of tokens were
not in a standard English dictionary, while the WH tweets’ OOV rate was 10.7%.5 We
further observe a variety of AAL syntactic phenomena in our AA tweets, several of which
are described in §4.4.2 and §4.4.5.
4.4.2 AAL annotation
To effectively measure parsing quality and develop better future models, we first focus
on developing high-quality annotations for our dataset, for which we faced a variety of
5The dictionary of 123,377 words with American spellings was generated using http://wordlist.
aspell.net/.
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If u wit me den u pose to RESPECT ME
nsubjnsubj
“If you (are) with me, then you (are)
supposed to respect me”
Figure 4.1: Example of null copulas and our proposed annotations.
fees be looking upside my head
aux
Now we gone get fucked up
aux
damnnn I done let alot of time pass by
aux
Figure 4.2: Example of verbal auxiliaries and our proposed annotations.
challenges. We detail our annotation principles for null copulas, AAL verbal auxiliaries, and
shortened verbs using Universal Dependency 2.0 relations [Nivre et al., 2016].
Our annotation principles are in alignment with those proposed by Liu et al. [2018], with
the exception of contraction handling, which we discuss briefly in §4.4.2.2.
4.4.2.1 Null copulas
AAL is prominently characterized by the drop of copulas, which can occur when the
copula is present tense, not first person, not accented, not negative, and expressing neither
the habitual nor the remote present perfect tenses [Green, 2002].
The first dropped are in Figure 4.1 is a null copula; UD2.0 would analyze the MUSE
version as you nsubj←−−− me cop−−→ are, which we naturally extend to analyze the null copula by
simply omitting cop (which is now over a null element, so cannot exist in a dependency
graph). The second are is a null auxiliary (in MUSE, you nsubj←−−− supposed aux−−→ are), a tightly
related phenomenon, which we analyze similarly by simply omitting the aux edge.
4.4.2.2 AAL verbal auxiliaries
We observed AAL verbal auxiliaries, e.g., including habitual be (“Continually, over and
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Lol he bouta piss me off  “He is about to piss me off”
xcomp
Figure 4.3: Example of bouta and our proposed annotation.
over, fees are looking at me...”), future gone (“we are going to get...”), and completive done (“I
did let time pass by,” emphasizing the speaker completed a time-wasting action) (Figure 4.2).
We attach the auxiliary to the main verb with the aux relation, as UD2.0 analyzes other
English auxiliaries (e.g. would or will).
4.4.2.3 Verbs: Auxiliaries vs. main verbs
We observed many instances of quasi-auxiliary, “-to” shortened verbs such as wanna,
gotta, finna, bouta, tryna, gonna, which can be glossed as want to, got to, fixing to, about
to, etc. They control modality, mood and tense; for example, finna and bouta denote an
immediate future tense [Green, 2002]. From UD’s perspective, it is difficult to decide if they
should be subordinate auxiliaries or main verbs. In accordance with the UD Treebank’s
handling of MUSE want to X and going to X as main verbs (want xcomp−−−→ X ), we analyzed
them similarly, e.g. as in Figure 4.3. This is an instance of a general principle that, if there
is a shortening of an MUSE multiword phrase into a single word, the annotations on that
word should mirror the edges in and out of the original phrase’s subgraph (as in Schneider
et al.’s [2013] fudge expressions).
However, in contrast to the UD Treebank, we did not attempt to split up these words
into their component words (e.g. wanna → want to), since to do this well, it would require
a more involved segmentation model over the dozens or even hundreds of alternate spellings
each of the above can take;6 we instead rely on O’Connor et al. [2010] and Owoputi et al.’s
[2013] rule-based tokenizer that never attempts to segment within such shortenings. This
annotation principle contrasts with that of Liu et al. [2018], which follows UD tokenization
for contractions.
6For example, Owoputi et al.’s [2013] Twitter word cluster 0011000 has 36 forms of gonna alone:
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~ark/TweetNLP/cluster_viewer.html
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4.4.3 Non-AAL Twitter annotation
We also encountered many parsing challenges general to Twitter but not AAL, whose
handling we describe here. When possible, we adapted Kong et al.’s [2014] annotation con-
ventions into the Universal Dependencies context, which are the only published conventions
we know of for Twitter dependencies (for the FUDG dependency formalism).
4.4.3.1 @-mentions: Address vs. Subject/Object
Since @-mentions do not contain linguistic content, we replaced all instances in our
dataset with the token ATMENTION.
Twitter users employed @-mentions in a variety of ways. The most frequent way was as
a means of addressing that user, in which case we annotated using the vocative relation to
the head of the closest preceding (or following, if no preceding) clause, e.g.
ATMENTION yep look to yo left when you pass by blanton kml
@-mentions were also occasionally used as appositives, in which case we used the natural
appos relation, e.g.
My nigga ATMENTION turnt up eith us to at the beach
Finally, we observed cases where @-mentions played important syntactic roles, as in the
following example:
I rather enjoy listening to ATMENTION yelling at the staff lol
4.4.3.2 Quoting
Users frequently quote one another in retweets, as in the following example:
“ ATMENTION : Cough drops are my best friend right now . ” same EMOJI
In this type of message, we annotated as the root the head of the outermost main clause;
in this case, the word same; we attached ATMENTION to same via the parataxis relation,
and attached friend to ATMENTION again via the parataxis relation.
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4.4.3.3 Multiple utterances and parataxis
Many messages contained multiple utterances. Since we do not attempt sentence seg-
mentation, we follow UD’s convention of the parataxis relation for what are described as
“side-by-side run-on sentences.” For each utterance after the first, we attached the head of
that utterance to the head of the first utterance via the parataxis relation, e.g. with
Dan Uggla didn’t make the postseason roster . About time they made a good
decision
we attached time via the parataxis relation to make.
In many cases, the breaks between utterances are not marked by punctuation; for exam-
ple, the first of the following examples contains three separate utterances (So you play the
battle monsters, are they fun, will I be able to keep up? ). In the second example, the breaks
between utterances are even less clear.
So you play the battle monsters are they fun will I be able to keep up ?
I Aint Got A Girl Married 2 Tha Streets Or That Be In Them She Sumthin
New #800
Where sentence boundaries were not marked, we used our best judgment in determining
them.
In messages with multiple utterances, words attached with the discourse relation were
attached to the head of the utterance on the left; for example, in
I’m still sooooooo tired ! I just want to go back to sleep ! EMOJI
EMOJI is attached to want, the head of the second utterance.
4.4.3.4 Discourse markers versus multiple utterances
We observed many cases where a message began with an utterance that was discourse
marker-like. We chose to treat them as full separate utterances (and not as discourse mark-
ers) if they were separated from the rest of the utterance by sentence-ending punctuation.
For example, in the case of
ATMENTION oh shit ! Didnt do my homework ! Thought it was day 3 !
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we annotated oh to be the root of the sentence. Where there was no such separating
punctuation, we treated them as discourse markers; for example, with
Ohhhh Hell Naw Dis Bitch Shay Got My Last Name *Johnson*
we annotated Got as the root of the message, with Ohhhh, Hell, and Naw attached via the
discourse relation.
4.4.3.5 Hashtags
We largely treated hashtags as full separate utterances; for example, in the following
tweet, we annotated#tweetliketheoppositegender to be the root of the sentence, and attached
#bigoleboner to #tweetliketheoppositegender with the parataxis relation.
#tweetliketheoppositegender Oh damn . I love it when all these bitches wear
yoga pants . #bigoleboner
In contrast, with
My boss fired somebody on site n front of everybody #She’s A Savage
there appear to be two utterances, My boss...everybody and #She’s A Savage. In the latter,
while #She’s is marked with a hashtag, it functions as the subject of the second utterance.
This is in contrast to hashtags such as #tweetliketheoppositegender above; while this hashtag
does appear to have an internal syntactic structure, it has not been separated out into its
constituent words by the author.
4.4.3.6 Emoticons and emoji
We use emoticon to mean an ascii-art-style depiction of an ideogrammic emotive symbol
like [[ :) ]], and emoji to mean a specialized character that is rendered as a small image
(the same terminology as Owoputi et al. [2013]). In terms of syntactic annotations we treat
them the same; in general, we attached them with the discourse relation to the head of
the nearest preceding (or following, if no preceding) clause, in line with UD’s treatment of
interjections.
Since emojis can interact poorly with the annotation software we used, each sequence of
emojis was converted to an EMOJI token, e.g.
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was converted to
“ ATMENTION : “ ATMENTION : Lil booty girls >>>> y’all winning EMOJI
yes lawwwd EMOJI ””
4.4.3.7 Repeated Words
When words were repeated, we annotated them with the conj relation; for example, with
Hate hate hate hate hate hate hate having to work there . EMOJI
we annotated the first instance of Hate as the root of the utterance, with each subsequent
hate attached to the first with the conj relation, in accordance with UD’s standard branching
structure for conjunctions.
4.4.3.8 Collapsed Phrases
Frequently, phrases were abbreviated, as in the following, where on my way is abbrevi-
ated to omw :
Now omw to get my hair done for coronation
For each of these cases, we used our best judgment; in this case, we annotated omw as
the root of the sentence (see main text).
A common and challenging type of collapsed phrase are {the, as} fuck abbreviations.
“ ATMENTION : Two faced af #leavemealone ” ill leave who ever I want alone
! Haha
Ik dis nig saw my stats/tweets why tf he woke me out my sleep
where af and tf stand for as fuck and the fuck, respectively. We generally annotated them
with the advmod relation.
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ion fuck uh round
“I don’t fuck around”
compound
yu seen a car like mines sum where   
“you seen a car like mine somewhere”
compound
Figure 4.4: Example of words separated into multiple tokens and our proposed annotation.
4.4.3.9 Separated words
We observed multiple cases of words separated into multiple tokens, such as uh round
and sum where in the examples in Figure 4.4. We decided to use UD 2.0’s compound relation,
since they do not appear to be disfluencies or poor editing (which would argue for goeswith),
and fixed is intended for grammaticized fixed expressions (e.g. because of ), which does not
apply. flat is an arguable alternative for these cases; based on the UD documentation, and
inspecting cases in the UD Treebank, we were unable to make a determination which was
more appropriate for these cases.
4.4.3.10 Punctuation
For all punctuation tokens, including quotes, commas, periods, exclamation marks, and
question marks, we attach them to the root via the punct relation. Emoticons and emojis
do not count as punctuation.
4.4.4 Experiments
Models
Our experiments use the following two parsers.
UDPipe [Straka et al., 2016] is a neural pipeline containing a tokenizer, morphological
analyzer, tagger, and transition-based parser and is intended to be easily retrainable. The
parser attains 80.2% LAS (labeled attachment score) on the UD English treebank with
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automatically generated POS tags, and was a baseline system used in the CoNLL 2017
Shared Task [Zeman et al., 2017].7
Deep Biaffine [Dozat et al., 2017, Dozat and Manning, 2017] is a graph-based
parser incorporating neural attention and biaffine classifiers for arcs and labels. We used the
version of the parser in the Stanford CoNLL 2017 Shared Task submission, which attained
82.2% LAS on the UD English treebank with automatically generated tags, and achieved
the best performance in the task. The model requires pre-trained word embeddings.8
4.4.4.1 Experimental setup
We considered a series of experiments within both a cross-domain scenario (§4.4.4.2),
where we trained only on UD Treebank data, and an in-domain scenario (§4.4.4.3) using
small amounts of our labeled data. We use the parsing systems’ default hyperparameters
(e.g., minibatch size and learning rate) and the default training/development split of the
treebank (both systems perform early stopping based on development set performance).
4.4.4.2 Cross-domain settings
Morpho-Tagger vs. ARK POS tags The UD Treebank contains extensive fine-grained
POS and morphological information, on which UDPipe’s morphological analyzer and tagging
system is originally trained. This rich information should be useful for parsing, but the
analyzers may be highly error-prone on out-of-domain, non-standard Twitter data, which
may contribute to poor parsing performance. We hypothesize that higher quality, even if
coarser, POS information should improve parsing.
To test this, we retrain UDPipe in two different settings. We first retrain the parser
component with fine-grained PTB-style POS tags and morphological information provided
by the tagger component;9 we call this the Morpho-Tagger setting. Second, we retrain the
7https://github.com/ufal/udpipe
8https://github.com/tdozat/UnstableParser/
9We also retrained this component, to maintain consistency of training and development split.
We also remove the universal (coarse) POS tags it produces, replacing them with the same PTB
tags.
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parser with morphological information stripped and its tags predicted from the ARK Twitter
POS tagger [Owoputi et al., 2013], which is both tailored for Twitter and displays a smaller
AAL vs MUSE performance gap than traditional taggers [Jørgensen et al., 2016]; we call
this the ARK Tagger setting.10 The ARK Tagger’s linguistic representation is impoverished
compared to Morpho-Tagger: its coarse-grained POS tag system does not include tense or
number information, for example.
Synthetic Data Given our knowledge of Twitter- and AAL-specific phenomena that do
not occur in the UD Treebank, we implemented a rule-based method to help teach the
machine-learned parser these phenomena; we generated synthetic data for three Internet-
specific conventions and one set of AAL syntactic features. This is inspired by Scherrer’s
[2011] rule transforms between Standard and Swiss German. We performed each of the
following transformations separately on a copy of the UD Treebank data and concatenated
the transformed files together for the final training and development files, so that each final
file contained several transformed copies of the original UD Treebank data.
1. @-mentions, emojis, emoticons, expressions, and hashtags: For each sentence in the
UD Treebank we inserted at least one @-mention, emoji, emoticon, expression (Internet-
specific words and abbreviations such as lol, kmsl, and xoxo), or hashtag, annotated with
the correct relation, at the beginning of the sentence. An item of the same type was repeated
with 50% probability, and a second item was inserted with 50% probability. @-mentions
were inserted using the ATMENTION token and emojis using the EMOJI token. Emoticons
were inserted from a list of 20 common emoticons, expressions were inserted from a list of 16
common expressions, and hashtags were sampled for insertion according to their frequency
in a list of all hashtags observed in the TwitterAAE corpus.
2. Syntactically participating @-mentions: To replicate occurrences of syntactically par-
ticipating @-mentions, for each sentence in the UD Treebank with at least one token anno-
tated with an nsubj or obj relation and an NNP POS tag, we replaced one at random with
the ATMENTION token.
10We strip lemmas from training and development files for both settings.
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3. Multiple utterances: To replicate occurrences of multiple utterances, we randomly
collapsed pairs of two short sentences (< 15 tokens) together, attaching the root of the
second to the root of the first with the parataxis relation.
4. AAL preverbal markers and auxiliaries: We introduced instances of verbal construc-
tions present in AAL that are infrequent or non-existent in the UD Treebank data. First,
constructions such as going to, about to, and want to are frequently collapsed to gonna,
bouta, and wanna, respectively; for each sentence with at least one of these constructions,
we randomly chose one to collapse. Second, we randomly replaced instances of going to
with finna, a preverbal marker occurring in AAL and in the American South [Green, 2002].
Third, we introduced the auxiliaries gone and done, which denote future tense and past
tense, respectively; for the former, for each sentence containing at least one auxiliary will,
we replace it with gone, and for the latter, for each sentence containing at least one non-
auxiliary, non-passive, past-tense verb, we choose one and insert done before it. Finally, for
each sentence containing at least one copula, we delete one at random.
Word Embeddings Finally, since a tremendous variety of Twitter lexical items are
not present in the UD Treebank, we use 200-dimensional word embeddings trained with
word2vec11 [Mikolov et al., 2013] on our TwitterAAE dataset from Ch. 2. Before training,
we processed the corpus by replacing @-mentions with ATMENTION, replacing emojis with
EMOJI, and replacing sequences of more than two repeated letters with two repeated letters
(e.g. partyyyyy → partyy). This resulted in embeddings for 487,450 words.
We retrain and compare UDPipe on each of the Morpho-Tagger and ARK Tagger set-
tings with synthetic data and pre-trained embeddings, and without. We additionally retrain
Deep Biaffine with and without synthetic data and embeddings.12
11https://github.com/dav/word2vec
12As the existing implementation of Deep Biaffine requires pre-trained word embeddings, for the
Deep Biaffine baseline experiments we use the CoNLL 2017 Shared Task 100-dimensional embeddings
that were pretrained on the English UD Treebank.
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4.4.4.3 In-domain training
We additionally investigate the effects of small amounts of in-domain training data from
our dataset. We perform 2-fold cross-validation, randomly partitioning our dataset into two
sets of 250 tweets. We compare two different settings (all using the UDPipe ARK Tagger
setting):
Twitter-only To explore the effect of training with Twitter data alone, for each set of
250 we trained on that set alone, along with our Twitter embeddings, and tested on the
remaining 250.
UDT+Twitter To explore the additional signal provided by the UD Treebank, for each
set of 250 we trained on the UD Treebank concatenated with that set (with the tweets
upweighted to approximately match the size of the UD Treebank, in order to use similar
hyperparameters) and tested on the remaining 250.
4.4.5 Results and analysis
In our evaluation, we ignored punctuation tokens (labeled with punct) in our LAS cal-
culation.
Effects of cross-domain settings
Model LAS
(1) UDPipe, Morpho-Tagger, UDT 50.5
(2) + Twitter embeddings 53.9
(3) + synthetic, Twitter embeddings 58.9
(4) UDPipe, ARK Tagger, UDT 53.3
(5) + Twitter embeddings 58.6
(6) + synthetic, Twitter embeddings 64.3
Deep Biaffine, UDT
(7) + CoNLL MUSE embeddings 62.3
(8) + Twitter embeddings 63.7
(9) + synthetic, Twitter embeddings 65.0
Table 4.2: Results from cross-domain training settings.
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Model LAS
(10) UDPipe, Twitter embeddings 62.2
(11) + UDT 70.3
(12) + UDT, synthetic 68.7
Table 4.3: Results from in-domain training settings (with the ARK Tagger setting, see
§4.4.4.3).
Morpho-Tagger vs. ARK Tagger As hypothesized, UDPipe’s ARK Tagger setting
outperformed the Morpho-Tagger across all settings, ranging from a 2.8% LAS improve-
ment when trained only on the UD Treebank with no pre-trained word embeddings, to
4.7% and 5.4% improvements when trained with Twitter embeddings and both Twitter em-
beddings and synthetic data, respectively. The latter improvements suggest that the ARK
Tagger setup is able to take better advantage of Twitter-specific lexical information from
the embeddings and syntactic patterns from the synthetic data. Table 4.2 shows the LAS
for our various settings.
After observing the better performance of the ARK Tagger setting, we opted not to
retrain the Deep Biaffine parser in any Morpho-Tagger settings due to the model’s signif-
icantly longer training time; all our Deep Biaffine results are reported for models trained
with an ARK Tagger setting.
Synthetic data and embeddings We observed that synthetic data and Twitter-trained
embeddings were independently helpful; embeddings provided a 1.4–5.3% boost across the
UDPipe and Deep Biaffine models, while synthetic data provided a 1.3–5.7% additional
boost (Table 4.2).
UDPipe vs. Deep Biaffine While the baseline models for UDPipe and Deep Biaffine are
not directly comparable (since the latter required pre-trained embeddings), in the Twitter
embeddings setting Deep Biaffine outperformed UDPipe by 5.1%. However, given access
to both synthetic data and Twitter embeddings, UDPipe’s performance approached that of
Deep Biaffine.
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Model AA LAS WH LAS Gap
(1) UDPipe, Morpho-Tagger 43.0 57.0 14.0
(2) + Twitter embeddings 45.5 61.2 15.7
(3) + synthetic, Twitter embeddings 50.7 66.2 15.5
(4) UDPipe, ARK Tagger 50.2 56.1 5.9
(5) + Twitter embeddings 54.1 62.5 8.4
(6) + synthetic, Twitter embeddings 59.9 68.1 8.2
Deep Biaffine, ARK Tagger
(7) + CoNLL MUSE embeddings 56.1 67.7 11.6
(8) + Twitter embeddings 58.7 66.7 8.0
(9) + synthetic, Twitter embeddings 59.9 70.8 10.9
Table 4.4: AA- and white-aligned tweets’ labeled attachment scores for UD Treebank-
trained models; Gap is the WH−AA difference in LAS.
Perhaps surprisingly, training with even limited amounts of in-domain training data
aided in parsing performance; training with just in-domain data produced an LAS compa-
rable to that of the baseline Deep Biaffine model, and adding UD Treebank data further
increased LAS by 8.1%, indicating that they independently provide critical signal.
AAL/MUSE performance disparity
For each model in each of the cross-domain settings, we calculated the LAS on the 250 AA-
and 250 white-aligned tweets. We observed clear disparities in performance between the two
sets of tweets, ranging from 5.9% to 15.7% (Table 4.4). Additionally, across settings, we
observed several patterns.
First, the UDPipe ARK Tagger settings produced significantly smaller gaps (5.9–8.4%)
than the corresponding Morpho-Tagger settings (14.0–15.7%). Indeed, most of the perfor-
mance improvement of the ARK Tagger setting comes from the AA-aligned tweets; the LAS
on the AA-aligned tweets jumps 7.2–9.2% from each Morpho-Tagger setting to the corre-
sponding ARK Tagger setting, compared to differences of −0.9–1.9% for the WH tweets.
Second, the Deep Biaffine ARK Tagger settings produced larger gaps (8.0–11.6%) than
the UDPipe ARK Tagger settings, with the exception of the embeddings-only setting.
We also observed the surprising result that adding Twitter-trained embeddings and syn-












compound 36.4 71.2 34.8 42.4 72.9 30.5 4.4
obl:tmod 25.0 51.7 26.7 43.8 55.2 11.4 15.3
nmod 28.6 54.4 25.8 45.7 51.5 5.8 20.1
cop 56.5 82.1 25.6 65.2 79.1 13.9 11.7
obl 41.4 65.4 24.0 56.8 62.5 5.7 18.3
cc 56.9 79.0 22.1 78.5 82.7 4.3 17.8
ccomp 33.3 54.2 20.8 40.5 54.2 13.7 7.1
obj 61.3 81.5 20.2 72.8 83.5 10.7 9.5
case 60.5 79.8 19.3 75.2 83.4 8.2 11.1
det 73.1 90.7 17.5 83.4 92.2 8.8 8.7
advmod 53.8 71.2 17.3 62.9 72.1 9.1 8.2
advcl 31.5 46.8 15.3 25.9 46.8 20.9 -5.6
root 56.4 71.6 15.2 62.8 74.0 11.2 4.0
xcomp 40.0 54.9 14.9 51.2 50.0 1.2 13.7
discourse 30.7 44.9 14.2 46.0 51.4 5.4 8.8
Table 4.5: Recall by relation type under UDPipe’s Morpho-Tagger and ARK Tagger set-
tings (+synthetic+embeddings; (3) and (6) from Table 4.4). Reduction is the reduction in
performance gap (WH - AA) from the Morpho-Tagger setting to the ARK Tagger setting;
bolded numbers indicate a gap reduction of ≥ 10.0.
performance gap across both UDPipe settings. We hypothesize that while UDPipe is able to
effectively make use of both Twitter-specific lexical items and annotation conventions within
MUSE-like syntactic structures, it continues to be stymied by AAL-like syntactic structures,
and is therefore unable to make use of the additional information.
We further calculated recall for each relation type across the AA tweets and WH tweets,
and the resulting performance gap, under the UDPipe Morpho-Tagger and ARK Tagger
models trained with synthetic data and embeddings. Table 4.5 shows these calculations for
the 15 relation types for which the performance gap was highest and which had at least 15
instances in each of the AA and WH tweet sets, along with the corresponding calculation
under the ARK Tagger model. The amount by which the performance gap is reduced from
the first setting to the second setting is also reported. Of the 15 relations shown, the gap







Dropped copula 44 0 MY bestfrienddd mad at me tho
Habitual be, describing
repeated actions
10 0 fees be looking upside my head likee ion kno
wat be goingg on .
I kno that clown, u don’t be around tho
Dropped possessive
marker
5 0 ATMENTION on Tv...tawkn bout datman gf




5 0 When a female owe you sex you don’t even
wanna have a conversation with her
Future gone 4 0 she gone dance without da bands lol
Expletive it 2 1 It was too much goin on in dat mofo .
Completive done 1 0 damnnn I done let alot of time pass by . .
Table 4.6: Examples of AAL syntactic phenomena and occurrence counts in the 250 AA-













Lexical Variants 16.3 (13/80) 61.3 (49/80) 63.8 (51/80) 57.5 (46/80)
Dropped copula 54.5 (24/44) 70.5 (31/44) 61.4 (27/44) 68.2 (30/44)
Habitual be 50.0 (5/10) 80.0 (8/10) 90.0 (9/10) 90.0 (9/10)
Table 4.7: Parsing accuracies of syntactic and lexical variations across four UDPipe models.
Finally, we examine the performance of the ARK Tagger and Morpho-Tagger settings
on AAL lexical and syntactic phenomena in our dataset, finding that while the ARK Tag-
ger settings outperformed the Morpho-Tagger settings, syntactic features such as dropped
copulas presented significant challenges to both.
4.4.5.1 Lexical and syntactic analysis of AAL
In this section, we discuss AAL lexical and syntactic variations observed in our dataset,
with the aim of providing insight into reduced parsing accuracy on AA-aligned tweets, and
the impact of various parser settings on their parsing accuracy.
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AAL contains a variety of phonological features which present themselves on Twitter
through a number of lexical variations [Green, 2002, Jones, 2015], instances of which occur a
total of 80 times in the AA-aligned tweets; notably, none occur in the white-aligned tweets.
We investigated the accuracy of various cross-domain parser settings on these lexical
variants; for each of the baseline Morpho-Tagger, baseline ARK Tagger, ARK Tagger with
embeddings, and ARK Tagger with synthetic data and embeddings models, we counted the
number of instances of lexical variants from §4.4.1 for which the model gave the correct head
with the correct label.
While the lexical variants challenged all four models, switching from the Morpho-Tagger
setting to the ARK Tagger settings produced significant accuracy increases (Table 4.7).
We observed that the greatest improvement came from using the ARK Tagger setting with
Twitter-trained embeddings; the Twitter-specific lexical information provided by the embed-
dings was critical to recognizing the variants. Surprisingly, adding synthetic data decreased
the model’s ability to parse the variants.
We next investigated the presence of AAL syntactic phenomena in our dataset. Table
4.6 shows examples of seven well-documented AAL morphological and syntactic features
and counts of their occurrences in our AA and WH tweet sets; again, while several of the
phenomena, such as dropped copulas and habitual be, occur frequently in our AA tweets,
there is only one instance of any of these features occurring in the WH tweet set.
We measured the parsing accuracy for the two most frequent syntactic features, dropped
copulas and habitual be, across the four models; accuracies are given in Table 4.7. For
dropped copulas, we measured parsing correctness by checking if the parser correctly at-
tached the subject to the correct predicate word via the nsubj relation; for the first example
in Table 4.6, for example, we considered the parser correct if it attached bestfrienddd to mad
via the nsubj relation. For habitual be, we checked for correct attachment via the aux or
cop relations as in the first and second examples in Table 4.6, respectively.
As before, we observed significant increases in accuracy moving from the Morpho-Tagger
to the ARK Tagger settings. However, neither adding embeddings nor synthetic data ap-
peared to significantly increase accuracy for these features. From manual inspection, most
of the dropped copulas errors appear to arise either from challenging questions (e.g. AT-
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MENTION what yo number ? ) or from mis-identification of the word to which to attach
the subject (e.g. He claim he in love llh, where he was attached to llh rather than to love).
4.5 Discussion and conclusion
While current neural dependency parsers are highly accurate on MUSE-like text, our
analyses suggest that AAL-like text presents considerable challenges due to lexical and syn-
tactic features which diverge systematically from MUSE. While the cross-domain strategies
we presented can greatly increase accurate parsing of these features, narrowing the perfor-
mance gap between AAL- and MUSE-like tweets, much work remains to be done for accurate
parsing of even linguistically well-documented features. For applications like opinion analy-
sis and information retrieval, which require equal performance across social groups so that
concepts or opinions inferred from groups of authors (e.g., AAL speakers) are not under-
counted or under-represented in results returned to a user or analyst, accurate parsing may
be critical.
In this and the previous two chapters, we proposed a method for developing a corpus
of social media text exhibiting features of AAL, which we used to quantify disparities in
performance between AAL-like and MUSE-like text for two types of NLP systems. This
work addresses one of the questions we posed in the introduction: How do we concretely
quantify harms arising from NLP systems? We emphasize that this work was driven by
sociolinguistic insights about AAL, which enabled our use of Census data as distant super-
vision for our mixed membership model, linguistic validation of the resulting AA-aligned
corpus, and analyses of the particular linguistic challenges faced by language identification
and dependency parsing tools.
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CHAPTER 5
MEASURING BIAS: A SURVEY OF BIAS IN NLP
5.1 Introduction
In the next four chapters, we zoom out from the question of how to concretely quantify
harms, and turn to the second, much broader set of questions posed in the introduction:
What kinds of undesirable behaviors arise from NLP systems? About which should we
be concerned, and why? How do we understand these in connection to already existing
injustices? How do we evaluate our approaches to quantifying harms?
A wealth of work examining bias in NLP systems has appeared in recent years, including
work examining bias in embedding spaces [Bolukbasi et al., 2016, Caliskan et al., 2017, Gonen
and Goldberg, 2019, May et al., 2019, i.a.] as well as in systems developed for a breadth of
tasks including language modeling [Lu et al., 2018, Bordia and Bowman, 2019], coreference
resolution [Rudinger et al., 2018, Zhao et al., 2018], machine translation [Vanmassenhove
et al., 2018, Stanovsky et al., 2019], sentiment analysis [Kiritchenko and Mohammad, 2018],
and hate speech/toxicity detection [Park et al., 2018, Dixon et al., 2018], among others. In
this chapter, we provide a critical survey of the 146 papers that have emerged in the space
of bias in NLP systems before July 2020; to our knowledge, this is the fullest analysis of the
existing landscape on bias in NLP.
Throughout this chapter and the remainder of this thesis, we depart from existing work
on bias in NLP1 to take a critical perspective. That is, we recognize that NLP systems
are developed in particular socio-cultural contexts, and we seek to surface and interrogate
the assumptions and values—particularly about language and speakers—embedded in the
development, deployment, and analyses (of bias or otherwise) of NLP systems. As we will
1With few exceptions; see for example Cao and Daumé [2019] and McBain-Ashfield and Millar
[2020].
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explore in much greater length in Chapters 6 and 7, NLP systems (as with all technologies)
are developed in contexts of profoundly unjust social arrangements—unjust distributions of
economic resources and political power—and we aim to re-orient the study of bias in NLP
towards exploring how NLP systems might reproduce or challenge these arrangements.
5.2 A critical analysis of bias in NLP
Although the papers described above have laid vital groundwork by illustrating some of
the ways that NLP systems can be harmful, the majority of them fail to engage critically
with what constitutes bias in the first place. Despite the fact that analyzing bias is an
inherently normative process—in which some system behaviors are deemed good and others
harmful—papers on bias in NLP systems are rife with unstated assumptions about what
kinds of system behaviors are harmful, in what ways, to whom, and why. Indeed, the term
bias (or “gender bias” or “racial bias”) is used to describe a wide range of system behaviors,
even though they may be harmful in different ways, to different groups, or for different
reasons. Even papers analyzing bias in NLP systems developed for the same task often
conceptualize it differently.
For example, the following system behaviors are all understood to be self-evident state-
ments of “racial bias”: (a) embedding spaces in which embeddings for names associated with
African Americans are closer (compared to names associated with European Americans)
to unpleasant words than pleasant words [Caliskan et al., 2017]; (b) sentiment analysis
systems yielding different intensity scores for sentences containing names associated with
African Americans and sentences containing names associated with European Americans
[Kiritchenko and Mohammad, 2018]; and (c) toxicity detection systems scoring tweets con-
taining features associated with African American Language as more offensive than tweets
without these features [Davidson et al., 2019, Sap et al., 2019]. Moreover, some of these
papers focus on “racial bias” expressed in written text, while others focus on “racial bias”
against authors. This use of imprecise terminology obscures these important differences.
Here, we perform a critical analysis of the papers described above, finding that their
motivations are often vague and inconsistent. Many lack any normative reasoning for why
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the system behaviors that are described as bias are harmful, in what ways, and to whom.
Moreover, the vast majority of these papers do not engage with the relevant literature outside
of NLP to ground normative concerns when proposing quantitative techniques for measuring
or mitigating bias. As a result, we find that many of these techniques are poorly matched
to their motivations, and are not comparable to one another.
5.2.1 Method for gathering papers
Our survey includes all papers known to us analyzing bias in NLP systems—146 papers
in total. We omit papers about speech, for which there is a growing body of work [Vergyri
et al., 2010, Lehr et al., 2014, Tatman, 2017, Garnerin et al., 2019, Koenecke et al., 2020, i.a.]
restricting our survey to papers about written text only. To identify the 146 papers, we first
searched the ACL Anthology2 for all papers with the keywords “bias” or “fairness” that were
made available prior to July 2020. We retained all papers about social bias, and discarded
all papers about other definitions of the keywords (e.g., hypothesis-only bias, inductive bias,
media bias). We also discarded all papers using bias in NLP systems to measure social bias
in text or the real world [e.g., Garg et al., 2018].
To ensure that we did not exclude any relevant papers without the keywords “bias” or
“fairness,” we also traversed the citation graph of our initial set of papers, retaining any
papers analyzing bias in NLP systems that are cited by or cite the papers in our initial
set. Finally, we manually inspected any papers analyzing bias in NLP systems from leading
machine learning, human-computer interaction, and web conferences and workshops, such as
ICML, NeurIPS, AIES, FAccT, CHI, and WWW, along with any relevant papers that were
made available in the “Computation and Language” and “Computers and Society” categories
on arXiv prior to July 2020, but found that they had already been identified via our traversal
of the citation graph. In Table 5.1, we provide a breakdown of the NLP tasks covered by
the papers; a full list of papers and the tasks on which they focus is provided in Table A.3 in




Embeddings (type-level or contextualized) 54
Coreference resolution 20




Tagging or parsing 5
Surveys, frameworks, and meta-analyses 20
Other 22
Table 5.1: The NLP tasks covered by the 146 papers.
tasks. For example, a paper might test the efficacy of a technique for mitigating bias in
embedding spaces in the context of sentiment analysis.
We read each of the papers with the goal of categorizing their motivations and their
proposed quantitative techniques for measuring or mitigating bias. We use a previously
developed taxonomy of harms for this categorization, which differentiates between so-called
allocational and representational harms [Barocas et al., 2017, Crawford, 2017]. Allocational
harms arise when an automated system allocates resources (e.g., credit) or opportunities
(e.g., jobs) unfairly to different social groups; representational harms arise when a system
(e.g., a search engine) represents some social groups in a less favorable light than others,
demeans them, or fails to recognize their existence altogether.3 Adapting and extending




3We will motivate and expand this taxonomy in Ch. 7.
4We grouped several types of representational harms into two categories to reflect that the main
point of differentiation between the 146 papers’ motivations and proposed quantitative techniques for
measuring or mitigating bias is whether or not they focus on stereotyping. Among the papers that
do not focus on stereotyping, we found that most lack sufficiently clear motivations and techniques




Allocational harms 30 4
Stereotyping 50 58
Other representational harms 52 43
Questionable correlations 47 42
Vague/unstated 23 0
Surveys, frameworks, and meta-analyses 20 20
Table 5.2: The categories into which the 146 papers fall.
– Stereotyping that propagates negative generalizations about particular social
groups.
– Differences in system performance for different social groups, language that mis-
represents the distribution of different social groups in the population, or lan-
guage that is denigrating to particular social groups.
• Questionable correlations between system behavior and features of language that are
typically associated with particular social groups.
• Vague descriptions of bias (or gender bias or racial bias) or no description at all.
• Surveys, frameworks, and meta-analyses.
In Table 5.2 we provide counts for each of the six categories listed above. Again, we note
that the counts do not sum to 146, because some papers state multiple motivations, propose
multiple techniques, or propose a single technique for measuring or mitigating multiple
harms.
5.2.2 Findings
Categorizing the 146 papers’ motivations and proposed quantitative techniques for mea-
suring or mitigating bias into the six categories listed above enabled us to identify several
commonalities, which we present below, along with illustrative quotes. Tables 5.3 and 5.4










“Existing biases in data can be amplified by mod-
els and the resulting output consumed by the pub-
lic can influence them, encourage and re-
inforce harmful stereotypes, or distort the
truth. Automated systems that depend on these
models can take problematic actions based on













“Other biases can be inappropriate and result in
negative experiences for some groups of people.
Examples include, loan eligibility and crime
recidivism prediction systems...and resumé
sorting systems that believe that men are more
qualified to be programmers than women (Boluk-
basi et al., 2016). Similarly, sentiment and emo-
tion analysis systems can also perpetuate and ac-
centuate inappropriate human biases, e.g., sys-
tems that consider utterances from one race
or gender to be less positive simply because of
their race or gender, or customer support systems
that prioritize a call from an angry male



























“[MT training] may incur an association of
gender-specified pronouns (in the target) and
gender-neutral ones (in the source) for lexicon
pairs that frequently collocate in the corpora. We
claim that this kind of phenomenon seriously
threatens the fairness of a translation system, in
the sense that it lacks generality and inserts
social bias to the inference. Moreover, the in-
put is not fully correct (considering gender-













“Learned models exhibit social bias when their
training data encode stereotypes not relevant














Table 5.3: Examples of the categories into which the papers’ motivations and proposed
quantitative techniques for measuring or mitigating bias fall. Bold text in the quotes denotes
the content that yields our categorizations.
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Categories





“However, embeddings trained on human-
generated corpora have been demonstrated to
inherit strong gender stereotypes that reflect
social constructs....Such a bias substantially
affects downstream applications....This con-
cerns the practitioners who use the embedding
model to build gender-sensitive applications
such as a resume filtering system or a job
recommendation system as the automated
system may discriminate candidates based on
their gender, as reflected by their name. Besides,
biased embeddings may implicitly affect down-
stream applications used in our daily lives. For
example, when searching for ‘computer scientist’
using a search engine...a search algorithm using
an embedding model in the backbone tends to
rank male scientists higher than females’
[sic], hindering women from being rec-
ognized and further exacerbating the gender














“[P]rominent word embeddings such as word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) and GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014) encode systematic biases against
women and black people (Bolukbasi et al., 2016;
Garg et al., 2018), implicating many NLP sys-






“Since the goal of dialogue systems is to talk with
users...if the systems show discriminatory behav-
iors in the interactions, the user experience will
be adversely affected. Moreover, public commer-








Table 5.4: Examples of the categories into which the papers’ motivations and proposed
quantitative techniques for measuring or mitigating bias fall, continued.
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5.2.2.1 Motivations
Papers state a wide range of motivations, multiple motivations, vague motiva-
tions, and sometimes no motivations at all. We find that the papers’ motivations
span all six categories, with several papers falling into each one. Appropriately, papers that
provide surveys or frameworks for analyzing bias in NLP systems often state multiple mo-
tivations [Hovy and Spruit, 2016, Bender, 2019, Sun et al., 2019, Rozado, 2020, Shah et al.,
2020, i.a.]. However, as the examples in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate, many other papers
(33%) do so as well. Some papers (16%) state only vague motivations or no motivations at
all. For example, as
[N]o human should be discriminated on the basis of demographic attributes by
an NLP system. [Kaneko and Bollegala, 2019]
[P]rominent word embeddings [...] encode systematic biases against women and
black people [...] implicating many NLP systems in scaling up social injustice.
[May et al., 2019]
These examples leave unstated what it might mean for an NLP system to “discriminate,”
what constitutes “systematic biases,” or how NLP systems contribute to “social injustice”
(itself undefined).
Papers’ motivations sometimes include no normative reasoning. We find that
some papers (32%) are not motivated by any apparent normative concerns, often focusing
instead on concerns about system performance. For example, the first quote below includes
normative reasoning—namely that models should not use demographic information to make
predictions—while the other focuses on learned correlations impairing system performance.
In [text classification], models are expected to make predictions with the seman-
tic information rather than with the demographic group identity information
(e.g., ‘gay’, ‘black’) contained in the sentences. [Zhang et al., 2020]
An over-prevalence of some gendered forms in the training data leads to trans-
lations with identifiable errors. Translations are better for sentences involving
men and for sentences containing stereotypical gender roles. [Saunders and
Byrne, 2020]
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Even when papers do state clear motivations, they are often unclear about why
the system behaviors that are described as bias are harmful, in what ways, and
to whom. We find that even papers with clear motivations often fail to explain what
kinds of system behaviors are harmful, in what ways, to whom, and why. For example,
Deploying these word embedding algorithms in practice, for example in auto-
mated translation systems or as hiring aids, runs the serious risk of perpetuating
problematic biases in important societal contexts. [Brunet et al., 2019]
[I]f the systems show discriminatory behaviors in the interactions, the user ex-
perience will be adversely affected. [Liu et al., 2019]5
These examples leave unstated what “problematic biases” or non-ideal user experiences might
look like, how the system behaviors might result in these things, and who the relevant
stakeholders or users might be. In contrast, we find that papers that provide surveys or
frameworks for analyzing bias in NLP systems often name who is harmed, acknowledging
that different social groups may experience these systems differently due to their different
relationships with NLP systems or different social positions. For example, Ruane et al.
[2019] argue for a “deep understanding of the user groups [sic] characteristics, contexts, and
interests” when designing conversational agents.
Papers about NLP systems developed for the same task often conceptualize bias
differently. Even papers that cover the same NLP task often conceptualize bias in ways
that differ substantially and are sometimes inconsistent. Rows 3 and 4 of Table 5.3 contain
machine translation papers with different conceptualizations of “bias,” leading to different
proposed techniques, while rows 1 and 2 of Table 5.4 contain papers on bias in embedding
spaces that state different motivations, but propose techniques for quantifying stereotyping.
Papers’ motivations conflate allocational and representational harms. We find
that the papers’ motivations sometimes (16%) name immediate representational harms, such
as stereotyping, alongside more distant allocational harms, which, in the case of stereotyping,
5Since we performed our analysis, this paper has been published at COLING; we include the
reference to the arXiv version we analyzed in the citation.
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are usually imagined as downstream effects of stereotypes on résumé filtering. Many of
these papers use the imagined downstream effects to justify focusing on particular system
behaviors, even when the downstream effects are not measured. Papers on bias in embedding
spaces are especially likely to do this because embeddings are often used as input to other
systems:
However, none of these papers [on embeddings] have recognized how blatantly
sexist the embeddings are and hence risk introducing biases of various types
into real-world systems. [Bolukbasi et al., 2016]
It is essential to quantify and mitigate gender bias in these embeddings to avoid
them from affecting downstream applications. [Zhou et al., 2019]
In contrast, papers that provide surveys or frameworks for analyzing bias in NLP systems
treat representational harms as harmful in their own right. For example, Mayfield et al.
[2019] and Ruane et al. [2019] cite the harmful reproduction of dominant linguistic norms
by NLP systems (a point to which we return in Chapter 7), while Bender [2019] outlines a
range of harms, including seeing stereotypes in search results and being made invisible to
search engines due to language practices.
5.2.2.2 Techniques
Papers’ techniques are not well grounded in the relevant literature outside of
NLP. Perhaps unsurprisingly given that the papers’ motivations are often vague, inconsis-
tent, and lacking in normative reasoning, we also find that the papers’ proposed quantitative
techniques for measuring or mitigating bias do not effectively engage with the relevant liter-
ature outside of NLP. Papers on stereotyping are a notable exception: the Word Embedding
Association Test [Caliskan et al., 2017] draws on the Implicit Association Test [Greenwald
et al., 1998] from the social psychology literature, while several techniques operationalize
the well-studied “Angry Black Woman” stereotype [Kiritchenko and Mohammad, 2018, May
et al., 2019, Tan and Celis, 2019] and the “double bind” faced by women [May et al., 2019,
Tan and Celis, 2019], in which women who succeed at stereotypically male tasks are per-
ceived to be less likable than similarly successful men [Heilman et al., 2004]. Tan and Celis
[2019] also examine the compounding effects of race and gender, drawing on Black feminist
scholarship on intersectionality [Crenshaw, 1989].
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Papers’ techniques are poorly matched to their motivations. We find that al-
though 21% of the papers include allocational harms in their motivations, only four papers
actually propose techniques for measuring or mitigating allocational harms.
Papers focus on a narrow range of potential sources of “bias.” We find that nearly
all of the papers focus on system predictions as the potential sources of “bias,” with many ad-
ditionally focusing on bias in datasets (e.g., differences in the number of gendered pronouns
in the training data [Zhao et al., 2019]). Most papers do not interrogate the normative impli-
cations of other decisions made during the development and deployment lifecycle—perhaps
unsurprising given that their motivations sometimes include no normative reasoning. A
few papers are exceptions, illustrating the impacts of task definitions, annotation guide-
lines, and evaluation metrics: Cao and Daumé [2019] study how folk conceptions of gender
[Keyes, 2018] are reproduced in coreference resolution systems that assume a strict gen-
der dichotomy, thereby maintaining cisnormativity; Sap et al. [2019] focus on the effect of
priming annotators with information about possible dialectal differences when asking them
to apply toxicity labels to sample tweets, finding that annotators who are primed are sig-
nificantly less likely to label tweets containing features associated with African American
Language as offensive.
5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we demonstrated that the existing literature on bias provides many
different, often inconsistent conceptualizations of bias. As such, we argue that a normative
foundation for conceptualizing harms arising from NLP systems is needed; moreover, we
argue that such a foundation must be grounded in literature outside NLP that examines
how language is implicated in harm more broadly. In the next chapter, we draw on literature





In this chapter, we provide a normative foundation for reasoning about harms arising
from NLP systems that we have shown is largely absent from the current literature by exam-
ining the relationships between language and justice across literature from sociolinguistics,
linguistic anthropology, sociology, education, and more.
6.2 Social justice
Outside of NLP, there is a vibrant, growing body of work on bias in automated systems
that understands biases not as arising from automated systems alone, but as products of
larger patterns of injustice. That is, automated systems do not invent injustices out of whole
cloth, but transform existing ones arising from systemic and institutionalized racism, sexism,
cis heteronormativity, ableism, and so forth. Here, we briefly sketch some foundational work
on these social processes as well as the emerging literature at the intersection of technology
and social (in)justice.
Most fundamentally, the social processes mentioned above—racism, sexism, and so
forth—create and maintain profoundly unjust distributions of economic resources and politi-
cal power. These social processes are understood across a number of disciplines not merely as
instances of individual ill will, but as systemic and institutionalized [Feagin and Ducey, 2000,
McCann and Kim, 2013, Delgado and Stefancic, 2017]. In her foundational work, Collins
[2000] theorizes four domains of power through which some social groups’ subordination is
maintained; the structural, disciplinary, hegemonic, and interpersonal domains. Where the
interpersonal domain of power is perhaps the most familiar, constituted by individuals’ daily
interpersonal interactions and routines, the structural and disciplinary are constituted by
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institutional decisions, policies, and practices, for example through laws preventing Black
people from exercising their right to vote (structural) and bureaucratic practices that main-
tain power relations, for example through surveillance (disciplinary). Finally, the hegemonic
domain legitimizes these social arrangements through cultural systems of ideas, which are
reproduced by a range of social institutions and normalized as common sense. Such an
idea is the stereotype of Black women as lazy and immoral “welfare mothers” (one of many
controlling images) which “shifts the angle of vision away from structural sources of poverty
and blames the victims themselves” [Collins, 2000, Ch. 4].
Importantly, these social processes do not function independently but as interlocking
systems experienced simultaneously, an insight that has been recognized across Black femi-
nist scholarship. In its influential statement, the Combahee River Collective wrote: “We also
often found it difficult to separate race from class from sex oppression because in our lives
they are most often experienced simultaneously” [Combahee River Collective Statement,
1977]. Throughout, the document articulates the unique struggles experienced by Black
women precisely because of their existence at the intersection of multiple social categories,
and the inability of either the civil rights movement (against racism) or the feminist move-
ment (against sexism) for addressing these struggles, dominated as they were by Black men
and white women, respectively. Later, Kimberlé Crenshaw introduced the term intersec-
tionality ; her pioneering analyses illustrate the experiences of Black women as the “product
of intersecting patterns of racism and sexism” and demonstrate the limitations of single-axis
analyses in anti-discrimination law [Crenshaw, 1989, 1991]. Collins [2000] provides a related
conceptual model, the matrix of domination, which “helps us think about how power, op-
pression, resistance, privilege, penalties, benefits, and harms are systematically distributed”
[Costanza-Chock, 2018].
Abnormal justice In a different academic tradition, Fraser [2008] examines the social as-
sumptions underpinning justice claims. Such assumptions, which are contested, include not
only who can make such claims but also what kinds of claims can be admitted. Historically,
these latter have been “(economic) claims for redistribution”, which Fraser terms maldistri-
bution. According to Fraser, however, two other types of justice claims have arisen more
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recently: claims for “legal or cultural recognition” and claims for political representation.
The former addresses the concern that many justice claims center not only on injustices of
distribution of economic goods, but also on injustices of social standing; due to historically
unequal social hierarchies, many people are denied equal recognition and respect. Fraser
terms this type of injustice misrecognition. Finally, political representation addresses con-
cerns about the “fair terms of political representation and equal voice”, recognizing that
injustice claims may additionally center on a lack of democratic processes or decision proce-
dures, which may render some people voiceless. Such injustices, originating in the political
organization and procedures of a society as opposed to entrenched hierarchies of status,
are termed misrepresentation. In order to allow claims of different types of injustices to be
evaluated according to a single principle, Fraser additionally proposes a normative principle:
the principle of parity of participation. “According to this principle, justice requires social
arrangements that permit all to participate as peers in social life. On the view of justice
as participatory parity, overcoming injustice means dismantling institutionalized obstacles
that prevent some people from participating on a par with others, as full partners in social
interactions” [Fraser, 2008].
6.2.1 Social justice and technology
Research in science and technology studies has long explored the social processes, prac-
tices, discourses, and institutions through which technologies are developed, and how tech-
nologies shape the world in turn, for instance Winner’s [1980] argument that technologies
embody social relations, Agre’s [1997] analysis of AI researchers’ self-understanding and
discursive practices, and Bowker and Star’s [2000] analysis of the processes through which
classification systems come to be, showing that they are neither neutral nor inevitable, but
the product of social processes. More recently, work at the intersection of social justice and
technology that acknowledges and draws upon this and the scholarship we described above
is beginning to emerge. This work understands automated systems’ bad behaviors not as
aberrations or glitches, but as glimpses of the unjust social arrangements conditioning the
systems’ development [Benjamin, 2019]. Such work has produced a number of critiques of
existing algorithmic fairness approaches, which we sketch briefly.
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First, algorithmic fairness approaches often fail to account for historical bias [Suresh
and Guttag, 2019], where data is generated via unjust processes—for instance, in the case of
recidivism prediction, by the over-policing of Black communities [Richardson et al., 2019]—
which cannot be addressed by technical solutions aiming to gather more data or model it
more effectively. Algorithms that satisfy group fairness (e.g., demographic parity) often
disregard the reality that groups are not all treated the same [Hanna et al., 2020] as well
as significant within-group differences [Kasy and Abebe, 2020] long recognized by Black
feminist scholarship. Moreover, their inattention to larger legitimating ideologies and rela-
tions of power leaves these algorithms unable to address the assumptions and values (e.g.,
beliefs about criminality, creditworthiness, and hiring potential) that affect system devel-
opment and deployment, power relations between technologists and affected communities,
and questions of who gets to be at the table in the first place. As a result, existing research
disproportionately focuses on individual bad features, models, and datasets rather than the
larger ideologies, institutions, policies, and practices that produce them [Hoffmann, 2019].
Even efforts aimed at inclusive technologies maintain the assumption that technology ought
to be a solution in the first place [Hoffmann, 2020], failing to ask whether some systems
ought to be built at all, and keeping development and deployment decisions in the hands of
technologists [Bennett and Keyes, 2019, Green, 2019, Katell et al., 2020].1
In the fairness community, a turn towards adopting structural injustice perspectives and
examining systems in their broader sociotechnical context can be seen in the case of facial
recognition, as attention has shifted from improving (in pathbreaking work) systems’ ability
to recognize faces of women and people of color, particularly Black women [Buolamwini and
Gebru, 2018], to recognizing the disproportionate burden of surveillance systems on minori-
1In recent work, Kasy and Abebe [2020] address power by asking who gets to choose objective
functions.
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tized communities and asking whether such systems should be built at all.234 Other work at
this intersection of social justice and technology includes Browne’s [2015] analysis of mod-
ern surveillance tools as emerging from histories of anti-Black surveillance; Keyes’s [2018]
analysis of the erasure of transgender people by automated gender recognition systems; No-
ble’s [2018] finding that search engines reproduce anti-Black stereotypes, challenging views
of search engines as value-neutral; Costanza-Chock [2018] and Costanza-Chock’s [2020] in-
troduction of design justice principles grounded in the concepts of intersectionality and
the matrix of domination; Benjamin’s [2019] examination of how racial hierarchies impact
technology (which in turn, reproduce racial hierarchies); Cifor et al.’s [2019] Data Manifest-
No “refus[ing] harmful data regimes and commit[ting] to new data futures”; D’Ignazio and
Klein’s [2020] analysis of how data science sustains (and can be turned to challenge) rela-
tions of power; Ogbonnaya-Ogburu et al.’s [2020] introduction of critical race theory for HCI
and counterstories as a tool for challenging dominant narratives; Birhane’s [2020] analysis
of technology companies’ exploitation of Africa as algorithmic colonialism, drawing paral-
lels to traditional colonialism; Mohamed et al.’s [2020] application of decolonial theory to
digital technologies; Birhane and Guest’s [2020] call for computational scientists to reckon
with the field’s harmful histories and dynamics; and the Indigenous Protocol and Artificial
Intelligence Position Paper [Lewis, 2020].5
Together, this scholarship offers several key insights for understanding the harms arising
from automated systems: first, the essential insight that resources and power are indeed
distributed unjustly, with profound consequences for oppressed social groups across all facets
of life, including criminal justice, education, employment, housing, and health. As does






5The Critical Race Digital Studies syllabus provides a reading list at the intersection of critical
race and technology studies: https://criticalracedigitalstudies.com/syllabus/
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efforts to build more just automated systems—the principles that help us reason about what
systems are harmful and why, and what systems we ought to be building—must be rooted
in a) recognizing and mitigating systems’ ability to reproduce these social arrangements,
and b) dismantling these social arrangements, in part by developing systems that explicitly
challenge these arrangements. Second, automated systems might not only help maintain
unjust social arrangements by helping to distribute resources and opportunities unjustly,
but might also legitimize and sustain these arrangements by reproducing certain systems of
ideas (through the hegemonic domain of power); this, therefore, requires us to be attentive
to the ideologies and discourses that systems (re)produce. Third, we should be attentive not
only to the output decisions of automated systems, but also to the institutional policies and
practices through which systems are produced. Fourth, the work we have sketched insists on
centering the lived experiences of those at the margins, particularly those who are multiply
marginalized. Finally, this work acknowledges multiple interlocking systems of oppression
and recognizes the limitations of single-axis analyses of harm.
Having examined some of the foundational work on unjust social arrangements and
emerging analyses of automated systems with respect to those social arrangements, we
return our focus to NLP systems and examine the many relationships between language and
social arrangements.
6.3 Overview of language and justice
Language is essential to the human experience, participating in so many of our social
processes.We therefore argue that in order to understand what harms NLP systems can give
rise to, we must first understand the relationships between language and the unjust social
arrangements we illustrated above. That is, we need to understand how uses of language, and
beliefs about language and speakers, participate in producing, maintaining, and contesting
unjust social arrangements. In this section, we aim to illustrate the breadth and depth of
literature examining these relationships. We argue that this work provides the necessary
social and historical context for understanding the environments in which NLP systems
are developed, and it is to this literature that work on bias in NLP should be re-oriented.
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Through understanding it, we are better placed to recognize and evaluate behaviors rooted
in these mechanisms as they arise from technologies of language, and can identify concretely
who may be harmed by such technologies.
In our illustration of these relationships, we draw a distinction between language by
and language about people—that is, we draw on literature examining both language about
different groups of people, as well as language by different groups of people, in order to
understand how NLP systems might give rise to harms in both kinds of situations. Following
This Ain’t Another Statement! This is a DEMAND for Black Linguistic Justice [CCCC,
2020], throughout this overview we aim to center the work of scholars who, “informed by
their lived experiences,” have been the first to identify many connections between language
and social arrangements and champion linguistic justice.
6.3.1 Language about
Language participates in the construction of social categories in at least three
ways. First, language maintains social categories by naming them: “[T]he label content
functions to identify a given category of people, and thereby conveys category boundaries and
a position in a hierarchical taxonomy” [Beukeboom and Burgers, 2019]. Second, language
transmits beliefs about social categories, both through explicit stereotypes and through sub-
tle asymmetries in language use [Macrae et al., 1996, Maass, 1999, Ellemers, 2018, Beuke-
boom and Burgers, 2019]. Finally, language features themselves become associated with
different groups of people and are thereby ascribed social meaning, as they index member-
ship in and “invok[e] ways of belonging to, or characteristics or stances associated with”
those groups [Eckert, 2012].
Language performs an essentializing function. By naming groups and transmitting
stereotypes, language reinforces the idea that the groups thus named, the distinctions be-
tween them, and the properties or behaviors described by the stereotypes are meaningful
and describe some underlying reality. For instance, conceptualizations of gender as binary
are reinforced linguistically in English through pronoun conventions, where until recently
he and she, but not they, were acceptable as singular pronouns, through phrases such as
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opposite or both genders, and through administrative processes that deny individuals the
choice of a (linguistic) label other than man or woman (an instance of what Spade [2011]
terms administrative violence). Stereotypes both create expectations and normalize differen-
tial outcomes; for instance, they create gendered expectations about academic achievement,
affecting students’ performance, and justify gendered differences in outcomes as natural
[Ellemers, 2018]. Similarly, “controlling images,” such as stereotypes of Black women, which
are linguistically and visually transmitted through literature, news media, television, and so
forth, provide “ideological justification” for their continued oppression [Collins, 2000, Ch. 4].
Thus language maintains unjust social arrangements by naturalizing them.
Many groups have sought to bring about social changes through changes in language use,
disrupting patterns of oppression and marginalization via so-called “gender-fair” language
(e.g., by shifting from gendered to gender-neutral defaults) across a range of languages
[Sczesny et al., 2016, Menegatti and Rubini, 2017, Kotek et al.], trans-inclusive language
[Zimman, 2017], and language that is less dehumanizing towards immigrants (e.g., aban-
doning the use of the term “illegal” in the U.S. [Rosa, 2019]).
Language performs demeaning and disciplinary functions. Waldron [2012] illus-
trates how demeaning or denigrating language, such as hate speech, creates an “environ-
mental threat” to targeted groups by reproducing stereotypes and “intimating discrimina-
tion and violence,” thereby “compromis[ing] the dignity of those at whom it is targeted” and
undermining individuals’ sense of security in their daily lives [Waldron, 2012, Ch. 1]. Thus,
language maintains unjust social arrangements when it is used to undermine targeted group
members’ sense of dignity, discourage participation in public life, and distribute feelings of
security and respect unequally.
The ability to control language use is a function of power. Struggles over language
use often arise from dominant social groups’ desire to “control both material and symbolic
resources”—i.e., “the right to decide what words will mean and to control those meanings”—
as was the case with some white speakers’ insistence on using offensive place names against
the objections of Indigenous speakers [Hill, 2008, Ch. 3].
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Language choices shape beliefs and discourses. This effect is most intuitive in the
language used to describe social groups; for instance the construction of the social category
of (illegal) “alien” has shaped discourse on immigration, “rationaliz[ing] the harsh treatment
of persons from other countries” and turning public debate towards immigration enforce-
ment [Johnson, 1996]. But language choices elsewhere can also enable or foreclose different
discourses. For instance, Cohn [1987] describes the “technostrategic” language used by de-
fense analysts to describe and develop nuclear strategy, finding that the abstract, weapons-
oriented language distanced analysts from the victims of their decisions and made it difficult
to discuss peace.
Discursive processes legitimize relations of power. For instance, Bucholtz [2019]
identifies five discourse strategies employed in “white public discourse”; as overtly racist lan-
guage has become unacceptable in public discourse, Bucholtz shows how these strategies,
which position whiteness as “beleaguered,” function to maintain existing relations of power.
Discourses of colorblindness also maintain power relations by denying the reality of their
existence [Bonilla-Silva, 2014]. More recently, Amber Hamilton shows that corporate state-
ments on racial justice released by U.S. tech companies are “reluctant to even use the word
‘race” ’ and “rarely nam[e] whiteness,” thereby “obscuring the central role that whiteness and
racism play in the injustices Black people endure” [Hamilton, 2020]. As Hamilton observes,
these discursive processes refuse to acknowledge the reality of anti-Black injustice and can-
not possibly produce meaningful solutions, as they do not even name the structures and
mechanisms by which injustice is mantained.
Even the definitions and discourses in language-related research can maintain unjust
power relations; for instance, Davis [2017] explores several harmful discursive processes in
academic and public language surrounding language endangerment and reclamation, includ-
ing those that erase “colonial agency” by “minimiz[ing] historical and ongoing causes of lan-
guage endangerment and dormancy, sometimes to the extent of misattributing agency onto
Indigenous communities themselves,” as well as those that frame Indigenous populations as
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“vanishing” and thereby erase Indigenous resistance and reclamation efforts.6 Braithwaite
[2020] shows how researchers working on sign languages define communities and language
with labels that are “exoticizing and objectifying,” leading to research which is “insufficiently
grounded in the realities and concerns of community members.”
Language ideologies are partly produced through metalinguistic discourse. One
mechanism by which language ideologies (which we address in more detail below) are
(re)produced is through explicit discussion of language and speakers. For instance, tourist
guidebooks for destinations in the Caribbean and the Indian Ocean produce “stereotypical
and exoticizing views” of both French creole languages and their speakers through descrip-
tions of creoles as picturesque and musical but grammatically simple, and reproduce colonial
views of African languages and cultures [Krämer and von Sicard, 2020].
6.3.2 Language by
Language is a crucial resource through which people construct identity, which includes
large macro social categories such as gender and race as well as “local, ethnographically spe-
cific cultural positions” and “temporary and interactionally specific stances and participant
roles” [Bucholtz and Hall, 2010]. This continuous co-construction of language and identity—
in which speakers draw on linguistic resources to construct identity, thereby ascribing social
meaning to particular language features—drives variation in language [Eckert, 2012]. This
variation in language, the social meaning that such variation takes on, what language reveals
about social relations and structures, and how social relations and structures are produced
and contested through language, have been the central concern of sociolinguistics and lin-
guistic anthropology [Duranti, 2004, Meyerhoff, 2019, Craft et al., 2020].
Social categories are highly salient to listeners and shape their inferences. Social
information and linguistic perception are tightly connected; listeners infer a great deal of
social information from what is heard, and listeners’ social expectations even affect what
6See Leonard [2011] and Messner [2018] for more on “extinction” or “trauma” narratives and their
impacts on Indigenous language reclamation efforts, and De Korne and Leonard [2017] and Leonard
[2017] for additional critical examinations of language revitalization discourses and practices.
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is heard [Cargile et al., 1994, Gluszek and Dovidio, 2010, Rubin, 2012, Craft et al., 2020].
For instance, listeners use inferred speaker gender to categorize ambiguous sounds [Johnson
et al., 1999], and judge statements to be less credible when spoken by non-native speakers
than by native speakers [Levi-Ari and Keysar, 2010].
People carry metalinguistic beliefs about language and speakers. These are stud-
ied as language attitudes and language ideologies in sociolinguistics and linguistic anthro-
pology [Silverstein, 1979, Woolard and Schieffelin, 1994, Irvine and Gal, 2000, Kroskrity,
2004, Rosa and Burdick, 2017].7 One useful definition of language ideologies comes from
Irvine [1989], who defines them as “the cultural system of ideas about social and linguistic
relationships, together with their moral and political interests.” These ideas about language
and speakers take many forms; for instance, which language varieties or practices are taken
as standard, ordinary, or unmarked? Which are considered correct, prestigious, or appropri-
ate for public use, and which are considered incorrect, uneducated, or offensive [Silverstein,
1996, Milroy and Milroy, 1999, Hill, 2008, Campbell-Kibler, 2009, Preston, 2009, Louder-
milk, 2015, Lanehart and Malik, 2018]? Which are rendered invisible [Roche, 2019]? How do
some language practices become associated with race (a process called racialization) [Char-
ity Hudley, 2017, Alim et al., 2020], and how do assumptions develop about how people
racialized as non-white speak [Rosa and Burdick, 2017]? How are language and national
identity linked [Rosa and Flores, 2017]? How have languages come to be conceptualized
as “fixed entities capable of being counted, systematized, and named” [Severo and Makoni,
2020]? Where and by whom are boundaries between language varieties drawn [Rosa and
Burdick, 2017]?
Of course, linguists recognize that no language varieties or practices are inherently better
or more correct than others, nor are any intrinsically linked to any particular social meanings.
Thus, what the linguistic ideologies framework offers is the perspective that beliefs about
language are not really about language at all, but about the social meanings and “moral
and political interests” that linguistic forms become mapped to [Rosa and Burdick, 2017];
7See Rosa and Burdick [2017] for a discussion on the distinction between language attitudes and
ideologies.
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for instance, that Mainstream U.S. English is considered standard in the U.S. and other
varieties of English are not is a function of socio-political processes, and not of any particular
correctness or suitability inherent to MUSE itself.8 From this perspective, beliefs about
language are inextricably intertwined with social, political, and economic arrangements.
Language ideologies justify unjust social arrangements and enable linguistic dis-
crimination. Language ideologies play a vital role in reinforcing and justifying social
arrangements [Lippi-Green, 2012, Alim et al., 2016, Charity Hudley, 2017, Rosa and Flores,
2017, Craft et al., 2020]. In what is now the U.S., European colonizers constructed language
hierarchies by portraying Indigenous speakers’ language practices as linguistically deficient,
thereby justifying racial hierarchies and violent colonization [Rosa and Flores, 2017, García,
2019]. Language has remained key to the maintenance of these relations of power, for in-
stance through forced assimilation practices in the U.S., in which Indigenous peoples were
“targets of federal policies aimed at eradicating their languages and lifeways” [McCarty and
Watahomigie, 1998]. Yet these ideologies and practices have also been consistently con-
tested; for example, Wa Thiong’o [1986] argues for the use of African languages in African
literature as a way to resist the colonial imposition of European languages and worldviews,
Davis [2017] illustrates Indigenous counter-narratives and strategies that resist colonial and
neo-colonial rhetorics surrounding Indigenous language endangerment, and DeGraff [2020]
discusses current efforts to develop educational technologies in Kreyòl as a means to resist
the social and political exclusion of Kreyòl-speaking Haitians, where French—as the result
of colonial domination—has been a primary language of instruction.
Today, persistent views of non-white speakers as deficient translate into material conse-
quences; linguistic discrimination has been widely documented in a range of opportunities
and institutions related to citizenship, asylum, employment, education, housing, criminal
justice, and the media [Purnell et al., 1999, Lippi-Green, 2012, Rosa and Flores, 2017,
Baugh, 2018, Craft et al., 2020]. Across a range of countries, speaking non-standard vari-
8By extension, as Rosa and Burdick [2017] point out, inclusion or valorization of stigmatized
language varieties does not necessarily mean “improvements in the social circumstances of their
users”; we will return to this point in §7.2.
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eties is linked to reduced wages, sometimes by amounts comparable to gender wage gaps
[Grogger, 2019, Yao and van Ours, 2019, Grogger et al., 2020]. Thus, language ideologies
drive and naturalize unjust social arrangements by privileging the language practices of
those in power.
Language ideologies are produced and maintained through many practices in
many settings. Beliefs about language practices and their speakers are produced and
maintained through the practices of the many institutions we described above. One partic-
ularly crucial site is in schools, where educational policies and practices shape these beliefs
and the outcomes of different speakers. For example, Cushing [2019] and Cushing [2020]
show how top-down educational policies provided by the U.K. government, interpreted and
implemented by teachers and administrators, create environments in which teachers are em-
powered and urged to actively police their students’ language, penalizing “non-standard”
practices. In the U.S., ideologies of “situational codeswitching,” in which “non-standard”
varieties are viewed as appropriate for some settings and “standard” English for others, pro-
vide the message that “students and educators are best served by leaving African-American
English at the classroom door—an ideology that can promote internalized racism as well as
linguistic insecurity for both Black students and Black educators” [Charity Hudley et al.,
2020]. Campbell-Montalvo [2020] demonstrates that practices of Florida schools have re-
sulted in a 19-fold under-counting of Indigenous Mexican languages spoken by students,
thereby perpetuating their erasure.
6.3.3 Case study: African American Language
Here, we describe some work covering perception, ideologies, and discrimination in the
specific context of African American Language (AAL).
The associations between language practices and racialized groups are highly salient to
speakers of American English; for example, Purnell et al. [1999] showed that speakers were
able to determine whether single tokens “were produced by an African-American (i.e., us-
ing AAVE), a Latino (i.e., using [Chicano English]), or a white male (i.e., using [Standard
American English]).” But even after decades of sociolinguistic efforts to legitimize AAL, it
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continues to be viewed as “bad” English and its speakers continue to be viewed as linguisti-
cally inadequate—a view called the deficit perspective [Alim et al., 2016, Rosa and Flores,
2017].9 This perspective, which penalizes AAL speakers for not adhering to dominant lan-
guage practices10 persists despite demonstrations that AAL is rule-bound and grammatical
[Mufwene et al., 1998, Green, 2002], in addition to ample evidence of its speakers’ linguistic
adroitness [Alim, 2004, Rickford and King, 2016].
This deficit perspective belongs to a broader set of raciolinguistic ideologies [Rosa and
Flores, 2017], which also produce and justify discrimination across the range of institutions
we described above. For instance, in the judicial system, testimony from AAL speakers may
be misunderstood (due to non-native speakers’ unfamiliarity) or disbelieved (due to ideolo-
gies linking AAL to lack of intelligence, education, or trustworthiness) [Rickford and King,
2016, Jones et al., 2019]. These raciolinguistic ideologies position AAL-speaking (and other
non-white) communities as lacking the language “required for complex thinking processes
and successful engagement in the global economy,” thereby positioning them as needing lan-
guage intervention, such as language education programs, through which this discrimination
and other harms can be reduced if communities accommodate to dominant language prac-
tices [Rosa and Flores, 2017]. This perspective naturalizes economic inequities by framing
them as the result of speakers’ unwillingness or inability to accommodate. Other raciolin-
guistic ideologies flatten AAL-speaking communities by casting the variety and its speakers
as monolithic, erasing the considerable variation of AAL across the U.S., the complexity of
speakers’ overall language practices, and the wide range of attitudes and beliefs about AAL
within communities [Lanehart, 2015].
Resistance and change. The overview above presents a view of dominant raciolinguistic
ideologies that maintain and naturalize unjust (specifically, anti-Black) social arrangements.
But as important as it is to acknowledge these ideologies, it is equally important not to
essentialize racialized speakers as mere victims of these ideologies, which are not monolithic.
9As we described above, this perspective holds generally for language practices of speakers racial-
ized as non-white.
10And penalizing speakers even when they do [Rosa and Flores, 2017]
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Bonilla-Silva [2014]. Therefore, the story of AAL would be incomplete without exploring
speakers’ agency and resistance. For instance, Krystal Smalls examines racialized language
practices11 in digital spaces, illustrating how these digital spaces function as “white public
spaces” where racialized language practices are interpreted as “unrespectable” or “unintelli-
gible” [Smalls, 2019]. Therefore, Smalls reads the use of such practices in digital spaces as
“performative acts of emphatic blackness”:
[T]hese young dissenters are not asking for permission to speak and they are
not privileging white comfort over black freedom.... Specifically, these usages
can be read as refusals of the performances of respectability demanded by white
supremacy vis-á-vis white normativity (Simpson 2014). In effect, many of these
emphatically black agitators are simply refusing to translate themselves, even
though they know some audience members may not find their words or humanity
intelligible.
Researchers have also resisted dominant ideologies surrounding Black speakers and lan-
guage practices, including AAL. In sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology, a long liter-
ature has illustrated the grammaticality and richness of AAL, the linguistic creativity and
adroitness of its speakers, and the processes by which its speakers are marginalized [Labov,
1972, Smitherman, 1986, Mufwene et al., 1998, Rickford and Rickford, 2000, Green, 2002,
Makoni et al., 2003, Alim, 2004].12 From this tradition, a literature theorizing language and
race is emerging [Chun and Lo, 2015, Alim et al., 2016, Rosa, 2016, Charity Hudley, 2017,
Rosa and Flores, 2017, Rosa, 2019, Alim et al., 2020], which draws on social constructivist
perspectives to understand both race and language as the ongoing product of socio-political
processes—in particular, how “language and race are mutually constituted as social reali-
ties” [Alim et al., 2020]—and to understand how raciolinguistic ideologies drive and justify
historical and continuing injustices.13
11Smalls’ analysis focuses not only on AAL but on many uses of “identifiably black” language,
including “African American English, Jamaican Patois, Ghanaian Pidgin, [and] racialized youth
slangs.”
12For more on early conceptualizations of AAL as a single, uniform variety, see Wolfram [2007]
and Wolfram [2015].
13The introduction [Alim et al., 2020] to the Oxford Handbook of Language and Race [Alim et al.,
2020] traces the history and themes of this literature.
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Educators have also been central in efforts for linguistic justice. In 1974 the Conference
on College Composition and Communication (CCCC) adopted a resolution affirming stu-
dents’ right to “their own patterns and varieties of language—the dialects of their nurture
or whatever dialects in which they find their own identity and style” [CCCC, 1974]; more
recently, the CCCC’s This Ain’t Another Statement! This is a DEMAND for Black Linguis-
tic Justice! calls for educators to “center Black Language” and “unravel anti-Black linguistic
racism” [CCCC, 2020]. Drawing on the lived experiences and insights of speakers of AAL
and other racialized language varieties, a growing body of work is developing anti-racist
language pedagogy that challenges the deficit perspective, re-imagines language classrooms
as “sites that disrupt racial injustice” [Johnson et al., 2017], and decenters whiteness in lan-
guage teaching [Kynard, 2013, Young et al., 2014, Flores and Rosa, 2015, Johnson et al.,
2017, Flores and Chaparro, 2018, Baker-Bell, 2020, Flores, 2020, Gerald, 2020, Martínez
and Mejía, 2020]. Such work challenges the practice of teaching MUSE as a value-neutral
language variety necessary for employment and higher education, and demonstrates that for
racialized people, linguistic “correctness” may be a moving target, as their language practices
are stigmatized no matter how much they adhere to dominant language practices.
This work has led to calls to rethink the practices and goals of language-related fields
themselves, including calls for an “anthro-political linguistics” [Zentella, 2018] examining the
connections between language and structural inequities [Avineri et al., 2019], for a critical
examination of race in linguistics [Charity Hudley et al., 2020], for an “antiracist and decolo-
nizing applied linguistics” [Motha, 2020], and for a postcolonial linguistics in which linguists
of the Global North are encouraged to “critically engage with both their own analytical
traditions and their alternatives” [Levisen and Sippola, 2019].
Although this sketch is necessarily incomplete, we hope that it illustrates the depth of
existing scholarship on the connections between language and institutionalized hierarchies
of race, and suggests that similar connections may be found in scholarship on language and
many other social categories and relations, including language and gender [Ehrlich et al.,
2014], language and sexuality [Ehrlich et al., 2014, Zimman and Hall, 2016, Hall and Barrett,
2018], and language and power globally [Alim et al., 2016, García et al., 2017]. Moreover,
as a number of fields studying language are beginning to critically examine the ways in
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which their own practices have upheld unjust social arrangements, their efforts may provide
a model for NLP to reckon with its own practices.
6.3.4 Takeaways
We have argued that analyses of bias in NLP systems should be grounded in the relation-
ships between language and social arrangements that such systems participate in maintain-
ing. Therefore, in this section we have introduced literature across sociolinguistics, linguistic
anthropology, social psychology, and other fields concerned with language in order to ex-
plore the many ways in which uses of language, and beliefs about language and speakers,
participate in producing, maintaining, and contesting unjust social arrangements.
As we turn towards thinking about how NLP systems might reproduce (or more hope-
fully, challenge) these unjust arrangements, we make several observations. First, we suggest
that NLP systems are a key site where language ideologies are (re)produced, both through
technologists’ development and deployment decisions and through system outcomes and user
experiences. Rosa and Burdick [2017] point out that traditional work on language ideologies
has viewed them as things held by people, and ask:
[I]n what ways are language ideologies built into the design of emergent tech-
nologies, from voice recognition programs to digital orthographies? How do
these technologies recognize language, and how do their users embrace or reject
their language ideologies? These questions point to the need for new conceptu-
alizations and methodologies that move beyond approaches in which language
ideologies are exclusively understood as ideas explicitly expressed by people.
We suggest that work on bias in NLP systems can provide key insights into how ideologies are
expressed through technologies. Second, we emphasize that the language literature shows
how language-related harms include both material and social or dignitary harms—in our
framing in the previous chapter, both allocational and representational harms. Therefore,
work on bias in NLP must attend to how NLP systems can reproduce patterns of linguistic
discrimination in allocating resources and opportunities, as well as less readily measurable
(but no less significant) harms related to erasure, stereotyping, stigmatization, and disen-
franchisement, which the next section will explore. Finally, across the language literature,
we see speaker agency and resistance emphasized, highlighting that linguistic justice must
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include both minoritized language practices and their speakers, and the importance of co-




MEASURING BIAS: A TAXONOMY OF HARMS
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we argue that in light of the relationships between language and justice
surveyed in the last chapter, the space of harms that can arise from NLP systems is much
larger than what has been examined in the current literature on bias in NLP. We re-introduce
the concept of representational harms and propose a taxonomy of such harms grounded in
these relationships between language and injustice. We conclude the chapter by proposing a
re-orientation of work on bias in NLP towards these relationships and offer guiding research
questions focusing on how NLP systems and practices reproduce them.
7.2 Towards a taxonomy of representational harms
What are representational harms? Following Barocas et al. [2017] and Crawford
[2017], we consider representational harms to be those which arise when a system repre-
sents some social groups in a less favorable light than others, demeans them, or fails to
recognize their existence altogether. This category of harms contrasts with allocational
harms—harms that arise when a system allocates resources (e.g., credit) or opportunities
(e.g., jobs) unfairly to different social groups—which have been the earliest and primary
focus of algorithmic fairness approaches. We do not imagine that this definition captures all
non-allocational harms that may arise; for example, analyses of the power dynamics of NLP
development ecosystems in which minoritized people may only be able to participate as an-
notators rather than decision-makers, or of the role of NLP systems in generating text that
misleads, radicalizes, or encourages self-harm [McGuffie and Newhouse, 2020], fall outside
the scope of representational harms. Instead, we view this distinction as a generative one,
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as it draws attention towards the social and dignitary dimensions of harm arising from au-
tomated systems [Hoffmann, 2019] as harmful in their own right and encourages researchers
and practitioners to imagine expansively the harms that can arise.1 As the literature sur-
veyed in the previous chapter suggests, these dimensions of harm are particularly significant
in the context of language and technologies of language.
We begin by introducing undesirable correlations, a category of potentially unde-
sirable system behaviors that are often measured by papers on bias in NLP, but which we
argue do not by themselves have much normative substance, and which we therefore consider
separately.
We then propose a taxonomy of representational harms, each of which is grounded in the
previous chapter’s account of the relationships between language and social arrangements.
We then introduce long-term dynamics which may give rise to further harms. Through-
out, we examine how these harms arise both from existing systems as well as from NLP
development, deployment, and research practices.
7.2.1 Undesirable correlations
This category of behaviors, undesirable correlations, captures NLP system outputs
that are correlated with social groups or language associated with social groups in the input,
and which may be deemed undesirable by any number of stakeholders, including system
designers and users.
Across the literature on bias in NLP, a number of approaches operationalize bias by
identifying and quantifying such correlations, commonly by comparing model scores or pre-
dictions on pairs of text inputs differing only by the portions of the text referring to or
produced by particular groups of people. For example, Kiritchenko and Mohammad [2018]
examine whether sentiment analysis systems return different emotional intensity or valence
scores between sets of paired sentences such as This woman feels angry and This man feels
angry. Elsewhere, Bordia and Bowman [2019] calculate the bias score of a word w as follows:
1This distinction also mirrors Fraser’s [2008] distinction between injustices of maldistribution and







where p(w|f) and p(w|m) are “the probability of a word occurring in context with gendered
words.” A word is thus identified as biased if it co-occurs more often with words defined
by the paper as associated with a particular gender (such as she, her, and woman). This
measure is very strong; it suggests that ideally, the words identified as non-gendered should
be entirely statistically disassociated from gendered words.
Implicit in these analyses is the claim that these correlations give rise to normative
concern. We do not disagree that these correlations may be undesirable to practitioners
for any number of reasons; they may be symptoms of model overgeneralization, suscepti-
bility to artifacts of the training data or adversarial perturbations, or unreliability, and as
such may warrant investigation and mitigation. However, we argue that the existence of
these correlations is not sufficient to identify them as normatively undesirable, and caution
that identifying them as such requires careful analysis that takes into account the task,
deployment context, nature of model score or prediction differences, and outcomes. These
correlations are more likely to cause harm if they map to actual disparities in performance
for different users or align with harmful existing associations—for example, where toxicity
systems score text with AAL features as more harmful than text without, such score differ-
ences align with broader patterns of linguistic stigmatization. As such, we suggest that any
efforts to analyze bias that operationalize such correlations as measurements of bias should
justify this choice by identifying the concrete harms to which these correlations give rise.
One potential objection to this analysis is that the presence of any difference in model
outputs at all is troubling, whatever the direction of the difference; such differences reinforce
the idea that the social categories to which labels refer are salient or meaningful. Although
we acknowledge this tension, we suggest that enforcement of identical model outputs can
lead to a different kind of harm, which we introduce in the next section.
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7.2.2 A taxonomy of representational harms
Here, we turn to the representational harms that we consider may arise from NLP sys-
tems: alienation, quality of service, stereotyping, denigration and stigmatization,
erasure, and public participation.
7.2.2.1 Alienation
Although the statistical disassociation of language and social categories may be intu-
itively appealing, we argue that enforcing this disassociation risks introducing its own harm.
As we saw in the previous chapter, language actively participates in the construction of
social groups by naming, transmitting stereotypes about, and shaping understandings of
them. Many of these processes serve to uphold unjust social arrangements, for example by
maintaining ideas about the capabilities of members of different social groups or the infe-
riority of the languages they speak; as we will see in the rest of this section, these ideas
are frequently reproduced by language technologies, and we will argue that it is our task to
dismantle them. However, here we introduce the idea that in some settings, denying these
associations is to deny the realities of their operation and speakers’ lived experiences with
them. We introduce a type of harm to describe this situation, alienation, which we define
as a denial of the relevance of socially meaningful categories.
One example of this arises in the context of toxicity detection, where counterfactual
analyses have been applied to assess the fairness of models; these analyses assume that
counterfactual sentences generated by token substitution of identity group labels should
yield the same model output as the original sentence, enforcing statistical disassociation
between identity group labels and model outputs. However, as Garg et al. [2019] observe,
this assumption contradicts how toxic language is often applied in the real world, as many
stereotypes or slurs are only applied to members of particular social groups. Therefore,
actively enforcing these disassociations, for example by requiring that models output the
same toxicity scores for a sentence containing a slur no matter to which social group the slur
is applied, ignores the realities of different social groups’ experiences and results in manifestly
unjust treatment of different social groups as the same [Young, 2011, Hanna et al., 2020].
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Other examples might arise when NLP systems are used to generate text that describes
events or situations, for example in image captioning or summarization. For example, gener-
ated text describing historical injustices and atrocities perpetrated against particular social
groups denies these groups’ histories and their centrality to these events if it fails to name
them explicitly.
7.2.2.2 Quality of service
We consider quality of service harms to arise when there are disparities in model per-
formance; as with differences in model outputs, these disparities can be over text referring to
different groups of people, or text produced by different groups. Examples include language
identification systems that are more likely to incorrectly classify text displaying features of
African American Language as non-English than text not displaying such features, as we
demonstrated in Ch. 3, or toxicity detection systems that are more likely to incorrectly clas-
sify text describing someone as “gay” as toxic than text that describes someone as “straight”
[Garg et al., 2019]. Outside of text, examples include automatic video captioning systems
with higher word error rates for female and Scottish speakers [Tatman, 2017].
Quality of service harms can also occur when NLP resources are not available for some
language varieties, making it difficult to develop high-quality NLP technologies, or rendering
them unavailable altogether. Many language varieties are disproportionately low-resourced
in NLP relative to the number of people speaking them; for instance, Hindi-English has
been considered a low-resource language pair in machine translation [Ramesh and Sankara-
narayanan, 2018], and the Norwegian Universal Dependencies treebank has 1.78 times as
many tokens as the Hindi treebank,2 despite the fact that India had more than 322 million
native Hindi speakers in 2011,3 compared to 4.3 million Norwegian speakers in 2012 [Rehm
and Uszkoreit, 2012]. Even when language varieties are nominally supported, difficult-to-use
resources (for example, texts available as scanned images which require error-prone OCR




difficult [Wali et al., 2020]. We emphasize that the distribution of available NLP resources
is the product of the same historical and social processes that produce unequal distributions
of resources and power, including linguistic discrimination, that we described above.
7.2.2.3 Stereotyping
Stereotyping can be defined as “a fixed, over generalized belief about a particular group
of people” [Cardwell, 1996]. Much research in social psychology has focused on the impor-
tance of language in forming and transmitting stereotypes: “[L]anguage is undoubtedly the
predominant means by which stereotypes are communicated through interpersonal discourse,
by which they are transmitted from generation to generation, and by which the press and
other mass media create social representations of social groups” [Maass, 1999]; language
not only reflects but “constructs and maintains beliefs about social categories” [Beukeboom
and Burgers, 2019]. Because of this role that language plays, NLP systems may contribute
significantly to the construction and transmission of stereotypes; as we discussed in the pre-
vious chapter, because essentialist beliefs about social groups are often used to justify unjust
social orderings, their automated reproduction reinforces unjust social arrangements.
Concretely, stereotyping in NLP systems may manifest as “a systematic asymmetry in
language choice that reflects the social-category cognitions that are applied to (a) described
category(ies) or individual category members(s)” [Beukeboom and Burgers, 2019]. These
asymmetries may cover many types of trait attributions, from occupational stereotyping to
stereotyping according to physical or personality characteristics. We will also include in this
category valence attributions (sometimes called prejudice), which are often considered in
the social psychology literature to be distinct from stereotyping as they refer to evaluations
(e.g., positive or negative) of social category members rather than trait attributions (e.g.,
friendly, smart, deceitful) [Bhatia, 2017, Kurdi et al., 2019].
As we saw in the previous chapter, stereotyping has attracted a great deal of attention in
the literature on bias in NLP, primarily through analyses of word embeddings and corefer-
ence resolution systems. We caution that analyses of stereotyping, as with all other harms,
must be grounded in an understanding of the empirical reality of unjust social arrangements.
For instance, Abbasi et al. [2019] examine stereotyping as a representational harm, concep-
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tualizing it as “a [distorting] function from construct to observed space,” where the construct
space is “the desired representation of individuals,” and the observed space “the measured
attributes.” They propose one geometric and one probabilistic mechanism for operationaliz-
ing stereotyping, and propose to mitigate the effects of stereotyping by adopting the We’re
All Equal worldview, under which they “assume the two [minority and majority] groups
are generated by the same distribution which we can estimate, by looking at the majority
group in the observed space. Therefore, the goal is to recover the true representation of the
minority group in the observed space, based on the majority group.”
While this represents an important effort to concretely measure a representational harm,
we observe that the We’re All Equal worldview requires two particularly strong assumptions
which are unlikely both to be true: first, that points from different groups are generated by
the same distribution, and second, that that distribution can be effectively estimated from
points in the majority group. In particular, even if we accept that points in the two groups
have been generated by the same (or similar) distributions, it is unlikely that estimates of the
majority group are unbiased or un-distorted by the structural conditions that have distorted
points from the minority group, as such conditions are generally designed to help groups
in power. Thus, ignoring the nature of real-world structural conditions risks introducing
unfounded and powerful assumptions into approaches for quantifying and mitigating harm.
Many of the associations with different social groups have yet to be explored by work on
stereotypes. For instance, example responses by recently released language model GPT-3
[Brown et al., 2020] to text referring to different social groups (reproduced in Table A.4 in the
appendix) reveal a wide range of harmful associations not captured by existing methods;
when Muslims and a mosque are described the generated text describes a man “blowing
himself up” to “get to paradise,” while a reference to a transgender woman yields text
describing a man who “knows that she’s a man” and a chase ending in the woman’s death.
Meanwhile, the text following a mention of a Black woman describes her hair as a “mess”
and her clothes as “unkempt,” and in the subsequent dialogue her language (unlike her
interlocutor’s) is highly aggressive, reproducing multiple stereotypes of Black women as
unfeminine and angry [Collins, 2000].
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Stereotyping may also manifest in the design of NLP systems, which may engage in
social practices that reinforce expectations about the roles to which members of certain
groups belong. For example, chatbots and digital assistants gendered as female4 which
respond coyly to invasive or harassing interactions, or which notice when their interlocutors
are frustrated and gently de-escalate, reinforce harmful stereotypes about women [Fessler,
2017, Curry and Rieser, 2018, Woods, 2018, Gershgorn, 2019, West et al., 2019]; Fessler
writes that these design choices help perpetuate “a sexist expectation of women in service
roles: that they ought to be docile and self-effacing, never defiant or political, even when
explicitly demeaned” [Fessler, 2018], while historian Mar Hicks, quoted in Gershgorn [2019],
points out, “This ‘submissiveness in the face of anger’ feature in a feminine-voiced digital
assistant strengthens so many of the dangerous gender stereotypes and gendered power
structures we’ve been trying to break down for decades, if not centuries.”
Finally, stereotyping may arise in the process of social category prediction, style transfer,
or attribute transfer via NLP systems. These tasks are typically accomplished by linking
language features with social categories, for instance by finding the lexical items that discrim-
inate most effectively between a corpus of text by female authors and one by male authors
[Li et al., 2018]. But by their nature, such mappings necessarily essentialize the language
produced by different social groups, and in so doing risk reproducing harmful stereotypes or
language ideologies.
7.2.2.4 Denigration and stigmatization
In addition to working less well for some people or types of text than others, NLP systems
can denigrate members of particular social groups or stigmatize language varieties or
practices. Following Crawford [2017], we define denigration to be a harm that arises when
a system “applies a label that has a long history of being purposefully used to denigrate and
demean people.” In particular, drawing on our understanding of hate speech, these include
system labels or outputs with dehumanizing or offensive associations, or which otherwise
4Not only female but often young, as with the 18-year-old female persona of the XiaoIce chatbot
[Zhou et al., 2020].
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threaten people’s sense of security or dignity. Examples in computer vision abound; for
example, Google Photos’ misclassification of Black faces as gorillas5 reproduces deeply racist
histories in which Black people were dehumanized through comparisons to monkeys.6 More
recently, Prabhu and Birhane [2020] find that image labels in the 80 Million Tiny Images
dataset include dehumanizing labels such as n****r, b***h, and w**re.7
Similarly, systems may stigmatize some language varieties or practices by treating them
as less grammatical, more offensive, or less appropriate for public consumption compared
to others, thereby reproducing dominant language ideologies. For instance, the treatment
of AAL by toxicity systems as more toxic than MUSE produces not only quality of service
harms (as we described above) by misclassifying AAL more often than MUSE, but also
contributes to longstanding perceptions of AAL as ungrammatical or inappropriate for public
discourse, as social media text written in AAL may be ranked lower in search results or social
media feeds, or may be more likely to be removed altogether.
The stigmatization of particular language practices can be even more overt, as with the
example prompt provided for GPT-3 that we show in Figure 7.1. This example prompt,
named “Grammatical Standard English” (upper right corner) and providing sample inputs
and outputs labeled with “Non-standard English” and “Standard American English,” con-
flates grammaticality with standardization and reproduces ideologies of “standard” language.
7.2.2.5 Erasure
NLP systems and practices may contribute to the erasure of particular social groups,
language varieties and practices, or discourses. For example, we can observe the erasure of









Figure 7.1: An example prompt provided by OpenAI for using GPT-3.
in Figure 7.2 by the co-founder of Huggingface, an NLP startup with widely used libraries.9
By equating nations with languages, the tweet reveals and reinforces a conception of nations
as linguistically homogeneous and erases the minority languages spoken in the nations listed.
A number of responses contested this representation; for example, the tweet10 reproduced
in Figure 7.3 provides a list ostensibly to aid readers unfamiliar with the countries each flag
represents, but instead maps each flag to a minoritized variety spoken in each country.
Additionally, NLP research papers often fail to name the language they work on, which,
when unnamed, is often implicitly taken to be English [Bender, 2019]. By contributing to
the assumption that English is the default focus of research, this practice erases the many
language varieties on which research is not being conducted. As a first step to addressing




Figure 7.2: A tweet describing the languages spoken by Huggingface’s team.
Figure 7.3: A response to Julien’s tweet above.
NLP systems and practices can also participate in the erasure of particular discourses,
topics, and perspectives. For instance, Hutchinson et al. [2020] point out that hate speech
detection systems that disproportionately remove text containing mentions of disability can
“exacerbat[e] the already reduced visibility of disability in public discourse,” potentially
impeding disability justice efforts to increase awareness, change societal attitudes, pass leg-
islation, and the like.
Finally, the erasure of different perspectives through NLP annotation practices is an
especially urgent concern. Specifically, we argue that 1) the assumption across many tasks
that there is exactly one correct label for each item, 2) the practice of aggregating multi-
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ple annotator labels via majority vote to yield one label for each item, and 3) the use of
inter-annotator agreement statistics as evidence of dataset quality, frequently reproduce the
erasure of minoritized perspectives.
As we have seen in the language and justice literature surveyed previously, the uses and
interpretations of many kinds of language are deeply context-dependent and may be fun-
damentally contested. Some language, including many kinds of hate speech, is experienced
as harmful only by the groups of people to whom that language is frequently applied. The
meanings and appropriate uses of other kinds of language may be disputed as they reflect
struggles over cultural and symbolic resources [Hill, 2008] or differing perspectives on the
social and political contexts in which the language is situated. Consider for example the
English sentence All lives matter. Although at face value the meaning of the statement
is inoffensive, in contemporary U.S. racial discourse it is often deployed in response to the
statement that Black lives matter ; as such, it often functions to refuse the realities of Black
people’s experiences, shift discourse away from the urgency of racial injustice, and re-assert
white authority and colorblind approaches to racism in public discourse [Bonilla-Silva, 2014,
Orbe, 2015]. These examples reveal the necessarily subjective nature of language meaning
and use arising from people’s different lived experiences; for many NLP settings, the appro-
priate treatments of many kinds of utterances—for example, whether they are hateful or
offensive, whether they constitute appropriate or empathetic responses by dialogue agents,
or whether they ought to be included in a summary—are subjective or contested. In such
cases there may be no neutral label that can satisfy all users.
For these settings, then, majority vote aggregation erases minoritized perspectives by
choosing as the “right” label whatever is chosen by the majority of annotators, implicitly
foregrounding dominant understandings and language ideologies. We emphasize that choos-
ing the majority label in these situations is not choosing a correct or neutral label, because
there is no such thing; the majority label is the label that reflects the experiences, judg-
ments, and perspectives of the majority of annotators—and as we have seen in the literature
sketched previously, these perspectives often harm minoritized people and are instrumental
to maintaining unjust social arrangements. For example, the labels of slurs understood as
hateful by a minoritized group, of sports teams names understood as offensive by Indigenous
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peoples, or of the utterance All lives matter understood as hateful by many racialized peo-
ple in the U.S. context, will only reflect those understandings if the majority of annotators
label them as such. Moreover, the assumption that there is precisely one “right” label per
item accomplishes an additional kind of erasure by hiding the very fact that these meanings
are contested in the first place, erasing the embodied, subjective, and contextual nature of
language use and the implicit choice to foreground particular perspectives. Similarly, prac-
titioners using high inter-annotator agreement as a proxy for dataset quality often discard
items with low agreement, removing the linguistic items for which there may be real, mean-
ingful disagreement that NLP systems ought to be prepared to address, rather than avoid,
as they are deployed.
7.2.2.6 Public participation
Above, we discussed how toxicity systems that treat AAL as more toxic than MUSE
stigmatize and erase the variety. But in addition to reproducing representations of AAL and
its speakers as less worthy, such systems may result in diminished ability of AAL speakers
to participate in public discourse. By reducing the presence of text in AAL, such systems
impoverish public discourse, prevent the discussion of or drawing of public attention to
issues important to AAL speakers, and prevent their needs or opinions from being accurately
represented to decision-makers. In addition, the reduction might harm speakers’ ability to
communicate with each other, or organize politically, via social media platforms.
We consider this kind of diminishing of people’s ability to participate in public discourse,
and therefore to participate fully in democratic decision-making processes, to represent a
distinct type of harm, which we call public participation.11 As NLP systems are increas-
ingly used by governments and large, near-monopolistic social media platforms, they run
the risk of shaping not only public perception of certain types of text or users, but also the
ability of some users to participate in public discourse altogether.
11In Fraser’s framework, this would be categorized as a harm of misrepresentation [Fraser, 2007,
Nash and Bell, 2007].
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Hutchinson et al. [2020] raise the possibility of such a harm in the context of language
related to disability; in addition to the erasure harms arising from hate speech detection
systems, “[s]ince people with disabilities are also more likely to talk about disability, [such
systems] could impact their opportunity to participate equally in online fora.” Elsewhere,
an error by Facebook briefly prevented posting in Jinghpaw, a language primarily spoken by
the Kachin people, a Myanmar minority group. This error not only immediately impeded
Jinghpaw speakers from participating in a vital online platform, but also raised the specter
of censorship via the social platform [Fishbein, 2020], highlighting the close links between
language varieties and social groups, the importance of linguistic self-determination and the
ability to use language freely, and language as an essential component of oppression and
resistance.
7.2.2.7 Individual to aggregate effects
It is important to point out that any given representational harm can yield a range of
effects, from the individual to the aggregate. For example, the individual user of a machine
translation system that exhibits stereotyping may experience discomfort, take offense, or
experience diminished self-esteem. The effect of stereotyping on an individual’s subjective
user experience should be distinguished from the aggregated effects of the system; as the
system contributes to the generation of large amounts of text, the stereotyping behavior may
result in particular (often negative) societal perceptions or representations of stereotyped
individuals.
Similarly, systems that stigmatize particular language varieties may have effects at the
individual level; for example, toxicity detection systems that return scores of higher toxicity
for social media text about minoritized groups will diminish the experiences of users from
those groups when they write about themselves, or of anyone wishing to write about those
groups. Text about groups that receive higher toxicity scores may be more likely to be
removed from social media sites or may receive lower rankings in curated feeds. Thus, the
aggregated effect of the toxicity detection systems is the privileging of language about some
groups and the reduction of some groups’ ability to participate in public discourse.
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7.2.3 Other dynamics and effects
Here, we draw on the literature on language to discuss (speculatively) several other
dynamics and effects connected with NLP systems that may give rise to additional harms.
7.2.3.1 Appropriation, commodification, and deracialization
Can the stigmatization and erasure of particular language varieties and practices be
addressed by increasing the representation of such varieties in NLP datasets and model
outputs? We argue that the answer is no—that although representation of minoritized
varieties and practices is important, in light of the ideologies surrounding these varieties
and their speakers, representation cannot by itself bring about linguistic justice. From
examining minoritized varieties outside the context of NLP systems, it is evident that these
varieties’ increased representation and valorization has not brought about justice for their
speakers [Rosa and Flores, 2017].
Often, this increased representation comes in the form of linguistic appropriation, for
instance in the widely documented appropriation of AAL by non-African Americans [Cutler,
1999, Reyes, 2005, Fix, 2010, Eberhardt and Freeman, 2015]. As Hill [2008] explains, “The
constitution of White privilege, achieved by recruiting both material and symbolic resources
from the bottom of the racial hierarchy, Color, to the top, Whiteness, is one of the most
important projects of White racist culture” [Hill, 2008, Ch. 6]. Such appropriation trades on
stereotypes of AAL and its speakers; as Eberhardt and Freeman [2015] put it in their analysis
of Iggy Azalea’s AAL use, “[I]t is the wholesale appropriation of this language . . . in which
she subscribes to stereotyped notions of blackness, that support our claim that Iggy Azalea
represents a particularly salient example of a white hegemony that views black cultural
resources as ripe for the strategic picking.” Non-African American speakers benefit both
socially and materially from appropriating AAL; for example, Iggy Azalea is able to borrow
positive associations—such as authenticity [Cutler, 1999]—through which she is able to build
a persona and career (a process called commodification [Heller, 2010]). By contrast, as we
discussed above, African American speakers do not benefit from speaking AAL, but continue
to be associated with the negative stereotypes surrounding AAL and African Americans. In
a related process, racialized language practices may become deracialized, in which they
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lose their associations with racialized social groups. Emerging work demonstrates that such
a process is occurring with many features of AAL, as they have been appropriated by non-
African American speakers online and are increasingly seen as online or Internet—rather
than AAL—features [Tano and Holliday, 2020], thereby enabling non-African American
speakers to use them freely without incurring negative associations.
This history of linguistic appropriation, commodification, and deracialization has im-
portant lessons for NLP researchers aiming for linguistic justice. First, it is likely that as
NLP systems generate more and more text that humans interact with, they may participate
in these linguistic processes, which are likely to be harmful in their own right. Second,
the current processes by which minoritized language varieties are included uphold relations
of resources and power by enabling social groups already in power to use these language
varieties to their social and material benefit, while minoritized speakers continue to be pe-
nalized. This is the unsurprising outcome of increased representation that neither improves
the material circumstances of minoritized speakers [Rosa and Burdick, 2017] nor disman-
tles larger language ideologies, and we suggest that it is the likely outcome of ethical NLP
approaches that aim for increased representation but do not address relations of power be-
tween technologists and affected communities or aim for the meaningful co-participation of
minoritized speakers.
7.2.3.2 The white listening subject
Critical to our discussion above of how language ideologies operate is that they shape
listeners’ perceptions; they are cultural systems of ideas about the relationships between
language and social characteristics that drive how listening subjects perceive language. In
their work, Rosa and Flores [2017] examine white listening subjects which, as a result
of raciolinguistic ideologies, perceive “racialized speaking subjects as deviant and inferior.”
Importantly, Rosa and Flores propose that “technologies and institutions” can act as white
perceiving subjects, “privileg[ing] languages, varieties, and pronunciation patterns associ-
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Figure 7.4: Response from GPT-3.
ated with normative whiteness” and acting as linguistic gatekeepers, “exclud[ing] racialized
populations from access to opportunities and resources.”1213
We suggest that in addition to the allocational harms examined by Rosa and Flores,
this framing of language technologies as white listening subjects raises the possibility of
additional harms. First, as NLP systems become more and more pervasive, they pose
increasing requirements for people who want to interact with them to produce language
legible to NLP systems, as NLP systems (as we have seen) are often unable to process “non-
standard” language and may stereotype users according to their language use. For instance,
Figure 7.4 shows GPT-3’s response to an input with several racialized language features
(“sup, brotha?”); the response assumes that the user likes hip-hop. Quite reasonably, users
may choose to constrain their language use to relatively unmarked language features in
12This analysis resonates with Smalls’s [2019] discussion of the “white public sphere,” which simi-
larly positions racialized language practices as unintelligible and their speakers as illegible.
13As Rosa and Flores [2017] take pains to clarify, the white listening subject not only privileges
language practices associated with normative whiteness, but perceives deficiency from racialized
speaking subjects no matter how closely those speaking subjects hew to normative language prac-
tices.
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order to avoid being stereotyped by the NLP systems with which they interact. Moreover,
even when users do not want to interact with NLP systems, the ever-increasing presence of
language technologies—always-listening digital agents, always-analyzing content moderation
systems—that privilege “normative whiteness” restrict the number of spaces in which non-
normative language practices can be used freely. The language practices associated with
“normative whiteness” also generally involve discourses of racial colorblindness and a refusal
to engage with the realities of racism (or other systems of oppression) as experienced by
minoritized people [Bonilla-Silva, 2014], and as Schlesinger et al. [2018] show, these patterns
extend to chatbots, whose developers often take a colorblind approach to dealing with racism
by limiting chatbots’ ability to talk about race.
Thus, we argue that while reducing quality of service harms is essential, focusing on
mitigating performance differences alone misses a subtler kind of harm. What are the ma-
terial, social, and dignitary consequences of language technologies that “perceive racialized
populations and practices as matter out of place” [Rosa and Flores, 2017]? The growing
presence of technologies functioning as white listening subjects may both require speakers
to perform legibility or normativity and refuse speakers’ lived realities in an ever increasing
number of domains.
7.2.4 Other taxonomies of harms in NLP
Ours is not the first attempt to provide a taxonomy or schema of harms arising from
NLP systems; here, we cover several other such approaches.
Hovy and Spruit [2016] introduce a taxonomy of social impacts of NLP research and
systems; this taxonomy includes exclusion, overgeneralization, bias confirmation,
topic under- and over-exposure, and dual use. Exclusion is described as an ethical
problem in the context of research as well as in product development; performance differences
between demographic groups “will reinforce already existing demographic differences, and
makes technology less user friendly for such groups.” They also warn of models that produce
troublesome false positives, citing errors in predictions of sensitive attributes such as sexual
orientation or religious views; reliance on such models could result in bias confirmation
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and overgeneralization. They propose that designers should consider modeling approaches
such as the use of dummy variables, error weighting, and model regularization.
Over- and under-exposure are problems of research focus; the field focuses on some
research topics and language varieties at the expense of others, which both harms speakers of
under-researched varieties and skews research towards properties of over-researched varieties
(an under-focus on morphology, for example, because English is relatively morphologically
poor). Over-exposure may also harm some varieties: “If research repeatedly found that the
language of a certain demographic group was harder to process, it could create a situation
where this group was perceived to be difficult, or abnormal.”
Finally, they describe concerns with dual use, in which technologies designed with the
aim of promoting social good may still be turned towards less positive purposes; for example,
stylometric analysis might be used for historical analysis or for de-anonymizing dissenters,
while text classification might be used for sociolinguistic analysis or for censorship. In
particular, they warn that uncritical acceptance of funding sources and their associated
incentives may yield unintended research consequences.
This taxonomy does not focus on harms; rather, it sketches a looser set of ethical issues
in NLP. Nevertheless, we can draw connections between some of these impacts and harms in
our taxonomy; for example, exclusion loosely corresponds to quality of service, while over-
and under-exposure may give rise to erasure and quality of service harms.
Bender [2019] offers a stakeholder-centered typology of harms arising from NLP systems.
Rather than organizing by the type of harm, as we do, Bender identifies potential harms
according to stakeholders’ circumstances, as some stakeholders interact with NLP systems
directly, and others are broadly impacted by less direct mechanisms. Among direct stake-
holders, Bender distinguishes those who interact with NLP systems by choice—for instance,
those using machine translation systems or voice assistants—and those who do not—for in-
stance, those who must access essential services via automated systems, or who are allocated
important resources or opportunities by automated systems. Indirect stakeholders include
both individuals and communities, as automated systems participate in reproducing harmful
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systems of ideas about different social groups, prevent some communities from participating
fully in public discourse, and generate realistic text used to radicalize people.
Bender’s typology offers insights that mirror our analysis in several important ways.
First, much like our taxonomy, it is grounded in sociolinguistic principles that recognize
the variation inherent to language, the connections between language and power, and the
fact that language actively constructs the world. Unlike the taxonomies of Hovy and Spruit
[2016] (above) and Shah et al. [2020] (below), it also actively recognizes the social and
dignitary dimensions of harm that NLP systems can give rise to at both individual and
community levels. Importantly, it acknowledges the subjective experiences of interacting
with systems—for example, the experience of seeing it suggested that “my language/language
variety is inadequate,” or what we might identify as stigmatization or erasure—as separate
from what we might identify as quality of service harms—for example, where systems are
“unusable for me.” Moreover, it identifies as potentially harmful the cultural systems of ideas
about language and speakers that NLP systems might reproduce, which we also identify and
further connect to the deep scholarship on language ideologies in sociolinguistics, linguistic
anthropology, and other disciplines.
Finally, we view Bender’s typology as offering an essential complementary perspective;
through its organization, it asks how stakeholders enter into interactions with automated
systems. In doing so, it touches on important questions related to participation, awareness,
recourse, and refusal—acknowledging that many people interact with these systems unwill-
ingly and may be unaware that they are operating in the first place. Although Bender does
not say so explicitly, in our view this frame can open researchers up to participatory design
and other paradigms that can offer stakeholders opportunities for recourse and refusal.
Shah et al. [2020] propose a conceptual framework for understanding the origins of
predictive bias, which is defined as occurring when “the distribution of labels produced by
a predictive model reflect a human factor in a way that diverges from a theoretically defined
‘desired distribution.” ’ This can arise when the distribution of outcomes given an attribute
is “dissimilar to a given theoretical ideal distribution” (what Shah et al. call outcome
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disparity), or when “model predictions have greater error for individuals with a given user
factor” (what they call error disparity). Shah et al. further provide four origins of bias.
These conceptualizations of bias can be understood as corresponding to our categories
of undesirable correlations (outcome disparity) and quality of service (error disparity). This
framework, therefore, does not capture many kinds of behaviors that can arise from NLP
systems. In our view, these behaviors consist of two kinds. The first includes those that
cannot be characterized at all by the definition of bias as a dispreferred distribution of labels,
for instance reproduction of gendered expectations by digital assistants (§7.2.2.3).
The second includes those that can technically be characterized by this definition of
predictive bias, but for which the definition fails to capture why these behaviors are harm-
ful in the first place, because it is disconnected from the social and historical realities of
injustice. These include many of the harms we described in our taxonomy, such as many
instances of stereotyping and the stigmatization and erasure of particular language varieties
and practices. While many of the system behaviors that give rise to these harms can be
technically characterized via outcome or error disparity—for example, the toxicity systems
that stigmatize AAL do so because they misclassify it as toxic at disproportionately high
rates—the concepts of outcome and error disparity are entirely inadequate to understand
the historical stigmatization and discrimination in which this system behavior is rooted,
and which the behavior reproduces—and therefore why we consider this kind of disparity
to be particularly concerning. This conceptualization of bias risks neglecting both the root
causes of bias and its likely consequences, a neglect which is further compounded by the
framework’s four origins of bias, which are located not in the social, historical, and political
contexts of language use, but in NLP dataset and model properties.
We note that Shah et al. explicitly acknowledge that their framework offers no normative
guidance on what “human factors” might give rise to concern, confining the complexities of
normative reasoning rather neatly to the problem of determining what the “ideal distribu-
tion” for a target distribution look like. However, this framework, while ostensibly refusing
any commitment to what is normatively desirable, nevertheless makes a normative claim—
that model predictions on minoritized language practices ought not to diverge from those on
dominant language practices, and that today’s NLP researchers and practitioners are well-
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positioned to define the “ideal distributions” that should govern different language practices
identically.
7.3 Discussion and recommendations
In the previous sections, we put forth a normative foundation, focused on the ways
in which NLP systems might reproduce existing unjust social arrangements, for reasoning
about the harms arising from NLP systems. From this foundation we have proposed a
taxonomy of representational harms, demonstrating that the set of harms that can emerge
from NLP systems is much larger than what has been examined in the existing literature
on bias in NLP, and have suggested that many such harms may not be amenable to existing
approaches drawn from the algorithmic fairness domain.
We now describe how researchers and practitioners conducting work analyzing bias in
NLP systems might avoid the pitfalls presented in the previous section—the beginnings of
a path forward. We propose three recommendations that should guide such work, and, for
each, provide several concrete research questions. We emphasize that these questions are
not comprehensive, and are intended to generate further questions and lines of engagement.
Here we make the three following recommendations:
1. Ground work analyzing bias in NLP systems in the relevant literature outside of
NLP that explores the relationships between language and unjust social arrangements.
Treat representational harms as harmful in their own right.
2. Provide explicit statements of why the system behaviors that are described as bias are
harmful, in what ways, and to whom. Be forthright about the normative reasoning
[Green, 2019] underlying these statements.
3. Examine language use in practice by engaging with the lived experiences of members of
communities affected by NLP systems. Interrogate and re-imagine the power relations
between technologists and such communities.
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7.3.1 Language and unjust social arrangements
We have argued that work analyzing bias in NLP systems will paint a much fuller picture
if it engages with the relevant literature outside of NLP that explores the relationships
between language and unjust social arrangements, which we sketched in Ch. 6. As we
argued, recognizing the role that language plays in maintaining unjust social arrangements
is critical to the future of work analyzing bias in NLP systems because it helps to explain
why representational harms are harmful in their own right. Moreover, the complexity of the
relationships between language and social arrangements illustrates why studying bias in NLP
systems is so challenging, suggesting that researchers and practitioners will need to move
beyond existing algorithmic fairness techniques. We argue that without grounding work on
bias in this literature, researchers and practitioners risk measuring or mitigating only what
is convenient to measure or mitigate, rather than what is most normatively concerning.
More specifically, we recommend that work analyzing bias in NLP systems be re-oriented
around the following question: How are social arrangements, language ideologies, and NLP
systems co-produced? This question mirrors Benjamin’s [2020] call to examine how “race
and technology are co-produced”—i.e., how racial hierarchies, and the ideologies and dis-
courses that maintain them, create and are re-created by technology. We recommend that
researchers and practitioners similarly ask how existing social arrangements and language
ideologies drive the development and deployment of NLP systems, and how these systems
reproduce these arrangements and ideologies in turn. As a starting point for re-orienting
work analyzing bias in NLP systems around this question, we provide the following concrete
research questions:
• How do social arrangements and language ideologies influence the decisions made
during the development and deployment lifecycle? What kinds of NLP systems do
these decisions result in, and what kinds do they foreclose?
– General assumptions: To which linguistic norms do NLP systems adhere [Bender,
2019, Ruane et al., 2019]? Which language practices are implicitly assumed to
be standard, ordinary, correct, or appropriate?
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– Task definition: For which speakers are NLP systems (and NLP resources) de-
veloped? (See Joshi et al. [2020] and Wali et al. [2020] for discussions.) How
do task definitions discretize the world? For example, how are social groups
delineated when defining demographic attribute prediction tasks [Koppel et al.,
2002, Rosenthal and McKeown, 2011, Nguyen et al., 2013, i.a.]? What about
languages in native language prediction tasks [Tetreault et al., 2013]?
– Data: How are datasets collected, preprocessed, and labeled or annotated? What
are the impacts of annotation guidelines, annotator assumptions and perceptions
[Olteanu et al., 2019, Sap et al., 2019, Geiger et al., 2020], and annotation ag-
gregation processes [Pavlick and Kwiatkowski, 2019]?
– Evaluation: How are NLP systems evaluated? What are the impacts of eval-
uation metrics [Olteanu et al., 2017]? Are any non-quantitative evaluations
performed?
• How do NLP systems reproduce or transform language ideologies? Which language
varieties or practices come to be deemed good or bad? Might “good” language simply
mean language that is easily handled by existing NLP systems? For example, linguistic
phenomena arising from many language practices [Eisenstein, 2013] are described as
“noisy text” and often viewed as a target for “normalization.” How do the language
ideologies that are reproduced by NLP systems maintain social arrangements?
• Which representational harms are being measured or mitigated? Are these the most
normatively concerning harms, or merely those that are well handled by existing
algorithmic fairness techniques? Are there other representational harms that might
be analyzed?
7.3.2 Conceptualizations of bias
Turning now to the second recommendation, we argue that work analyzing bias in NLP
systems should provide explicit statements of why the system behaviors that are described
as bias are harmful, in what ways, and to whom, as well as the normative reasoning un-
derlying these statements. In other words, researchers and practitioners should articulate
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their conceptualizations of “bias.” As we showed in Ch. 5, papers often contain descriptions
of system behaviors that are understood to be self-evident statements of bias. This use of
imprecise terminology has led to papers all claiming to analyze bias in NLP systems, some-
times even in systems developed for the same task, but with different or even inconsistent
conceptualizations of bias, and no explanations for these differences.
Yet analyzing bias is an inherently normative process—in which some system behaviors
are deemed good and others harmful—even if assumptions about what kinds of system
behaviors are harmful, in what ways, for whom, and why are not stated. We therefore echo
calls by Bardzell and Bardzell [2011], Keyes et al. [2019], and Green [2019] for researchers and
practitioners to make their normative reasoning explicit by articulating the social values that
underpin their decisions to deem some system behaviors as harmful, no matter how obvious
such values appear to be. We further argue that this reasoning should take into account
the relationships between language and social arrangements that we described above; first,
as we have argued, these relationships provide a foundation from which to approach the
normative reasoning that we recommend making explicit. Second, if work analyzing bias in
NLP systems is re-oriented to understand how social arrangements, language ideologies, and
NLP systems are co-produced, then this work will be incomplete if we fail to account for
the ways that social arrangements and language ideologies determine what we mean by bias
in the first place. As a starting point, we therefore provide the following concrete research
questions:
• What kinds of system behaviors are described as bias? What are their potential
sources (e.g., general assumptions, task definition, data)?
• In what ways are these system behaviors harmful, to whom are they harmful, and
why?
• What are the social values (obvious or not) that underpin this conceptualization of
bias?
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7.3.3 Language use in practice
Finally, we turn to the last recommendation. Our perspective, which rests on a greater
recognition of the relationships between language and social arrangements, suggests several
directions for examining language use in practice. Here, we focus on two. First, because
language is necessarily situated, and because different social groups have different lived
experiences due to their different social positions [Hanna et al., 2020]—particularly groups
at the intersections of multiple axes of oppression—we recommend that researchers and
practitioners center work analyzing bias in NLP systems around the lived experiences of
members of communities affected by these systems. Second, we recommend that the power
relations between technologists and such communities be interrogated and re-imagined. As
we mentioned above, researchers have pointed out that algorithmic fairness techniques, by
proposing incremental technical mitigations—e.g., collecting new datasets or training better
models—maintain these power relations by (a) assuming that automated systems should
continue to exist, rather than asking whether they should be built at all, and (b) keeping
development and deployment decisions in the hands of technologists [Bennett and Keyes,
2019, Cifor et al., 2019, Green, 2019, Katell et al., 2020].
There are many disciplines for researchers and practitioners to draw on when pursu-
ing these directions. Human-computer interaction offers many examples of qualitative ap-
proaches focused on specific individuals or social groups to uncover the particular impacts
of technologies on their lives. For example, Hamidi et al. [2018] study transgender people’s
experiences with automated gender recognition systems in order to uncover how these sys-
tems reproduce structures of transgender exclusion by redefining what it means to perform
gender “normally.” Value-sensitive design provides a framework for accounting for the values
of different stakeholders in the design of technology [Friedman et al., 2006, Friedman and
Hendry, 2019, Le Dantec et al., 2009, Yoo et al., 2019, i.a.], while participatory design seeks
to involve stakeholders in the design process itself [Sanders, 2002, Muller, 2007, Simonsen
and Robertson, 2013, DiSalvo et al., 2013]. Participatory action research in education [Kem-
mis, 2006] and in language documentation and reclamation [Junker, 2018] is also relevant.
In particular, work on language reclamation to support decolonization and tribal sovereignty
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[Leonard, 2012] and work in sociolinguistics focusing on developing co-equal research rela-
tionships with community members and supporting linguistic justice efforts [Bucholtz et al.,
2014, 2016, 2019, i.a.] provide examples of more emancipatory relationships with com-
munities. Finally, several workshops and events have begun to explore how to empower
stakeholders in the development and deployment of technology [Vaccaro et al., 2019, Givens
and Morris, 2020, Sassaman et al., 2020]14 and how to help researchers and practitioners
consider when not to build systems at all [Barocas et al., 2020].
As a starting point for engaging with communities affected by NLP systems, we therefore
provide the following concrete research questions:
• How do communities become aware of NLP systems? Do they resist them, and if so,
how?
• What additional costs are borne by communities for whom NLP systems do not work
well?
• Do NLP systems shift power toward oppressive institutions (e.g., by enabling predic-
tions that communities do not want made, allocation of resources or opportunities
based on linguistic criteria [Rosa and Flores, 2017], surveillance, or censorship), or
away from such institutions?
• Who is involved in the development and deployment of NLP systems? How do
decision-making processes maintain power relations between technologists and com-
munities affected by NLP systems? Can these processes be changed to re-imagine
these relations?
7.3.4 Case study
To illustrate our recommendations, we extend our case study on African American Lan-
guage to explore how research on bias in NLP might engage more fruitfully with AAL.
Work analyzing bias in the context of AAL, including work in this thesis, has shown that
14Also https://participatoryml.github.io/
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part-of-speech taggers, language identification systems, and dependency parsers all work less
well on text containing features associated with AAL than on text without these features
[Jørgensen et al., 2015, 2016], and that toxicity detection systems score tweets containing
features associated with AAL as more offensive than tweets without them [Davidson et al.,
2019, Sap et al., 2019].
These papers have been critical for highlighting AAL as a language variety for which
existing NLP systems may not work, illustrating their limitations. However, they do not
conceptualize “racial bias” in the same way. The first two of these papers, as well as the work
in Ch. 2, 3, and 4 of this thesis, simply focus on system performance differences between text
containing features associated with AAL and text without these features. In contrast, the
last two papers also focus on such system performance differences, but motivate this focus
with the following additional reasoning: If tweets containing features associated with AAL
are scored as more offensive than tweets without these features, then this might (a) yield
negative perceptions of AAL; (b) result in disproportionate removal of tweets containing
these features, impeding participation in online platforms and reducing the space available
online in which speakers can use AAL freely; and (c) cause AAL speakers to incur additional
costs if they have to change their language practices to avoid negative perceptions or tweet
removal.
More importantly, none of these papers engage with the literature on AAL, racial hier-
archies in the U.S., and raciolinguistic ideologies. By failing to engage with this literature—
thereby treating AAL simply as one of many non-Penn Treebank varieties of English or
perhaps as another challenging domain—work analyzing bias in NLP systems in the con-
text of AAL fails to situate these systems in the world. Who are the speakers of AAL?
How is the variety viewed? We argue that AAL as a language variety cannot be separated
from its speakers—primarily Black people in the U.S., who experience systemic anti-Black
racism—and the language ideologies that reinforce and justify racial hierarchies.
The linguistic discrimination we described above is equally present in the technology
industry, where speakers of AAL are often not considered consumers who matter. For
example, Benjamin [2019] recounts the experience an Apple employee who worked on speech
recognition for Siri:
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As they worked on different English dialects — Australian, Singaporean, and
Indian English — [the employee] asked his boss: ‘What about African American
English?’ To this his boss responded: ‘Well, Apple products are for the premium
market., p. 28
The reality, of course, is that speakers of AAL tend not to represent the “premium market”
precisely because of institutions and policies that help to maintain racial hierarchies by
systematically denying them the opportunities to develop wealth that are available to white
Americans [Rothstein, 2017]—an exclusion that is reproduced in technology by countless
decisions like the one described above.
Engaging with the literature outlined above situates the system behaviors that are de-
scribed as bias, providing a foundation for normative reasoning. Researchers and prac-
titioners should be concerned about “racial bias” in toxicity detection systems not only
because performance differences impair system performance, but because they reproduce
longstanding injustices of stigmatization and disenfranchisement for speakers of AAL. In
re-stigmatizing AAL, they reproduce language ideologies in which AAL is viewed as un-
grammatical, uneducated, and offensive. These ideologies, in turn, enable linguistic discrim-
ination and justify enduring racial hierarchies [Rosa and Flores, 2017]. Our perspective,
which understands racial hierarchies and raciolinguistic ideologies as structural conditions
that govern the development and deployment of technology, implies that techniques for
measuring or mitigating bias in NLP systems will necessarily be incomplete unless they in-
terrogate and dismantle these structural conditions, including the power relations between
technologists and racialized communities.
We emphasize that engaging with the literature on AAL, racial hierarchies in the U.S.,
and raciolinguistic ideologies can generate new lines of engagement. These lines include work
on the ways that the decisions made during the development and deployment of NLP systems
produce stigmatization and disenfranchisement, and work on AAL use in practice, such as
the ways that speakers of AAL interact with NLP systems that were not designed for them.
This literature can also help researchers and practitioners address the allocational harms
that may be produced by NLP systems, and ensure that even well-intentioned NLP systems
do not position racialized communities as needing linguistic intervention or accommodation
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to dominant language practices. Finally, researchers and practitioners wishing to design
better systems can also draw on the growing body of work on anti-racist language pedagogy
sketched above, as well as the work that we described in section 7.3.3 on re-imagining the
power relations between technologists and communities affected by technology.
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CHAPTER 8
MEASURING BIAS: EVALUATING MEASUREMENTS OF
BIAS
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we adopt the framework of measurement modeling from the quantitative
social sciences to rigorously examine bias emerging from NLP systems. We first briefly in-
troduce measurement modeling, a framework that disentangles theoretical constructs—what
it is we wish to measure—from measurements—the observable properties, or proxies, pro-
posed to measure them, and apply it to the problem of quantifying bias in NLP systems. We
reframe existing approaches to quantifying bias in word embeddings and in a variety of NLP
models as measurement models, and use the concepts of construct validity and reliability to
evaluate these models. We also examine how approaches for quantifying bias in embeddings
are used in the quantitative social sciences to measure bias in human language, semantic
memory, and institutions, and consider how the measurement models operationalized in
these settings raise different validity and reliability concerns than those operationalized by
NLP practitioners.
8.2 Measurement modeling
We first introduce measurement modeling, the framework we draw upon for this and the
following chapter. For a more extensive overview, see Jacobs and Wallach [2019] and Quinn
et al. [2010].
In the social sciences, many phenomena of theoretical interest, such as intelligence,
socioeconomic status, or political ideology, are not directly measurable; we call these un-
observable theoretical constructs [Jacobs and Wallach, 2019]. In order to measure such a
construct, we must operationalize it as a latent variable, identify observable properties to
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serve as proxies for our latent variable, and specify a measurement model that articulates
the relationship between our proxies and latent variable.
For example, suppose that we are interested in measuring socioeconomic status (SES) (an
example drawn from Jacobs and Wallach [2019]). SES is an abstraction; we cannot measure
it directly. However, based on our theoretical understanding of SES and the observable
properties that it influences, we might choose one such observable property as a proxy for
SES: income. Having chosen income as our proxy, we can then specify what we assume to
be the relationship between income and SES: for example, that income is linear in SES, or
that income is normally distributed around SES.
Thus, the measurement modeling process requires practitioners to articulate a) the un-
observable theoretical construct of interest, b) the proxy or proxies with which to measure
the construct, and c) assumptions, based on theoretical understanding of the construct,
about the relationship between the construct and the proxy.
8.2.1 Evaluating measurement models
In theory, there are arbitrarily many ways to operationalize an unobservable construct;
for example, we might instead consider using occupation as a way to measure SES, or edu-
cation level. How do we assess which, if any, of these is appropriate or useful? Fortunately,
the measurement modeling framework not only requires us to articulate our assumptions
about the relationship between the construct and observed data, but also provides us paths
forward for evaluating these assumptions. These evaluations typically focus on the concepts
of construct validity and reliability. Quoting Quinn et al. [2010], Jacobs and Wallach [2019]
explain, “The evaluation of any measurement is generally based on its reliability (can it be
repeated?) and validity (is it right?).” Evaluating the validity and reliability of measure-
ment models can help us to identify potential mismatches between the observable proxies
we have identified and the constructs we wish to measure.
8.2.1.1 Construct validity
Broadly, establishing construct validity (“is it right?”) requires us to show that our mea-
surement model meaningfully captures our construct of interest [Jacobs and Wallach, 2019].
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This is fundamentally challenging precisely because we cannot observe the construct directly,
and must approach validation through alternative means. This process involves examining
the properties and behavior of a measurement model from a variety of perspectives, which
we detail below, following Jacobs and Wallach’s [2019] framework.
Face validity is “the extent to which the measurements produced by a measurement
look plausible—a ‘sniff test’ of sorts" [Jacobs and Wallach, 2019]. This is necessary, but not
sufficient, for establishing validity. Continuing with our SES example, all of our proposed
measurement models possess face validity; on their face, income, occupation, and education
level all plausibly correlate with SES.
Content validity is “the extent to which a measurement model captures everything we
might want it to” [Jacobs and Wallach, 2019]. In order for a measurement model to satisfy
this, it must capture all relevant aspects of the construct, which in turn requires that we
possess a coherent theoretical understanding of the construct in the first place. For example,
we might find that none of income, occupation, and education level fully capture all aspects
of SES; many individuals with low income are considered to have high socioeconomic status
(such as college students), while individuals with the same degree working in different sectors
might be considered to have different socioeconomic statuses.
Convergent validity is the extent to which a new measurement matches measurements
of the same construct whose construct validity has already been established; if our income
measurements correlate with previously established measurements of SES, then we may feel
more confident about its effectiveness as a proxy. We echo Jacobs and Wallach’s [2019]
observation that while correlation with external measurements is generally desirable, some
disagreement does not completely threaten construct validity; indeed, such disagreement
may be used as evidence for the theoretical value of the newly proposed measurement, if
captures something that previous measurements do not.
Discriminant validity requires that our measurements only capture other constructs
to the extent that they are theoretically related to our construct; our measurements should
be uncorrelated from measurements of theoretically unrelated constructs. For example, bor-
rowing Jacobs and Wallach’s [2019] example, measurements of SES using income measured
weekly instead of annually may inadvertently reflect unrelated constructs such as pay sched-
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ule timings, seasonal demand, and other factors influencing income rather than the true
construct of interest.
Predictive validity is the extent to which our measurements are related to measure-
ments of external properties. This is not the same as convergent validity, which asks to
what degree our measurements are correlated with other measurements of the same con-
struct; rather, predictive validity asks to what degree our measurements are related to other
properties we expect it to be related to.
Hypothesis validity assesses the theoretical usefulness of our measurement model:
to what degree does our proposed measurement model permit us to test hypotheses? For
example, income alone may not allow us to effectively test hypotheses about the relationship
between SES and health outcomes, since many individuals with low income but high SES
(e.g., college students) may have relatively good health outcomes.
Finally, consequential validity assesses the “downstream societal impacts” of the use
of the proposed measurement model [Jacobs and Wallach, 2019]. This involves examining
ethical consequences of using the model (for example, which populations are impacted? Are
existing biases exacerbated?) as well as the ways in which the model’s adoption may shift
incentives.
We emphasize that these assessments are often complex and nuanced; as Jacobs and
Wallach [2019] observe, “A feature, not a bug, of validity is that it is not a binary to
be achieved, or a box to be checked: it is always a matter of degree, backed by critical
reasoning.”
8.2.1.2 Reliability
Reliability (“can it be repeated?”) captures the degree to which our proposed measure-
ment model would yield similar results if measurements were repeated. “Measures that are
governed primarily by noise—due to inference, stability of the quantity measured, or im-
precise measurement tools or meaningless scales—are of limited use” [Jacobs and Wallach,
2019]. Importantly, unreliable measurements call many types of validity into question; for
example, a computational measurement that is sensitive to randomness in the initialization
or to small amounts of noise in the training data is unlikely to fully capture our theoretical
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construct of interest (content validity) or to correlate with external measurements of the
same construct (convergent validity).
8.2.2 Measurement modeling and bias
Why do we adopt the measurement modeling framework to examine bias in NLP sys-
tems? Our inspiration comes from our critical analysis in Ch. 5, in which we found that
the word “bias” has come to describe many possible undesirable system behaviors. As we
showed, this overuse has obscured important differences between how bias is conceptualized
and operationalized between papers. The failure to distinguish these different behaviors
can be thought of as a measurement modeling concern, in which neither the specific behav-
iors that practitioners wish to quantify, nor their relationships to the bias metrics that are
proposed to measure them, are explicitly articulated.
This failure forecloses the effective evaluation of approaches to quantify and mitigate
bias. For example, recently Gonen and Goldberg [2019] raised criticisms of one widely used
approach for “debiasing” word embeddings, showing that although its application decreases
the level of gender bias according to one metric, according to other reasonable metrics it
leaves the embedding space largely unchanged. How should we understand these different
approaches? Are they quantifying the same phenomenon? Which metrics, if any, should a
practitioner rely on?
We argue that this framework provides the tools to evaluate approaches for quantifying
bias by requiring us to separately articulate both the behaviors of concern and the metrics
proposed for measuring them. By disentangling the two, this process enables rigorous anal-
ysis of each and identification of mismatches between undesirable behaviors and the metrics
used to quantify them. Moreover, we can better resolve disagreements by understanding
which are about what we ought to be measuring, versus how we ought to be measuring.
In this chapter, we seek to make these constructs and measurements, as well as the
attendant assumptions about the relationships between them, explicit. To do so, we reframe
existing approaches as measurement models. For a range of these approaches, we identify
the measurement model and the construct(s) implicitly under measurement, and interrogate
the (mis)matches between construct and operationalization. We also examine work in the
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quantitative social sciences that uses bias-in-embeddings approaches, and analyze how the
measurement models implicitly provided by these approaches differ from the superficially
similar ones provided by NLP practitioners quantifying bias in embeddings.
8.3 Measuring bias in embeddings
In this section, we will use x to refer to a word (type), and −→x to refer to the vector
associated with that type.
A number of approaches for quantifying bias in embedding spaces have emerged, includ-
ing analogy tests [Bolukbasi et al., 2016], subspace projection approaches [Bolukbasi et al.,
2016, Dev and Phillips, 2019, Manzini et al., 2019, Kaneko and Bollegala, 2019, i.a.], the
Word Embedding Association test [Caliskan et al., 2017], and natural language inference-
based probes [Dev et al., 2019]. For each approach, we describe the measurement model,
identify the harm(s) that are implicitly under measurement, and interrogate the construct
validity and reliability of the measurement.
8.3.1 Analogy tests
Word embeddings famously capture many word relationships as linear substructures
[Mikolov et al., 2013]. Formally, let x1, x2, y1, y2 be words such that there is an analogous
relation between pairs (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), typically written x1 : y1 :: x2 : y2. This relation
can be semantic, e.g., man : king :: woman : queen, or morpho-syntactic, e.g.,
walked : walking :: swam : swimming.
One longstanding approach for evaluating the quality of a trained embedding (without
regard to bias) is by constructing a dataset of such analogies, and for each analogy querying
x1 : y1 :: x2 :? (8.1)
by finding the vector closest to −→y1 − −→x1 + −→x2 that is not itself x1, x2, or y1, and checking if
the returned vector matches −→y2 .
More recently, Bolukbasi et al. [2016] use this approach to identify gender bias by setting
(x1, x2) to be the gendered pair (she, he). Intuitively, for every pair of words (y1, y2), their
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each pair is scored as:
S(x1,x2)(y1, y2) = cos(
−→x1 −−→x2,−→y1 −−→y2)
if ||−→y1 −−→y2 || ≤ δ
= 0 otherwise
(8.2)
where the threshold δ is set to 1.
The top 150 analogies meeting the threshold are then evaluated by U.S.-based crowd-
workers, who identified 48% (72/150) of them as sensible analogies by at least half of the
workers annotating them, and 19% (29/150) as exhibiting gender stereotypes.
Bolukbasi et al. [2016] propose an approach to debias the embedding, which they consider
successful because the analogy scoring and crowdsourced evaluation procedure, repeated
on the debiased embedding, results in 6% of the top 150 output analogies evaluated as
stereotypical, compared to the original 19%.
8.3.1.1 Evaluating analogies as measurement models
Construct A theoretical construct that we might reasonably consider Bolukbasi et al.
[2016] to be operationalizing is gender stereotyping, as the bias metric counts the number of
analogies evaluated to be gender stereotypes by human workers.
We emphasize that in this setting, the trained embedding is treated as fixed; that is,
the question Bolukbasi et al. [2016] attempt to answer is: Given a fixed embedding trained
on a given corpus with a given embedding algorithm, what amount of occupational gender
stereotyping is present? Therefore, the measurement models under analysis here do not
include the choice of corpus and embedding algorithm, and so we do not critique the validity
and reliability of the measurements on those grounds.
Construct validity The analogy test as a measurement for gender stereotyping imme-
diately encounters some serious issues. First, Schluter [2018] and Ethayarajh [2019] point
out that there is no a priori reason to expect that systems trained based only on the distri-
butional hypothesis, with no other constraints or resources, should yield word relationships
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that are well-represented by geometric translations, ignoring both other linear and non-linear
structures.
Additionally, Bolukbasi et al. [2016] themselves, as well as Schluter [2018] and Nissim
et al. [2020], raise several issues with the analogy method of measuring the presence of gen-
der stereotypes in embeddings. First, they note that −→y2 is restricted to exclude the premise
vectors −→x1,−→x2, and −→y1 ; this may force analogies that demonstrate stereotypes when an un-
restricted search does not (e.g., the answer to he : doctor :: she ::? is in fact doctor, unless
restricted, in which case nurse results).1 Schluter [2018] finds that across different analogy
tasks, “between 15-60% of the time the system predicts a premise vector on the Google
analogy data.” Finally, Schluter [2018] notes that vectors are almost always normalized
before analogy tests are performed, distorting the spread of the embeddings.
Based on these immediate concerns, we conclude that face validity—the most essential
of the many components of construct validity—is seriously threatened, suggesting that the
analogy test is not generally suitable as a measurement model for gender stereotyping in
embedding spaces.
Reliability We observe that the reliability of the analogy test is also threatened by the
fact that the measurement relies on the evaluation of crowdworkers; due to the subjectivity
of the task and its reliance on particular cultural contexts, the fact that crowdworkers are
not trained for the task, and the fact that only half of annotators per item were required
to agree on the gender stereotype judgment, similar measurements might not be obtained if
the task was repeated.
8.3.2 Subspace projection
Bolukbasi et al. [2016] introduce a metric for the amount of bias in an embedding space
via subspace projection. Formally, let D = {D1, . . . , Dn} be a set of defining sets, where
each defining set Di is a set (usually a pair) of word vectors {xi, yi} such that xi and yi only
1Note that in their paper, Nissim et al. [2020] make an erroneous objection based on a misreading
of Bolukbasi et al. [2016]; the latter upper bound the distance permitted between −→y1 and −→y2, which
the former misread as a lower bound.
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Let E be a trained normalized embedding, and define µi to be 1Di
∑
w∈Di
−→w . Then let
the gender direction gE be the vector found by applying SVD or PCA to C and taking the













−→w − µn)T (−→w − µn)
 . (8.3)
Then, what Bolukbasi et al. [2016] call the amount of direct bias can be measured in the
following way. Let Neut be a set of words that should be gender-neutral words. Then the






| cos(−→w , gE)|c, (8.4)
where c is a parameter controlling the strictness of the measure.
This metric can be generalized to any bias subspace B formed by taking the first k
principal components that result from applying SVD or PCA to C. This is equivalent to
measuring the average projection of words in Neut onto the bias subspace; intuitively,
according to this metric, bias is minimized if each neutral word’s vector is equidistant from
each member of any given defining set. For example, −−−−−−−−−→programmer should be no closer to
−−→man than to −−−−−→woman.
Bolukbasi et al. [2016] find that for Neut a set of 327 occupation words and w2vNews an
embedding trained using word2vec on a corpus of Google News documents, bias1(w2vNews)
= 0.08. They repeat this measurement on an embedding trained on using GloVe [Pennington
et al., 2014] on a web corpus and report “highly consistent” bias scores.
2As Bolukbasi et al. note, it is likely the case that these pairs do not actually differ only with
regard to a single property such as gender; for example, one word in a pair may be polysemous.
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Gonen and Goldberg [2019] critique Bolukbasi et al.’s [2016] proposed debiasing ap-
proach, finding that the approach does not fully remove gendered associations in the em-
bedding space. In particular, they find that occupation words still cluster according to the















8.3.2.1 Evaluating subspace projection as a measurement model
Construct The construct under measurement here is not the same as that measured by the
analogies, which was a general notion of gender stereotyping. Rather, due to the definition of
Neut as a set of occupation words, we identify Bolukbasi et al.’s [2016] subspace projection
metric as a narrower measurement of occupational gender stereotyping in the embedding.
Our evaluation of subspace projection as a measurement model considers how well the
metric—including properties of projection and choices of defining sets and gender-neutral
words—captures our theoretical understanding of occupational gender stereotyping (valid-
ity) and how much the metric might vary across repeated measurements (reliability) given
a fixed embedding.
Construct validity The subspace projection metric passes the sniff test as a measurement
of occupational gender stereotyping; the idea that occupations’ gendered associations can
be captured by relative cosine distance in the embedding space is intuitively reasonable,
and aligns with our theoretical understanding of stereotyping as “systematic asymmetry in
word choice” [Beukeboom, 2014], where occupational gender stereotyping is an asymmetry
in which occupational words are used to describe men or women.
However, one threat to content validity arises from the metric’s implicit assumption that
any such gendered associations are effectively captured by this particular type of geometric
relationship. Indeed, Gonen and Goldberg’s [2019] finding that a metric measuring a differ-
ent kind of geometric relationship—clustering—recovers gender associations in a “debiased”
embedding indicates a potentially serious mismatch between the construct and this metric,
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and further threatens convergent validity as it provides divergent measurements of the same
construct.
We further observe that this metric was designed for an English embedding space, and
relies on the fact that the English language lacks grammatical gender.3 In many languages
with grammatical gender, nouns are gendered and dependent adjectives, articles, or verbs
must agree with the noun’s gender. As Zhou et al. [2019] and Zmigrod et al. [2019] point out,
occupation words in such languages4 therefore automatically carry gender information; the
subspace metric applied in such embedding spaces would therefore fail to separate undesir-
able gendered associations from obligatory morphological agreement.5 For these languages,
discriminant validity is therefore threatened.
Dev et al. [2019] point out that “there is a mismatch between what approaches [internal
to vector spaces] measure (vector distances or similarities) and how embeddings are actually
used (as features for deep neural networks).” Consequently, while the subspace projection
metric may effectively measure various kinds of linear stereotyping in the embedding space,
the measurements tell us little about how that stereotyping might manifest as embeddings
are used in systems trained for any number of downstream tasks, giving rise to consequen-
tial validity concerns. For example, what happens when embeddings are fine-tuned? Does
stereotyping in the spatial geometry of an embedding yield stereotyped output for a down-
stream model?
Reliability Given a fixed embedding, the components of the subspace projection metric
that are chosen by the practitioner are the set of gender-neutral occupation words and the
defining sets of gendered pairs. Abdin et al. show that the metric is sensitive to the choice
of defining sets; for example, they find that 19.7% of phrases show a male association when
projected on to a gender direction computed using Bolukbasi et al.’s [2016] defining sets, but
3English does have some gendered pronouns.
4where the gender classes correspond to human gender
5English also has many non-gender-neutral occupation words, such as actor and actress, or
policeman and policewoman, the use of which is decreasing in favor of gender-neutral occupation
words or phrases such as police officer ; the subspace projection metric would fail on these as well.
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a female association when projected onto a direction computed using Garg et al.’s [2018].6
The noisiness of measurements across the relatively arbitrary choice of defining sets both
indicates a lack of reliability and calls into further question the types of validity discussed
above.
8.3.3 WEAT and WEFAT
Caliskan et al. [2017] introduce the Word Embedding Association Test (WEAT) and the
Word Embedding Factual Association Test (WEFAT). Inspired by the Implicit Association
Test in psychology [Greenwald et al., 1998], WEAT examines the relative relationship be-
tween two sets of target words (e.g., European American and African American names) and
two sets of attribute words (e.g., pleasant and unpleasant words). The test measures the
difference between the two target groups’ relative similarities to the attribute groups; for
example, under the null hypothesis, the relative similarities of European American names to
pleasant and unpleasant words is the same as the relative similarities of African American
names to pleasant and unpleasant words.
Formally, let X and Y be equally-sized sets of target words, and let A and B be sets of
attribute words. For a given word w, let
s(w,A,B) = meana∈A cos(−→w ,−→a )− meanb∈B cos(−→w ,
−→
b ). (8.5)








The effect size is computed as
effect(X,Y,A,B) =
meanx∈Xs(x,A,B)−meany∈Y s(y,A,B)
std-devw∈X ⋃Y s(w,A,B) . (8.7)
6Though we note that the subspace metric is defined over the absolute value of the projection
onto the gender direction.
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Target words Attribute words
1) Flowers / insects Pleasant / unpleasant 1
2) Instruments / weapons Pleasant / unpleasant 1
3) European American / African American names Pleasant / unpleasant 1
4) European American / African American names Pleasant / unpleasant 2
5) European American / African American names Pleasant / unpleasant 3
6) Male / female names Career / family
7) Math / arts Male / female terms
8) Science / arts Male / female terms
9) Mental / physical disease Temporary / permanent
10) Young / old names Pleasant / unpleasant 1
Figure 8.1: Tests performed by Caliskan et al. [2017]. Pleasant vs. unpleasant 1, 2, and 3
refer to different sets of pleasant and unpleasant words.
Caliskan et al. perform ten tests using this measurement, eight of which (tests 1–3 and
6–10) are replications of the IAT, and two of which are new. Table 8.1 gives the target and
attribute word sets for each test.
WEFAT, in contrast, is intended to measure the degree to which the embedding space
captures empirical facts about the world. To do so, it computes the statistic s(w,A,B) for
each word w ∈W and attribute word sets A and B and a corresponding value pw about the
world; for example, if w is engineer, then pw might be the percentage of engineers who are
women in the United States. A linear regression is then performed to assess how predictable
pw is from s(w,A,B).
8.3.3.1 Multiclass bias
Manzini et al. [2019] define a different metric inspired by WEAT, which is intended to
handle multiclass settings (e.g., gender, race, and religion). Let T be a set of target words






1− cos(−→t ,−→a ) (8.8)
Then the mean average cosine similarity MAC(T,A), a WEAT-like metric modified for










8.3.3.2 Evaluating WEAT approaches as measurement models
Construct Among its tests, WEAT measures several different constructs. By examining
the target and attribute words (reproduced for tests 3–10 in the Appendix), we identify
rows 3–5 in Table 8.1 as implicit measurements of racial valence attributions (categorized in
our taxonomy as a kind of stereotyping) while 6–8 are measurements of gender stereotyping
in an embedding—specifically, gender-career, gender-math, and gender-science stereotyping.
Test 9 is a measurement of stigma related to mental illness, which may be thought of as a
type of stereotyping, while test 10 is a measurement of age stereotyping. Each test must
therefore be evaluated with respect to the construct that it implictly operationalizes.
Construct validity As measurements grounded in the IAT, the tests capture important
aspects of our theoretical understanding of different kinds of stereotyping, and the statisti-
cally significant effect sizes matching IAT effect sizes provide predictive validity.
Ethayarajh et al. [2019] discuss a potential threat to WEAT’s validity by pointing out
that a word embedding’s squared norm is linear in the log probability of that word in the
underlying corpus. Therefore, the test implicitly requires that words in its attribute sets
occur with roughly equal frequency in the corpus; if they differ substantially in frequency,
WEAT’s test statistic may overestimate the association. This is true of any embedding
trained with an algorithm that implicitly performs matrix factorization, including word2vec
trained using skip-gram negative sampling (SGNS) and GloVe.
In addition, like the subspace projection metric, WEAT was designed for the English
setting and may not be effective for languages with grammatical gender; McCurdy and
Serbetçi [2017] find that WEAT effect sizes are statistically significant for two languages
with natural gender (English and Dutch), but not for two languages with grammatical
gender (German and Spanish).
Reliability As with subspace projection, WEAT is dependent on the choices of attribute
and target words, and small variations in the choices of these words may affect measured
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effect sizes. WEAT effect sizes may also be dependent on corpus size and pre-processing de-
cisions; Lauscher and Glavaš [2019] find that effect sizes vary considerably across embedding
spaces trained with different embedding algorithms, hypothesizing that this variation may
be due in part to the different algorithms’ pre-processing procedures. They also hypothesize
that the smaller effect sizes measured for some languages may be a result of those languages’
smaller training corpora.
8.3.4 NLI probes
Dev et al. [2019] propose a method of testing for bias in embeddings, both type-level
and contextualized, through a natural language inference task; in this section, we address
the type-level embeddings. In the NLI task, a model is given a pair of sentences, a premise
and a hypothesis, and the task is to predict whether the relationship between them is one of
entailment, contradiction, or neutrality. Consider the following example (drawn from Dev
et al.):
(P) The driver owns a cabinet.
(H1) The man owns a cabinet.
(H2) The woman owns a cabinet.
where P is a premise sentence and H1, H2 are two possible hypotheses. The correct NLI
prediction for both (P,H1) and (P,H2) pairs is a neutral one, since P neither entails nor
contradicts either H1 and H2. Dev et al. use this intuition to develop a dataset of such
premise-hypothesis pairs constructed according to three different templates, each purporting
to capture a different kind of bias. The first is occupational gender stereotyping:
(P1) The [OCCUPATION] [VERB] a/an [OBJECT].
(H1) The [GENDERED WORD] [VERB] a/an [OBJECT].
where [VERB] and [OBJECT] are identical within a pair.
The second involves trait and nationality words:
(P2) The [TRAIT] person [VERB] a/n [OBJECT].
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(H2) The [DEMONYM] person [VERB] a/n [OBJECT].
where trait words include words such as awful, dishonest, neat, and professional.
The last involves trait and religious words:
(P3) The [TRAIT] person [VERB] a/n [OBJECT].
(H3) The [ADHERENT] person [VERB] a/n [OBJECT].
Dev et al. propose three bias metrics, which are intended to capture how far a model’s
prediction deviates from the ideally neutral prediction across the dataset of sentence pairs:
• Net neutral: “Computes the average probability of the neutral label across all sentence
pairs.”
• Fraction neutral: “Computes the fraction of sentence pairs that are labeled as neutral.”
• Threshold(τ): “A parameterized measure that reports the fraction of examples whose
probability of neutral above τ .”
To get the scores, Dev et al. train a decomposable attention model on the SNLI dataset
[Bowman et al., 2015] using a GloVe embedding as input, which is down-sampled and fine-
tuned.
8.3.4.1 Evaluating NLI probes as measurement models
Construct It is straightforward to identify the three templates as operationalizing no-
tions of occupational gender stereotyping, national stereotyping, and religious stereotyping,
respectively. It is more difficult to identify the exact constructs under measurement, how-
ever. One possibility, which is suggested by the paper’s stated goal of presenting “a strategy
for probing word embeddings for biases,” is that the constructs under measurement are oc-
cupational gender, national, and religious stereotyping in a fixed embedding, much like the
constructs under measurement in previous sections; this is supported by the paper’s state-
ment: “We argue that biased representations lead to invalid inferences, and the number of
invalid inferences supported by word embeddings (static or contextual) measures their bias.”
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Another possibility is that the construct under measurement is stereotyping in a fine-tuned
embedding.7
In either case, the proposed measurements, which we evaluate in this section, are the
three proposed bias metrics calculated from the prediction of the SNLI-trained NLI model
over the sentence pairs generated from the three templates.
Construct validity Under the first interpretation, one of the constructs under measure-
ment (occupational gender stereotyping in an embedding) is also what Bolukbasi et al. [2016]
propose to measure. Therefore, the fact that “debiasing” using Bolukbasi et al.’s method—
which effectively decreases the level of occupational gender stereotyping according to their
subspace projection metric—also reduces the level of occupational gender stereotyping ac-
cording to this measurement provides some evidence of convergent validity.
Nevertheless, the measurement’s validity is threatened in a few important ways. First,
as Dev et al. point out, analysis of bias in embedding spaces often suffers from a mismatch
between the bias metrics, which generally involve calculations of similarity in vector space,
and the way embeddings are ultimately used as features in neural networks; as we have
discussed, this presents a threat to consequential validity for these measurements. How-
ever, it is precisely this mismatch that threatens this measurement; if the constructs under
measurement are actually the level of different types of stereotyping in an embedding, then
an analysis of a downstream model trained on that embedding is a much less direct way of
measuring them than calculations of similarity in a vector space.
In fact, Dev et al. point out this indirectness, noting that “[e]ither model error or an
underlying bias in GloVe could cause [an] invalid inference.” The training process likely alters
the pre-trained GloVe embedding significantly, as it is downsampled from 300 dimensions
to 200 before fine-tuning. Moreover, fine-tuning on SNLI does not expose the model to the
occupation, demonym, and religious adherent words evenly; for example, British occurs 156
times in the training portion of SNLI while Belarusian does not occur at all. It is therefore
7We discount the possibility that the constructs are different types of stereotyping from the NLI
system due to the paper’s described goal.
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likely that the measurements reflect not only GloVe’s representation bias, but also model
and training effects; this conflation represents a potential threat to discriminant validity.
Additionally, because the metric assesses each item’s deviation from neutral indepen-
dently, it may overestimate the true measurement; for example, equal output probabilities
of [Entail = 0.1,Neut = 0.1,Cont = 0.8] for both a premise and male-hypothesis pair
and a premise and female-hypothesis pair would contribute strongly to the bias metrics, but
may not indicate gender stereotyping in the underlying embedding.
Under the second interpretation of the constructs as different types of stereotyping in
the fine-tuned embedding that results from training the NLI model, we observe that the
fact that the pre-trained embedding shifts and is down-sampled during training no longer
represents a threat to discriminant validity; however, the possible conflation of model error
and representation bias continues to do so.
Reliability We observe multiple possible threats to reliability. First, the metrics may be
sensitive to the choice of word sets used to fill out the templates. Second, the metrics are
calculated from the predictions of the trained NLI model; although Dev et al. retrain the
model multiple times to show that results are stable across runs, it is unknown how much
the measurements depend on their choices of model architecture and training.
8.3.4.2 Extending measurements of gender stereotyping
As we discussed in §8.3.2, these metrics (with the exception of analogies) examine narrow
subtypes of gender stereotyping—occupational gender stereotyping, gender-math stereotyp-
ing, gender-science stereotyping—which neglects many other types of gender stereotyping,
not to mention types of stereotyping not related to gender, of which WEAT examines only
a few. Here, we draw on the social psychology literature to briefly explore other aspects of
how stereotyping is communicated through language that are not operationalized in in the
metrics previously described.
One such aspect is the Stereotype Content Model, which proposes that stereotypes are
formed along two dimensions: warmth and competence [Fiske, 2015]. Each dimension en-
compasses a range of attributes; competence includes traits such as intelligence, skill, agency,
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and confidence, while warmth includes traits such as kindness, friendliness, and sincerity.
Groups may be evaluated as either warm or competent, both, or neither; for example, men
are often evaluated as competent and women as warm [Fiske, 2015].8 One situation where
this difference manifests is in the language used in written evaluations, such as in recom-
mendation letters; women are more likely to be described using compassion words such as
caring, compassionate, and empathetic, and white applicants more likely to be described as
exceptional, outstanding, and best [Ross et al., 2017].
Another model for the linguistic maintenance and transmission of stereotypes is the Lin-
guistic Intergroup Bias model, which proposes asymmetries in the use of different levels of
linguistic abstraction [Maass, 1999, Menegatti and Rubini, 2017]. Specifically, the models
propose that positive in-group and negative out-group behavior are more likely to be de-
scribed in abstract terms, such as adjectives, while negative in-group behavior and positive
out-group is likely to be described in concrete terms, such as action verbs. Similarly, the
Linguistic Expectancy Bias model proposes that role-conforming behavior is described in
abstract terms, and non-conforming behavior in concrete terms. For example, a man who
does well in a class might be described with, He is intelligent, while a similarly-performing
woman might be described with, She did well in the class. The former, abstract descrip-
tion communicates enduring, static properties, which are difficult to disconfirm, while the
latter, concrete description communicates one-time or isolated events. Wagner et al. [2016]
demonstrate that this asymmetry is present on Wikipedia, where abstract terms are more
likely to be used to describe positive aspects in men’s biographies, and negative aspects in
women’s biographies [Wagner et al., 2016].
We provide this discussion of models of stereotype transmission in language to illustrate
that the harms potentially arising from NLP systems may have deep roots in existing lit-
erature from which analyses can benefit; once a harm (in this case stereotyping) has been
concretely identified as a construct of interest, the process of demonstrating validity for the
proposed measurement should draw on such established literature.
8Recent work has argued for models with three or more dimensions, suggesting that warmth
conflates different concepts such as sociability and morality [Leach et al., 2007].
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8.3.4.3 Why measure bias in embeddings?
As Dev et al. [2019] point out, and as we discussed in §8.3.2 and §8.3.4, many mea-
surements of bias in embedding spaces face inherent threats to consequential validity due
to the mismatch between what they measure (bias in a fixed embedding, evaluated intrinsi-
cally) and how embeddings are ultimately used (as input to deep neural networks, typically
fine-tuned).
This observation raises important questions about the purpose of measuring bias in
embeddings. In this thesis, we have proposed that analyses of bias in NLP systems should
focus on harms arising from these systems, a proposal that drives the taxonomy we presented.
If so, then our goal in examining bias in embeddings should be explicit evaluations of harms.
However, because embeddings are not generally used by themselves, perhaps harms cannot
be said to arise directly from them, and therefore we suggest that our question—what harms
arise from an embedding?—may not be a well-formed one.9 Rather, perhaps we should aim
to answer the question, What happens when I use this embedding in a system that does
X, where X is some NLP task? This is a question that Dev et al.’s [2019] analysis of NLI
systems implicitly provides evidence for, even though their question is framed in terms of
the embedding space.
8.4 Measuring bias in the world: “Geometry of culture”
Here, we discuss work in the quantitative social sciences that measures bias in embedding
spaces. These approaches posit some latent bias in human language or semantic memory,
in institutions such as the media or the judiciary, or even in individual speakers, which is
measured by gathering a representative corpus, training an embedding on that corpus, and
measuring bias in the embedding. Unlike work in the previous section, which is aimed at
measuring—and subsequently reducing—bias in embedding spaces, the approaches described
here view bias measurement in embeddings as a way of using large-scale text data to gather
9We can imagine settings where an embedding is the end system—for example, a system for
lexicon induction.
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important cultural or psychological information, with the trained embedding as a statistical
summary of that cultural or psychological information.
We begin by surveying some of this work. In our summaries of these approaches, we
aim to surface their conceptualizations of, and assumptions about, embeddings; as we will
see, embedding spaces and their properties are conceptualized as operationalizing a range
of cognitive and social properties. We then discuss the constructs and measurement models
implicitly operationalized across these approaches; in particular, we observe that while the
metrics used to measure bias in embeddings are frequently superficially identical to those
described in the previous section, the constructs and measurement models are not, raising
different validity and reliability concerns than those described in the previous section.
8.4.1 Embeddings for a language/collective cultural imagination/human se-
mantic memory
A wide range of work has used embeddings-based methods to measure biases in human
language, culture, or semantic memory. Lenton et al. [2009] examine gender stereotyping
in an embedding trained with Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [Deerwester et al., 1990],
finding that gendered referents (man/he/him and woman/she/her) exhibit greater semantic
similarity to stereotypical words than counter-stereotypical ones, particularly occupational
roles. Notably, Lenton et al. view the LSA training process as “model[ing] language and
knowledge acquisition, in addition to (post-acquisition) meaning representation,” and treat
the trained embedding as a valid proxy of the human semantic network. From this perspec-
tive, embeddings-based approaches not only reflect word usage statistics, but in fact encode
a theory of semantic acquisition, in which word meanings are acquired from the contexts in
which they occur (a strong version of the distributional hypothesis).10 They conclude,
Our research shows that gender stereotypes are inherent in the very meaning of
the most common social category referents for man and woman. . . . American
English-speakers’ understanding of the words man, he, or him and woman, she,
or her is fundamentally tied to their understanding of stereotype-relevant words.
10For a thorough discussion of the plausibility of embeddings-based approaches as models of human
cognition, see Günther et al. [2019].
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. . . These results demonstrate that stereotypes permeate language at a very deep
level, as LSA is carried out via the inclusion of indirect semantic associations.
Bhatia [2017] also use LSA to examine prejudice and stereotyping, finding that across
models of varying dimensionality, African American names are strongly associated with
negatively valenced words. Two sets of gender stereotypes based on the IAT, female/male
vs. power/weakness and female/male vs. career/family, are also captured by the models.
Kurdi et al. [2019] investigate the relationship between evaluations (valence attribu-
tions) and stereotypes (trait attributions), finding that valence, warmth, and competence
for social groups are tightly connected both in participant studies and in embedding space.
Evaluations and stereotypes can be disassociated by participants when producing explicit
judgments, but are shown to be deeply intertwined using implicit measures, such as the IAT.
Therefore, in this context, the correlation of the relative distances between social groups and
valence, warmth, and competence (measured using a WEAT-like test) is taken as evidence
that disassociating evaluations and stereotypes requires “deliberative cognitive processes”
that are not actively undertaken in everyday production of language.
Garg et al. [2018] aim to show that word embeddings accurately capture changes in gen-
der and ethnic stereotypes latent in language over the twentieth century. Using a distance-
based metric for the gender bias of an occupation word in an embedding, they demonstrate
that this gender bias is better explained by crowdsourced judgments of how gender stereo-
typed the occupation is than by the proportion of women in that occupation, concluding
that their gender bias metric is more likely to track stereotyping than actual labor force
participation.
Kozlowski et al. [2019] propose that constructed dimensions of social class in embedding
space effectively capture their cultural associations and connotations. Key to their approach
is their assumption that the methods used to train the embeddings (the “cultural space”) and
construct the cultural dimensions meaningfully operationalize aspects of sociological theory.
For example, embedding spaces are seen as operationalizing theories of intersectionality:
The ability of word embedding models to simultaneously locate objects on mul-
tiple cultural dimensions, including race, gender, class, and many others, makes
them a powerful tool for studies of intersectionality. . . . Interrogation of the
intersection of cultural categories becomes empirically tractable through word
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embedding models. . . . Indeed, the empirical success of word embedding models
to represent cultural dimensions promotes a radical view of intersectional iden-
tity, modeled not as a low-dimensional matrix, but rather a high-dimensional
array composed of hundreds of thousands of interacting cultural associations.
The relatively high dimensionality of the embedding space is seen as extending two-dimensional
Bourdieuvian representations of social spaces: “By preserving higher dimensionality in a cul-
tural space, word embeddings can facilitate the development and testing of high-dimensional
theories of how actors acquire and exploit varied cultural capitals along multiple distinct di-
mensions of status.” Thus, the dimensions of the embedding space are anticipated to capture
interpretable “dimensions of status,” as measured by a version of the subspace projection
approach.
Friedman et al. [2019,] propose to examine cultural gender biases worldwide by train-
ing separate embeddings on English-language tweets from each U.S. state and 99 countries.
They show that measurements of gender bias in embeddings correlate with national and
global gender gap statistics, ranging from the political (e.g., women in parliament) to eco-
nomic (e.g., wage equality). Like Kozlowski et al. [2019], they assume that implicit cultural
attitudes live in “a large volume of a culture’s text” and can be analyzed by measuring
linguistic bias in a trained embedding.
Lewis and Lupyan [2018, 2020] examine two hypotheses about gender bias and language:
a) the “language-as-reflection” hypothesis, which posits that since language is precisely the
way in which we talk about cultural stereotypes and biases, it will reflect those stereotypes
and biases, and b) the “language-as-causal-factor” hypothesis, which posits that language
actually exerts an influence on people’s biases. In the social psychology literature, the
former hypothesis is uncontroversial [Maass, 1999, Menegatti and Rubini, 2017, Ellemers,
2018, Beukeboom and Burgers, 2019].
To explore these hypotheses, they compute a linguistic bias effect size for twenty-five
languages with a WEAT-like female/male vs. career/family test, finding that mean IAT
bias score for a country and the linguistic bias effect size for the dominant language of
that country are positively correlated. To disentangle the second hypothesis from the first,
they further investigate the relationship between structural aspects of language and implicit
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bias, finding that two measurements of linguistic occupational gender bias are positively
correlated with mean IAT bias score: the number of occupation words with gender-distinct
forms in a language, and the language’s occupation words’ gender scores in the embedding.
8.4.2 Embeddings for genres or institutions
Another set of approaches has used embeddings-based methods to examine bias in par-
ticular institutions and genres such as the news media, the judiciary, movie and restaurant
reviews, and song lyrics.
8.4.2.1 The media
Work in social psychology has used embeddings trained with LSA on news text to in-
vestigate intergroup bias and gender stereotyping via the semantic contexts of pronouns,
comparing the valences of the contexts of collective vs. individual pronouns [Sendén et al.,
2014] and of he vs. she [Sendén et al., 2015]. In these approaches, LSA is chosen because it
is perceived to yield a reliable reflection of actual language use, due to its entirely statistical
nature: “The LSA is completely data-driven, making the results resilient against influence
bias from the researcher.”
Bhatia et al. [2018] train embeddings with LSA on text from the 2016 election across
250 news outlets to investigate traits associated with Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump,
finding that representations differed most with respect to morality traits. Here, much as with
Lenton et al. [2009], semantic models are “considered to mimic human semantic learning and
representation processes”; the trained embeddings for each news outlet are viewed as proxies
for the human semantic representations that would result from exposure to the natural
language environments of those outlets.11
Leschke and Schwemmer [2019] explore the effect of the 2017 Charlottesville Rally on
racial bias in the media by fitting embedding models to text from a range of U.S. and U.K.
11Importantly, Bhatia et al. acknowledge the difficulty of disentangling causal relationships; while
it is possible that exposure to natural language environments from media would have caused readers
to develop particular trait associations, it is also possible that the embeddings’ trait associations
reflect pre-existing reader beliefs.
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news sources from shortly before and after the rally; here, news articles (and embeddings
trained on them) are considered to be reflective of public opinion.
Several approaches have also trained embeddings to track changes in bias over time,
which is taken to reflect changes in popular conceptions or perceptions. For example, Gillani
and Levy [2019] measure public perception of refugees by training dynamic embeddings
on talk radio transcripts and computing associations of “outsider”-like adjectives such as
aggressive, frightening, and illegal with refugee-related words over multiple months in 2018.
Tripodi et al. [2019] examine changes in conceptions of Jewish people and Judaism over
time by training embeddings on a corpus of French books and peridiocals from 1789-1914,
while Wevers [2019] explore gender bias using embeddings trained on Dutch newspapers
from 1950–1990.
8.4.2.2 The judiciary
Two recent works have examined bias in the judiciary using embeddings-based ap-
proaches. Rice et al. [2019] train embeddings on opinions from the U.S. Supreme Court,
U.S. Court of Appeals, and appellate courts and examine the WEAT effect size for the
European American/African American vs. pleasant/unpleasant test, finding that African
American names are more closely associated with unpleasant words for all time periods and
court levels examined.
In a departure from the work described so far, Ornaghi et al. [2019] train embeddings
for individual judges in order to measure their gender attitudes. Specifically, they train em-
beddings on individual judges’ U.S. Circuit Court opinions and examine WEAT effect sizes
for two tests: a) female/male vs. positive/negative, and b) female/male vs. career/family.
They find that higher effect sizes for one or the other of the tests in U.S. judges is associated
with their having daughters, their exposure to female judges in court, their likelihood of
voting for plaintiffs in women’s rights cases, and their likelihood of reversing decisions by
female judges. Here, the measurement of bias in an embedding trained on a judge’s decisions
is treated as a proxy for that judge’s attitudes towards gender.
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8.4.2.3 Other genres
Elsewhere, bias in embeddings approaches have been deployed across a variety of genres;
for example, Mishra et al. [2019] employ gender-related WEAT tests on embeddings trained
on Amazon movie reviews and Yelp restaurant reviews, finding statistically significant effect
sizes. Similarly, Barman et al. [2019] find that embeddings trained on song lyrics yield
positive WEAT effect sizes. Knoche et al. [2019] perform WEAT-like tests on embeddings
trained on two politically oriented wikis, Conservapedia and RationalWiki.
8.4.3 Evaluating quantitative social science approaches
At first glance, it might appear that the constructs and measurement models implicitly
operationalized in the papers described in this section are nearly identical to those described
previously, particularly as the majority of them measure bias in embeddings trained with the
same algorithms (e.g., word2vec or GloVe) and employ the same bias metrics (e.g., subspace
projection or WEAT). Nevertheless, these superficial similarities obscure several important
differences in both constructs and measurement models, which in turn affect possible validity
and reliability critiques.
Unlike the approaches described previously, the work described in this section does not
propose to measure harm in a fixed embedding, but instead in something in the world, such
as the human semantic network, print media, judicial language, or even individual speakers.
Therefore, the embedding is not part of the unobservable theoretical construct, but part
of the measurement model; measured bias in the embedding is a proxy for bias in the real
world thing, which cannot be directly measured.
Importantly, this means that the measurement includes not only choices related to the
specific bias metric, such as subspace projection or WEAT, but also choices related to the
construction of the embedding itself, such as the selection of the training corpus, selection
of the embedding algorithm, choices of embedding algorithm hyperparameters, and so forth.
This raises new potential validity and reliability concerns.
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8.4.3.1 Construct validity
Content validity How well does a measurement—the corpus and embedding algorithm
selection, training process, and bias metric—capture our theoretical understanding of a con-
struct? In the previous section, we discussed potential mismatches between the bias metric
and our understanding of constructs; here, we must additionally consider potential mis-
matches between details of the embedding construction process and the construct. For some
constructs, it may be straightforward to assess the match between the construct and choices
of corpus and embedding algorithm; for example, in an analysis of gender stereotyping in
news media, a dataset of Reuters news articles [Sendén et al., 2014, 2015] or radio transcripts
[Gillani and Levy, 2019] is sensible.
However, in other situations, it may be much harder to determine whether construct and
measurement are well-matched. For example, if the construct of interest is cultural gender
bias, a corpus of English Wikipedia text may or may not be a good representation of cultural
attitudes or everyday language use in English-speaking societies. If the construct of interest
is gender stereotyping in the human semantic network, we may not know enough about the
process by which humans acquire semantic knowledge, about how that knowledge is drawn
upon in the production of text, or about what trained embeddings are capable of learning, to
assess whether any embedding algorithm is a cognitively plausible representation [Günther
et al., 2019].
Moreover, we know surprisingly little from an engineering perspective about the behavior
of embedding algorithms. For example, Mimno and Thompson [2017] find that the word
vectors in embeddings trained using skip-gram negative sampling—a training algorithm
available as part of word2vec—occupy a surprisingly small cone in vector space, rather
than being evenly distributed throughout the space. This may affect our interpretation
of word distances, since words occupying such a narrow space may yield spuriously close
measurements. Such work, which is relatively recent and ongoing in NLP, suggests that
much better technical understanding of embeddings may be required before we can be sure
that embeddings serve as a good proxy for real world phenomena of interest.
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Convergent validity For those approaches that aim to examine bias in humans, conver-
gent validity can (and has been) established by comparing embeddings-based measurements
to measurements taken in studies of human participants. For example, Kurdi et al. [2019]
find that the results of two sets of IATs and the WEAT-like embeddings-based measurements
support each other, providing convergent evidence.
For those approaches measuring bias in text produced by particular institutions or in
particular genres, such as the judiciary or the media, validity may be established if there
are existing alternative approaches to measuring that type of bias in text. For example, a
wide range of work has proposed non-embeddings approaches for measuring different kinds of
stereotyping in text [Fast et al., 2016, Wagner et al., 2016, Carpenter et al., 2017, Chang and
McKeown, 2019, Otterbacher et al., 2017, Fokkens et al., 2018, Gálvez et al., 2018, Madaan
et al., 2018, Hoyle et al., 2019, Qian, 2019, i.a.]. Measurements from such approaches that
align with embeddings-based approaches may provide convergent evidence.12
Discriminant validity Another potential concern is that measurements of bias in em-
beddings may be reflections of properties of the input corpus, or artifacts of the quirks of
the embedding algorithm, as the geometry of the trained embedding is a function of both.
Moreover, properties of the corpus may be an artifact of the sampling procedure that yielded
any particular corpus. Therefore, any measurement of bias potentially reflects any number
of artifacts of the process used to generate the embedding.
Evaluating embedding algorithms Spirling and Rodriguez [2019] offer a guide to train-
ing and using embeddings for political science practitioners. In this guide, they propose a
method for evaluating an embedding algorithm. Inspired by the Turing test, the proposed
evaluation method aims to examine “predictive performance” by comparing an embedding’s
nearest neighbor outputs for a given set of words with “nearest neighbor” outputs produced
by humans:
12We note that this may not be considered an entirely external measurement, since it operates
over the same text as the embeddings-based approach, and the selection of the corpus itself is part
of the measurement. Nevertheless, employing non-embeddings-based approaches may give insight
as to whether the measured bias is an artifact of the embedding algorithm or the bias metrics.
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[A]n embedding model achieves ‘human’ performance if human judges—
crowd workers—cannot distinguish between the output produced by such a
model from that produced by independent human coders. . . . If a set of human
judges are on average indifferent between the human responses to a prompt and
the model’s responses, we say we have achieved human performance with the
model. By extension, a model can achieve better than human performance by
being on average preferred by coders. Naturally, models may be worse than
human if the judges like the human output better.
We raise several points of concern with this evaluation task. First, the formulation as an
evaluation of performance against humans is not meaningful, as the task is not well-defined
for humans. Since the query terms used here are political science ones such as democracy,
nearest neighbors likely capture not just semantic knowledge inherent in the definition of the
word, but also related cultural or world knowledge. Without disentangling which of these is
intended to be measured by the notion of predictive performance, it is not clear what good
human performance looks like, much less good predictive performance for embeddings.
Second, any measurements from the task likely contain artifacts of both the input corpus
and the embedding algorithm, when only measurements of the performance of the latter are
desired. Suppose, for example, that we train an embedding on a corpus in which we expect
a particular kind of language use, such as a corpus of articles from right-wing news outlets.
Such an embedding is likely to return very different sets of nearest neighbors for our test
queries than human crowdworkers. Such a result is expected, as a human has not been
“trained” on the news outlet corpus. Thus, the “failure” of the embedding on human assess-
ment might be due to the embedding algorithm or to particular regularities of the language
used in its training corpus. Indeed, this is desirable—interest in bias measurements over
embeddings exists precisely because embeddings are thought to pick up on such regularities;
therefore, a “failure” of this type may be exactly what we are after.
8.4.3.2 Reliability
The most significant threat to embeddings-based measurements is embeddings’ notorious
instability. Recent work has shown that embeddings are substantially affected by choices
of training hyperparameters; for example, embeddings trained on the same corpora with
different dimensionalities (only one of many training hyperparameters) yield radically dif-
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ferent subspace bias projection scores. One work comparing a bias scores on datasets from
Twitter and Wikipedia has shown that trained embeddings with dimensionality lower than
100 yield larger bias scores for the Twitter dataset than Wikipedia, but the reverse is true
when embeddings are trained with dimensionality greater than 100 [Mirzaev et al., 2019].
Embeddings are also sensitive to small variations in training corpora; Antoniak and
Mimno [2018] show significant variation in query items’ nearest neighbors when documents
are presented in different orders, as well as when documents are bootstrapped. Moreover,
even when presented with identical training corpora, embedding algorithm, and training
hyperparameters, embeddings have been shown to be sensitive to randomness in training
initializations [Antoniak and Mimno, 2018]; this is the case even for relatively high-frequency
words [Wendlandt et al., 2018].
8.5 Measuring bias in NLP systems
In this section we examine approaches to measuring bias across a variety of NLP tasks,
including sentiment analysis, hate speech and toxicity detection, machine translation, coref-
erence resolution, and language modeling. As before, we focus on what constructs different
approaches implicitly operationalize, and identify (mis)matches between constructs and the
measurement models provided. As we found in our general critique in Ch. 5, we find that
different approaches to quantifying bias for the same task often implicitly operationalize
different constructs, reflecting different unstated assumptions about what constitutes bias
in these systems; we aim to surface these assumptions.
8.5.1 Machine translation
We describe a number of approaches to measuring gender bias in machine translation,
the task of automatically translating text from one language to another. For example,
Prates et al. [2019] examine translations from languages with gender-neutral pronouns to
English, employing templates of the format 〈Pronoun〉 is 〈occupation〉 and 〈Pronoun〉 is
〈adjective〉; from their perspective, for each category of occupation, such systems should
output translations using He and She with roughly equal frequency. They consider a sys-
tem to exhibit “negative gender bias” for occupations if “the frequency of male defaults
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overestimates the (possibly unequal) distribution of male employees per female employee
in a given occupation”—clearly a measurement of occupational gender stereotyping. The
construct operationalized by the evaluation of translation of adjectives, however, is less
straightforward to identify, since the adjectives are the 1000 most frequently used adjectives
in English, and therefore not selected to capture any particular aspect of stereotyping.
Cho et al. [2019] evaluate gender bias in Korean-English translation systems. Unlike
Prates et al. [2019], the measurement here is explicitly designed to reward gender neutrality.
Let pw be the portion of Korean sentences translated into English with female pronouns, pm
the portion translated with male pronouns, and pn the portion translated gender-neutrally
(e.g. with This person); where pw + pm + pn = 1. Then the metric Ps is defined as
Ps =
√
pwpm + pn (8.10)
which is at its highest when pn = 1, and for a fixed pn is highest when pw and pm are equal
(that is, the system outputs male and female pronouns with equal frequency). The metric is
applied to translations of seven different datasets containing generated sentences that are a)
informal, b) formal, c) impolite, d) polite, e) negative, f) positive, and g) occupation-related,
operationalizing different aspects of gender stereotyping.
Font and Costa-jussà [2019] propose an occupations test over a synthetic dataset gener-
ated using the template I’ve known her/him/Mary/John for a long time, my friend is a/an
〈occupation〉 for English-Spanish translation. Bias is measured as the percentage of the time
that friend is correctly translated; when presented with her/Mary it should be translated as
amiga, and with him/John as amigo. Much like previous analyses of bias in machine trans-
lation, this is an analysis of occupational gender stereotyping. Unlike previous analyses, this
is a test in which the machine translation has access to the correct answer, as it is provided
with a gendered pronoun; therefore, a “biased” system must actively disregard this context.
In contrast, the tests involving translations from languages without gender pronouns into
English require a system to produce output without input signaling the correct pronoun.
Stanovsky et al. [2019] propose yet a different test to assess gender bias in machine
translation. They use Winogender [Rudinger et al., 2018] and WinoBias [Zhao et al., 2018],
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two datasets designed to capture occupational gender stereotyping in coreference resolution
by assessing models’ ability to resolve pronouns of different genders to a variety of occupa-
tion words. For example, in the sentence “The doctor asked the nurse to help her in the
procedure,” the doctor should be correctly resolved to her.
Stanovsky et al. adapt these datasets for evaluating bias in machine translation systems
as follows. Each sentence in the combined datasets is translated using commercial machine
translation systems into languages with morphologically marked grammatical gender, and
the grammatical gender of the occupation word’s translation is identified and compared to
the correct gender. For example, if our sentence is translated to “El doctor le pidio a la
enfermera que le ayudara con el procedimiento,” the occupation the doctor—which we know
from the original pronoun context resolves to she—has been translated as El doctor, the
masculine version. In addition to measuring the overall accuracy of translation systems,
Stanovsky et al. propose two metrics for gender bias:
• ∆G: the difference in F1 score between male and female translations
• ∆S : the difference in F1 score between stereotypical and non-stereotypical gender role
assignments
where F1 is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
Our most immediate observation across these approaches is that of the many possible
harms we discussed in Ch. 7, they operationalize a narrow slice of “gender bias,” namely
stereotyping; Stanovsky et al. alone of these approaches measure both a quality of service
harm—systems exhibit reduced performance on female occupation words compared to male
occupation words—and occupational gender stereotyping—across genders, systems perform
better “when presented with pro-stereotypical assignments (e.g., a female nurse), while their
performance deteriorates when translating anti-stereotypical roles (e.g., a male reception-
ist).”
We also observe that much of this problem space is restricted to the behavior of machine
translation systems on pronouns—how often systems generate female- or male-associated
pronouns, how often they generate gender-neutral pronouns, or how often machine trans-
lation systems can overcome stereotypes to translate pronouns correctly. This is perhaps
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understandable; pronouns are a small set of words, and it is relatively easy to check how
many have been treated in the desired fashion. Moreover, many of these approaches focus
on occupations, which are relatively straightforward to define and develop a lexicon for.
But even restricting ourselves to stereotyping, this is also profoundly limiting; as we showed
in our discussion in Ch. 7, stereotypes manifest in many kinds of themes associated with
different social groups, ranging from violence and aggression to femininity and deception.
8.5.2 Sentiment analysis
Sentiment analysis encompasses a suite of tasks that range from predicting the valence
of a piece of text—its positivity or negativity—to predicting specific emotional intensity of
text, such as anger or joy. Systems trained to perform these tasks often return a real-valued
score, which may then be mapped onto a label. We discuss two pieces of recent work which
have examined bias in sentiment analysis systems.
The first, Kiritchenko and Mohammad [2018], aims to analyze both gender and racial bias
in sentiment analysis systems by analyzing the relationship between words associated with
particular groups and sentiment predictions. To do so, they generate two types of template
sentences that they fill with emotion-related words and group-related words. Examples of
sentences, emotion-related, and race-related, and gender-related words are given in Tables
8.2, 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5 [Kiritchenko and Mohammad, 2018].
Template
1. 〈Person〉 feels 〈emotional state word〉.
2. The conversation with 〈Person〉 was 〈emotional situation word〉.
3. I saw 〈Person〉 in the market.
4. 〈Person〉 has two children.
Figure 8.2: Examples of template sentences, some containing both group-related words
(〈Person〉) and emotion-related words, and some containing only group-related words [Kir-
itchenko and Mohammad, 2018].
Kiritchenko and Mohammad compare the outputs of 219 systems across five sentiment
tasks: anger, fear, joy, sadness, and valence prediction. Bias is computed as follows: Given
each system’s predicted scores on the above sentence templates, compute
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Anger Fear Joy Sadness
Emotional state angry anxious ecstatic depressed
Emotional situation annoying dreadful amazing depressing
Figure 8.3: Examples of emotional state and emotional situation words [Kiritchenko and
Mohammad, 2018].
African American European American
Female Male Female Male
Ebony Alonzo Amanda Adam
Latisha Jamel Ellen Frank
Tanisha Terrence Nancy Roger
Figure 8.4: Examples of African American- and European American-associated names
[Kiritchenko and Mohammad, 2018].
1. The difference between the predicted task score (e.g., anger intensity score) for a
template sentence filled in with a female noun phrase (Table 8.5) and for the same
template filled in with a male noun phrase.
2. The difference between the average predicted task score for a set of template sentences
filled in with all female first names (Table 8.4) and for the set filled in with male first
names.
3. The difference between the average predicted task score for a set of template sentences
filled with in all African American-associated first names (Table 8.4) and for the set
filled in with European American-associated first names.
Kiritchenko and Mohammad consider a system to be biased if it shows statistically significant
score differences.
What harms are implicitly operationalized here? Despite the fact that some of the
results align with existing gender and racial stereotypes—for example, many systems assign
higher anger, fear, and sadness scores to African American-associated names—the metrics
are not designed explicitly to capture stereotypes. Rather, they are intended to capture any
difference in model outputs across group labels, a clear operationalization of undesirable




this girl this boy
my wife my husband
Figure 8.5: Examples of female and male-associated noun phrases [Kiritchenko and Mo-
hammad, 2018].
of the harms potentially arising from this system behavior might be enabled with a grounding
in our taxonomy of harms. For example, what quality of service harms arise when these
sentiment analysis systems are deployed? In what kinds of industrial contexts are these
systems deployed to begin with? What are the downstream tasks to which sentiment outputs
are fed, or what decisions are made using the sentiment outputs? Moreover, since this is
an analysis focused on names, what is the effect on these systems on the representations of
these names in text?
In contrast, in a different analysis Bhaskaran and Bhallamudi [2019] focus explicitly on
occupational gender stereotyping in sentiment analysis systems. To do so, they create a
dataset of sentences using the template 〈Noun〉 is a/an 〈profession〉, where 〈Noun〉 is filled
in with gendered noun phrases such as This girl/This boy. Gender stereotyping is measured
via “differences in mean positive class probability between sentences with male and female
nouns for each profession.”
8.5.3 Hate speech and toxicity detection
The related tasks of abusive language, hate speech, and toxicity detection have attracted
increasing interest in the last few years, perhaps due to growing burdens of online content
moderation. The exact task definition varies; for example, Dixon et al. [2018] define toxicity
detection as the task of determining whether a comment is a “rude, disrespectful, or unrea-
sonable comment that is likely to make you leave a discussion.” Problem formulations can
be binary (e.g., hateful and not hateful labels) or multiclass (e.g., spam, abusive, hateful,
none labels [Park et al., 2018]). We examine recent work proposing a range of different
metrics for assessing bias in systems trained to perform these tasks.
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Dixon et al. [2018] define unintended bias for a toxicity detection system as follows:
“[A] model contains unintended bias if it performs better for comments containing some
particular identity terms than for comments containing others.” This is designed to capture
the observation that some identity terms, such as gay, occur disproportionately often in
comments classified as toxic relative to their overall frequency across comments. To evaluate
unintended bias, Dixon et al. generate a synthetic dataset by filling in templates with a range
of identity terms and various toxic and non-toxic phrases. Let t ∈ T represent an identity
term, FPRt the false positive rate on the subset of the data containing t, and so forth. Then
unintended bias is then evaluated using the following four metrics.
• False positive equality difference (FPED):
∑
t∈T |FPR− FPRt|




• Pinned AUC equality difference
The first two of these are straightforward. The third, the pinned AUC, is designed to
capture the difference between model performance on examples from one subgroup relative
to examples from the overall distribution; formally, the procedure samples examples from
one subgroup, samples examples from the overall distribution, and computes the AUC13
on the union of the two samples. The final metric, the pinned AUC equality difference,
computes the difference between the overall AUC and the pinned AUC calculated for each
identity term.
Several other papers take a similar approach; Park et al. [2018] also generate a synthetic
dataset by filling in templates with a range of identity terms and offensive/non-offensive
words, evaluating models according to false positive equality difference and false negative
equality difference.
13The AUC, or area under the ROC curve, is a performance metric for a binary classifier, computed
by plotting the true positive rate against the false positive rate at various threshold settings and
computing the area under the resulting curve. Equivalently, it is the probability that any pair of
items is correctly ranked by the classifier’s scores.
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Badjatiya et al. [2019] also evaluate models using pinned AUC on a synthetic dataset. In
addition, they propose a suite of pinned bias metrics based on bias sensitive words, which are
words with respect to which “the classifier is unreasonably biased...to a very high degree”—
that is, their presence in a piece of a text significantly raises the prediction probability of a




|p( hateful | w)− φ|
|T |
, (8.11)
where T is the full set of bias sensitive words, p( hateful | w) is the probability of the hateful
class label given a sentence with only the word w, and φ is a parameter that is changed for
different versions of the pinned bias metric.
With the exception of pinned bias, which operationalizes a notion of undesirable cor-
relations, we can identify these approaches as operationalizing quality of service harms, as
each identifies one or several performance metrics of concern and measures the differences
in those performance metrics for inputs with different identity tokens.
In contrast, Garg et al. [2019] propose a counterfactual analysis under the view that
fairness “requires equal model behavior on individual counterfactual pairs,” where pairs are
obtained by substituting unigram and bigram tokens associated with identity groups. To








where Φ is a generating function for counterfactual pairs, and f(x) is the toxicity score of
the classifier f on example x. The gap over an entire dataset can therefore be computed
as the average of CTF GAP over all examples with valid counterfactuals.14 Because this
metric is concerned with the difference in predicted toxicity scores we can identify it as
operationalizing a version of undesirable correlations.15
14These are the subset of counterfactuals whose toxicity is assumed to be symmetric—that is,
substituting identity tokens does not yield a comment that is substantially more or less toxic.
15Garg et al. also examine gaps in true positive and true negative rates, a quality of service
concern, observing a trade-off between CTF GAP and true positive rates.
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Yet another line of work on toxicity and hate speech detection examines not the identity
labels that may be in the text, but the variety—specifically, African American Language—
in which the text is written. Sap et al. [2019] measure racial bias in toxicity detection in
two ways. The first employs the demographic mixed membership model of Ch. 2, which
returns the proportion of tokens in the input text that likely come from the model’s African
American topic. Sap et al. [2019] measure the correlation between this probability (pAAE)
and toxicity labels of two large hate speech detection datasets, finding that being labeled
as offensive, hateful, or abusive is positively correlated with pAAE. Second, they find that
models trained on these corpora exhibit significant gaps in false positive rates across groups;
examples with high pAAE are more likely to be incorrectly labeled as offensive, abusive, or
hateful than examples with low pAAE.
Similarly, Davidson et al. [2019] find that high pAAE tweets are more likely to be clas-
sified as hate speech by classifiers trained on a variety of datasets encompassing a range
of taxonomies. Together, Sap et al. [2019] and Davidson et al. [2019] measure not only
undesirable correlations but quality of service harms, as AAL-like tweets are more likely to
suffer false positive classifications.
We note that pAAE should not be understood as the probability of a tweet’s being in
AAL; rather, it is the proportion of tokens predicted as having been generated by the mixed
membership model’s African American topic, As such, the measurement may lack content
validity in that the examples identified with high pAAE may not actually exhibit features of
AAL or be written by African Americans; however, Sap et al. show a similar effect on a
dataset of tweets written by users with self-identified race, lending some convergent validity.
8.6 Discussion and recommendations
We have examined a variety of approaches to measuring bias in embedding spaces—both
in NLP and in the quantitative social sciences—and in NLP systems more generally. What
does our analysis mean for NLP practitioners?
Measurement modeling gives us a framework for thinking rigorously about the
metrics we devise. We have demonstrated the process of measurement modeling—a
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framework that enables us to rigorously theorize both the constructs we should be measuring,
and evaluate our models for measuring them. This process allows us to correctly situate
existing approaches against each other and evaluate their merits and limitations. As we
have seen repeatedly, different efforts to quantify bias for the same task may approach the
measurement with radically different assumptions about what constitutes bias or unfairness,
or what kinds of language give rise to bias that is measurable or normatively concerning.16
At the same time, we find that across different tasks the scope of what constitutes bias
is often profoundly limited, often to stereotyping. Concretely, we propose that additional
kinds of harms could be fruitfully measured by examining these systems in their deployment
context, or by examining the perceptions of produced text or labels by humans.
Analysis of harm arising from embeddings may not make sense. Though analyzing
biases in embeddings is popular, we argue that it is an indirect path to measuring the harms
arising from the downstream systems in which embeddings are used.
Measurement modeling reframes bias mitigation. Bias mitigation only makes sense
with respect to a specific normative concern, and a particular way of operationalizing that
concern. For instance, Bolukbasi et al.’s [2016] approach for debiasing word embeddings only
reduces bias in the context of gender stereotyping, and only with respect to that particular
measurement (with which other measurements might disagree). No approach, therefore, can
be said to “debias” in general, and any proposed approach must be carefully contextualized
with the harm it responds to, and how that harm is operationalized.
16It is, of course, a point of concern that because approaches rarely articulate their normative
reasoning, it is often unclear which operationalization choices are made because of what seems





As the areas of style and attribute transfer in text, as well as bias and ethics in NLP, have
come to attract increasing interest, work at their intersection that examines bias through
the lens of style is also beginning to emerge. In this chapter, we will examine one thread of
this work, which uses automated classifiers to examine the stylistic characteristics or social
attributes of text generated by NLP systems [Hovy et al., 2020].
We examine this approach from several perspectives, raising a number of normative
questions about the efforts to use style as a lens through which to conceptualize bias and
social meaning. We also draw on sociolinguistic perspectives on language, identity, and
social meaning to interrogate the assumptions made in existing work’s conceptualizations
of style and attribute bias transfer, and bias through the lens of style. We argue that this
work implicitly raises a number of significant normative questions about how to responsibly
generate text, and drawing on work in sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology as well as
recent position papers in NLP, we further explore what it might mean for NLP systems to
acquire and produce social meaning, and consider how evaluations of systems that generate
text need to be reformulated to address social aspects of generated language. We emphasize
that the goal of this chapter is not to criticize particular papers; rather, we aim to critically
engage with the assumptions threaded through emerging work on style and bias.
9.2 Background
We first provide brief background on style and attribute transfer in NLP, and describe
the work on style and bias in which we are interested.
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9.2.1 Style and attribute transfer
Although definitions vary across existing work, style transfer is often defined as fol-
lows: given a piece of input text, it is “the task of rephrasing the text to contain specific
stylistic properties without changing the intent or affect within the content” [Prabhumoye
et al., 2018]. As we will see, such work (implicitly or explicitly) relies on particular con-
ceptualizations of style as separate from other kinds of meaning (“intent or affect”); we will
examine this assumption further. In more recent work, these efforts are conceptualized as
“attribute transfer,” which moves away from relying on “style” as a concept and towards
“transforming a sentence to alter a specific attribute (e.g. sentiment) while preserving its
attribute-independent content” [Li et al., 2018]. Such attributes may be quite diverse, for
instance Subramanian et al.’s [2019] use of “gender, sentiment, [and] product type,” each
of which (when it is the attribute being transferred) may be treated as separate from the
content that should be preserved. Style or attribute is often marked by individual words;
for example, in Li et al. [2018] attribute markers are identified by finding words dispropor-
tionately occurring with one attribute relative to the other, and removed; the remainder of
the sentence is the attribute-independent content.
9.2.2 Bias through the lens of style
Hovy et al. [2020] quantify “stylistic bias” in machine translation by examining the
predicted social attributes of the input and output text of machine translation systems.
Specifically, for five languages, text translated by commercial machine translation systems
into English is generally predicted by age and gender classifiers to be “older” and more
“male” than the input text. Hovy et al. conceptualize this is a stylistic issue, suggesting
that this issue raises opportunities for “machine translation to take stylistic considerations
into account.”
9.3 Sociolinguistic conceptions of style and social meaning
How is style conceptualized in sociolinguistics? Sociolinguistic research has tradition-
ally distinguished language variation arising from social factors—that is, variation between
speakers (inter-speaker variation)—from stylistic variation arising from social context (intra-
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speaker variation) [Moore, 2004, Bucholtz and Hall, 2005]. That is, stylistic variation has
traditionally been conceptualized as shifts in a speaker’s language use in different social
contexts, as opposed to differences between speakers correlated to social categories such as
race, gender, and class; as Moore [2004] puts it, “[D]ialects are considered to be varieties
according to users and styles are considered to be varieties according to use.” According
to Moore, who traces shifts in research perspectives on style, variation in speakers’ styles
was conceptualized as arising from the attention users pay to their speech, according to an
interaction’s level of formality.
In more recent conceptualizations of variation, however, the use of this distinction has
diminished. In part, this is due to the inherent difficulty of separating them, as Wolfram
and Schilling [2015] suggest:
Because there is no clear dividing line between register/genre shifting and dialect
shifting, or between dialect shifting and code-switching, and because people
rarely ‘turn off’ one dialect or register and ‘turn on’ another, it is perhaps
more fruitful to think of stylistic variation—as with social and ethnic group-
based variation—in terms of stylistic repertoires rather than register or dialect
per se. Again repertoire can be taken to refer to the collection of linguistic
features that each individual has at his or her disposal at any given moment, to
be employed as needed for different social, interactional, and personal reasons,
rather than conceiving of people shifting into and out of abstract entities like
‘Latino English’ or a ‘legalese’ register, which they either do or do not ‘own.’
Another reason is because the distinction provides little analytical value. Rather than
asking whether a speaker is engaging in dialect shifting or style shifting, it is more fruitful
to ask (as Wolfram and Schilling explain) what interactional goals or identity construction a
speaker is aiming to accomplish, and what linguistic resources they are drawing on to do so
[Moore, 2004, Bucholtz and Hall, 2005, Eckert, 2008]. This reframing is particularly impor-
tant because the “categories and contexts” that are traditionally used to analyze dialectal or
stylistic variation, such as the macro social categories of race and gender or differing levels
of formality, are so abstract that they cannot possibly explain all of the observed variation;
by reframing language use as processes of identity construction rather than dialect or style
shifting, researchers can uncover the local, interactional social meanings at play [Moore,
2004]. For instance, Bucholtz [1999] shows that the social identity “nerd” is highly salient in
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a U.S. high school, and speakers’ desire to align themselves (or distance themselves from)
this social identity helps to drive language use.
From this perspective, therefore, “style” no longer describes one particular type of varia-
tion; rather, “this approach to sociolinguistic analysis views everything as stylistic” [Moore,
2004]. One consequence of this view is that just as style is no longer readily distinguish-
able from dialect variation, style is also not readily distinguishable from other aspects of
meaning. Eckert [2008] argues this as follows: “Sociolinguists generally think of styles as
different ways of saying the same thing. In every field that studies style seriously, however,
this is not so — style is not a surface manifestation, but originates in content. The view
of style I present here precludes the separation of form from content, for the social is emi-
nently about the content of people’s lives. Different ways of saying things are intended to
signal different ways of being, which includes different potential things to say.” That is,
because variation arises from the process of identity construction, in which speakers index
social group membership, align themselves with particular stances and beliefs, and so forth,
seemingly semantically equivalent things are not equivalent after all, because the differences
between these apparently equivalent things are socially meaningful.
9.4 Style, identity, and social meaning in NLP
Having briefly examined sociolinguistic conceptualizations of style, identity, and social
meaning, we return to NLP to uncover and trouble style transfer’s assumptions about style
and social attributes.
One key assumption throughout work on style and attribute transfer is the kinds of
styles or attributes that are conceptualized as transferable, and therefore as separable from
an utterance’s semantic meaning or “attribute-independent content” [Li et al., 2018]; across
recent work this includes gender, language variety (“AAVE” or “SAE”), political affiliation,
and sentiment [Li et al., 2018, Prabhumoye et al., 2018, Subramanian et al., 2019, Rios,
2020]. This set of attributes is incompatible with either sociolinguistic conceptualization of
style. Under the traditional view, in which style captures intra-speaker variation, none of
these attributes can be considered as such; gender and political affiliation (if referring to a
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speaker’s background beliefs or political preferences) do not shift between a speaker’s social
contexts (and hence there is no such thing as “male” or “female” style), and sentiment and
political affiliation (if referring to a speaker’s expressed beliefs or preferences) would usually
be considered part of the semantic meaning of an utterance, rather than its style.
Under the more recent view, the process of identity construction does engage these group
memberships, stances, and beliefs, but, as Eckert describes, the linguistic resources used to
index these associations are inseparable from the content or semantic meaning of the ut-
terance; speakers draw on these resources to simultaneously express semantic meaning and
make “ideological moves” [Eckert, 2008]. Because any linguistic variable can index a num-
ber of potential meanings—an “indexical field” [Eckert, 2008]—and because these fields are
always shifting, it is impossible to say with certainty what attributes, group memberships,
stances, or beliefs are directly responsible for any given linguistic realization. Thus, any
computational attempt to determine what parts of an utterance were produced by “gender,”
“political affiliation,” or other attribute run counter to the sociolinguistic model of how lan-
guage is produced, as do computational approaches that identify the words most distinctive
of two different corpora and subsequently assume that those words are associated with the
attribute of interest.
9.5 Style and bias
Following our discussion of how style is conceptualized in style transfer, we examine
Hovy et al. [2020], which raises a normative concern about what they call “translation bias.”
Specifically, as we described above, this work is concerned that translations from German,
French, Italian, and Dutch into English by commercial machine translation systems are
classified by automated classifiers as more “male” and older” than the input text. This, in
their work, is conceptualized as “stylistic considerations,” separate from the “what is being
said”, and Hovy et al. (against the view of style as intra-speaker variation) view these stylistic
aspects as connected to “[d]emographic factors (age, gender, etc.) [that] manifest in language
and therefore influence style.” Most importantly, they view this is an issue of perception:
“we do not expect a 6-year old to sound like an adult, and would not translate a person to
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sound differently gendered. However, in this paper we show that that is essentially what
happens in machine translation: authors sound on average older and more male.” Thus,
at the heart of their concern is not style per se (at least not how style is conceptualized
sociolinguistically), but rather the social meanings connected to social group memberships
inferred by the listening subject. From this perspective, a machine translation system treats
speakers unfairly if the output translation is interpreted as associated with different social
groups than would have been perceived by a listener perceiving the input text.
In Ch. 6 we pointed to literature in sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology on lis-
teners’ perceptions (though that literature is much more limited for text), and we suggest
that it is reasonable to focus on how automatically generated text is perceived, rather than
any “ideological moves” performed by the system automatically generating text, considering
that a machine translation system is not a speaking subject in any usual sense. MT systems
are disembodied, are not really aware of their discourse contexts or interlocutors, and do
not engage in any process of indexing social group memberships, stances, or beliefs. If we
view social meaning as that created in the process of identity construction, then it is hard to
say that MT systems are producing any. But that does not preclude the text they generate
from carrying social meaning; as Bender and Koller [2020] point out, humans are remarkably
persistent in making meaning out of text they know is automatically generated, and there
is no reason this persistence would not carry over to social meaning.
We argue that the concept of “indexical inversion,” introduced by Inoue [2006] and
explained by Rosa and Flores [2017], can help us here: “Rather than the common use of
indexicality to understand how linguistic signs index social categories, indexical inversion
considers how language ideologies associated with social categories produce the perception
of linguistic signs.” As Rosa and Flores illustrate (which we discussed briefly in Ch. 6 and
7), this process can be seen in white listening subjects’ perception—driven by raciolinguistic
ideologies constructing racialized people as linguistically deficient—of racialized speaking
subjects as producing non-normative language, no matter how closely such speakers adhere
to dominant language practices. What this framing may offer us is a way to reason about the
social meanings of the text produced by an automated system; rather than being concerned
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about the social categories such a system cannot possibly be indexing, perhaps we should
attend to the processes governing how humans interpret the produced text.
We suggest that this framing opens up a wide space of questions about human perception
of text produced by automated systems. For instance, do humans perceive the outputs gen-
erated by Hovy et al. as “older” and more “male” than the inputs, as the automated classifiers
do? What gives rise to these judgments? If, as Cave and Dihal [2020] suggest, chatbots and
digital assistants are frequently racialized as white, how does that affect perceptions of gram-
maticality, “standardness,” empathy, or trustworthiness of the text they produce? If they
produce language features that are frequently racialized as non-white, how is this viewed by
non-white and white speakers—perhaps as appropriative [Eberhardt and Freeman, 2015]?
Perhaps as authentic [Cutler, 1999]? Or perhaps as jarring or entering the uncanny valley,
since such language is associated with membership in particular social categories, to which
an automated system cannot belong (in contrast to language associated with normative
whiteness, which is unmarked)? Chatbots and digital assistants are frequently gendered;
how does this gendering shape perceptions? Although we have a substantial literature on
language ideologies to draw on, we know little about people’s cultural ideas about language
produced by automated systems. What ideologies of language, therefore, shape perceptions
of automatically produced text? What ideologies do automated systems reproduce?1
How does this perspective reframe Hovy et al.’s [2020] analysis? Our discussion on
indexical inversion focuses on how ideologies held by humans about language and automated
systems shape the perception of text. Hovy et al.’s analysis, however, is performed via
classifiers trained to predict age and gender. Such prediction of attributes is common in
style transfer; for instance, Prabhumoye et al. [2018] in fact motivate transfer as a way to
obfuscate the social attributes of text authors from automated classifiers.2 But automated
1In their analysis of what users said about Microsoft’s Tay, Neff and Nagy [2016] propose a
related framing in terms of user perceptions of language technologies’ affordances: “Rather than
think of technologies as having fixed capacities that are recognized by their human partners, imagined
affordances allow us to describe users’ perceptions, attitudes, and expectations; the materiality and
functionality of technologies; and the intentions and perceptions of designers.”
2Of course, as we have seen in our discussion of style above, social attributes cannot be recov-
ered deterministically from text, but whether these attributes can be correctly recovered is, in our
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classifiers, though important for highlighting a significant issue of normative concern, cannot
tell us what humans make of generated text.
What ought we to do about the concern raised by Hovy et al.? It is an important one;
it seems natural that speakers would not want their translated text to give rise to different
associations than they intended, particularly (as is likely if an MT system is being used) if
they have no way to identify such a difference. But no straightforward solution presents itself.
To attempt to preserve the associations of input text seems impossible, particularly as such
associations are wide-ranging, contextual, fluid, and shifting; given the issues we identified
above with style transfer’s conceptualizations of style and social meaning, we do not (and
may never have) ways to effectively choose and operationalize the elements of style and
social meaning that ought to be maintained across translations, particularly because much
of these aspects may be particular to the language variety of the input text and the social
contexts of its speakers. Not to address Hovy et al.’s concern, however, is to risk flattening
all output text to language resembling the model’s training data, potentially reinforcing the
status of dominant language practices, as Hovy et al. observed with output text classified as
“older” and more “male.” Here, theories of translation for human translators, who have long
grappled with related questions, may offer us roadmaps [Newmark, 1981, Proshina, 2008].
We argue that the questions we raise here apply to all text generated by automated
systems, not just machine translation systems. From our perspective, though Hovy et al.
do not say so, a contribution of their work lies in quietly dismantling the idea that there is
a “voice from nowhere” [Gal, 2006, Woolard, 2008, Chun and Lo, 2015]—that is, that there
is any generated text that is not interpreted by people as carrying social meaning. In a
way, the fact that classifiers of age and gender are used to provide predictions for the input
and the output alike do important work to contradict this idea. This reminder that much
of the text forming NLP data has gone historically unmarked, due to ideological processes
privileging certain language practices, is essential. From this perspective, an important piece
view, secondary to the fact that automated approaches are used to predict them anyway, e.g., for
advertising purposes.
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of future research in NLP will be to “unmark” this text by evaluating the social perceptions




This thesis has been driven by two questions: First, how can we conceptualize harms
arising from NLP systems? Second, how can we quantify and mitigate such harms? To-
wards these questions, we have proposed a distantly supervised mixed-membership model for
gathering the first dataset of AAL-like social media language (Ch. 2); identified performance
disparities of language identification and dependency parsing systems between AAL-like and
MUSE-like language (Chs. 3 and 4); conducted a critical survey of 146 existing papers on
“bias” in NLP (Ch. 5); drawn together literature from a range of language-related disciplines
to propose a taxonomy of representational harms arising from NLP systems and practices
(Chs. 6 and 7); applied the measurement modeling framework from the quantitative social
sciences towards rigorously evaluating approaches for quantifying bias (Ch. 8); and provided
a preliminary analysis of emerging efforts at the intersection of style and bias (Ch. 9).
The analyses and frameworks proposed in this thesis invite a number of open questions
and directions, some of which we proposed at the end of Ch. 7 as foundational guiding
questions for work on bias in NLP. In the following sections, we propose some additional
exciting and important potential directions towards more equitable and just NLP.
10.1 Measuring harms: NLP systems in their sociotechnical context
Allocational harms As we saw in Ch. 5, very little work on bias in NLP has concretely
identified and measured allocational harms arising from NLP systems. Nevertheless, because
language is involved in many decision-making processes that allocate opportunities or re-
sources, and because linguistic discrimination produces unjust outcomes in so many of these
processes [Craft et al., 2020], it is critical to uncover whether and how NLP systems partici-
pate in these processes. Existing evidence of such participation is scant; we are familiar only
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with emerging analyses of systems that match job descriptions with resumes [Deshpande
et al., 2020], Amazon’s “internal AI recruiting tool” that reportedly disadvantaged women
[Vincent, 2018], and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s expanding use of social
media monitoring [Duarte et al., 2017, Llansó et al., 2018, Patel et al., 2019], including a pro-
posal to develop “extreme vetting” systems that would “analyze social media posts to predict
whether individuals will become ‘positively contributing member[s] of society’ and whether
a person ‘intends to commit criminal or terrorist acts after entering the United States” ’
[Duarte et al., 2017]. We speculate that NLP systems may come to participate—if they do
not do so already—in decisions related to educational placements and outcomes [Loukina
et al., 2019]; hiring, either in resume screening or automated interviewing, as emotion recog-
nition already does [Stark and Hoey, 2020]; immigration and citizenship, particularly as
language competency is already commonly evaluated as a component of citizenship tests;1
and medical screening or diagnosis, for example with voice analysis systems developed for
psychiatric screening [Semel, 2020] and COVID-19 screening [Anthes, 2020].
Representational harms In Ch. 7, we explored a number of representational harms
that are under-explored in current work on bias in NLP, and we view the development of
approaches for measuring these harms as an essential future direction. For some of these,
measurement is challenging because of the complexity of ideas and social context involved;
for example, the examples in Table A.4 illustrate that large language models reproduce
constellations of harmful ideas about different social groups, which are difficult to identify
and mitigate automatically as the ideas cannot be localized to particular words, unlike
existing approaches for measuring stereotyping. Here, efforts to develop measurements may
benefit from work on identifying microaggressions [Breitfeller et al., 2019, Jurgens et al.,
2019, Chiril et al., 2020, Sap et al., 2020], patronizing or condescending language [Pérez-
Almendros et al., 2020], or patterns of power dynamics [Rowe et al., 2007, Prabhakaran
et al., 2014] in text. For other harms, measurement is challenging because they involve
1For example, an English test in the U.S. (https://www.uscis.gov/citizenship/learn-
about-citizenship/the-naturalization-interview-and-test) and proof of knowledge of En-
glish in the U.K. (https://www.gov.uk/english-language)
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analyses of stakeholders beyond the designers and immediate users of NLP systems; for
example, what is the collective impact of the disproportionate removal of social media posts
with AAL features or about disability?
10.2 Challenges and tensions in measurement
Here, we examine some tensions that arise in measuring harms that concern different
language varieties and their speakers; we describe them in the context of AAL, but note
that some of these challenges and tensions are likely to arise for a range of varieties. We will
use AAL to refer to the language variety and “AAL” to refer to the term itself.
Bounding language varieties Many approaches for measuring harms, particularly qual-
ity of service harms, involve the measurement of performance disparities of systems between
different language varieties. Such measurements, however, first require practitioners to de-
termine the boundaries of each language variety under study.
This raises difficult questions for practitioners. Under Lanehart et al.’s [2015] expansive
definition of AAL, we might look for language produced by people self-identifying as African
American, which poses both a data availability challenge—as NLP datasets are typically
not accompanied by speakers’ self-identified race—and a privacy challenge, as the burdens
of intrusive data collection and surveillance have historically fallen disproportionately on
minoritized communities [Browne, 2015].
An alternative approach to identifying AAL to use the linguistic features identified as
core to AAL [Rickford, 1999, Green, 2002]. But these features include all aspects of the
linguistic system, including the lexicon, phonology, morphology, and syntax, and there are no
clear criteria for distinguishing AAL from other varieties—which features must be observed
to “count” as AAL? What about an utterance with just a phonological feature, or with
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only AAL-like prosody?2 These challenges are compounded in “code-switching”3 situations
and in text, where prosodic or phonological features present in speech may not be marked
in text, where apparent features may or may not be indicative of AAL at all, and where
utterances may be separated from their context. Moreover, many of the features identified
as core to AAL emerge from early sociolinguistic work focused on a relatively small subset of
African American speakers—largely young, urban, working-class, and male—at the expense
of women, older, rural, and LGBTQ+ speakers [King, 2020]. As a result, there are no reliable
or straightforward criteria for drawing the boundaries between AAL and other varieties.
Because of the general impossibility of determining what “counts” as belonging to a given
language variety, some researchers in sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology are moving
away from conceptualizing language varieties, including AAL, as fixed, bounded objects and
towards conceptualizing fluid sets of language practices or resources that speakers draw upon,
both as a means of analyzing speakers’ practices [García and Wei, 2014], and of critically
examining how languages have come to be conceptualized as “fixed entities capable of being
counted, systematized, and named” [Severo and Makoni, 2020] in the first place [García and
Alvis, 2019, García, 2019]. Despite the advantages offered by this lens for sociolinguistic
analysis, however, it does not appear to lend itself to a solution for measuring performance
disparities between language varieties in NLP.
Racist implications of “AAL” A second, significant concern that arises from emerging
efforts for inclusive technologies centers on a related issue. Here, the very fact of these
boundaries—that “AAL” is used to identify a set of features or utterances, thereby marking
entire communities’ language practices as non-normative, non-standard, or simply different
from MUSE—may be viewed negatively by community members as encoding deeply racist
assumptions about African American language practices and communities. From this per-
spective, because ethnoracial identity does not map onto language practices, it is racist to
2We also note that these questions are framed from a perspective in which Mainstream U.S.
English is the default and unmarked, and utterances are considered to be in MUSE unless distinctive
features from another, marked variety are observed.
3See recent translanguaging approaches [García and Wei, 2014] for more on critical approaches
to code-switching.
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suppose that African Americans must all produce non-normative or non-standard language
(that, under the “AAL” designation, is even separated from English), and marking out lan-
guage produced by African American speakers as necessarily different reproduces racist ideas
about the language practices of African American people as being “not English,” as well as
the idea that there is a monolithic Black or African American “community.”
As we described previously, the move towards “AAL” (from older terminology and indeed
from “AAE/AAVE”) encodes a commitment towards recognizing the language practices of
African American speakers as non-monolithic; “AAL” is sociolinguistically constructed to
encompass different language practices as broadly as possible. Nevertheless, it unavoidably
carves out an ethnoracial group as its starting point [King, 2020] and designates the language
practices of entire African American communities as a single object/entity of study; in
contrast, there is no such designation for “white English” or “white American language.”
This issue illustrates the broad challenges associated with drawing boundaries around
language; because beliefs about language and speakers vary widely, and because language
and other social categories (including race) are co-naturalized [Rosa and Flores, 2017], the
problem of determining who and what counts—even for the laudable goal of developing more
equitable or just NLP systems—is deeply fraught.
Generating synthetic data Some work on bias in NLP has turned to the generation of
synthetic language data in different varieties or styles in order to measure the performance
of NLP systems; such work includes Rios’s [2020] generation of “Simulated African American
Vernacular English” and our own generation of text containing AAL syntactic features in
Ch. 4. But the generation of language associated with non-standard, minoritized varieties,
even for the purposes of carefully characterizing systems’ performance, is potentially fraught,
and we raise a few questions here. For one, the practical question of “what counts” that we
raised above remains; generation efforts must decide what “counts” as appropriate or high-
quality synthetic data. For another, language generated by automated processes may bear
little resemblance to language that is produced by speakers (and likely to be encountered
in real deployment contexts), particularly if generation is done using complex, opaque pro-
cesses (e.g., style transfer models) instead of more controlled linguistic features. Yet another
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concern is that generating language (rather than collecting it from real speakers) risks creat-
ing fairness or bias measurement processes that never require interacting with speakers and
communities, potentially producing research approaches and communities whose priorities
diverge from those of minoritized speakers, and where minoritized speakers do not make
technical decisions. As a result, as research on fairness and bias becomes increasingly val-
orized (as it seems to have done over the last few years), the generation of synthetic language
data is one way that researchers and practitioners who are not members of minoritized com-
munities might end up benefiting from working with minoritized language varieties, without
working with speakers and communities themselves, raising echoes of issues of linguistic
appropriation we discussed in Ch. 7.4
10.3 Awareness, recourse, participation, and refusal
In Ch. 7 we proposed that work on harms from NLP systems complement algorithmic
measurements of harm by examining the lived experiences of stakeholders with NLP systems,
and in Ch. 9 we suggested that examining users’ social perceptions of automatically gener-
ated text as one such potential direction. Here, we suggest a few more stakeholder-centered
directions: understanding their experiences, offering recourse, developing participatory ap-
proaches, and empowering resistance and refusal.
Everyday encounters and awareness What NLP systems do people encounter every
day, and how do they become aware of them, if at all? Existing work has attempted
to address both of these questions—for example, by documenting a hypothetical family’s
interactions with surveillance systems, knowingly or unknowingly, for a week [Ball et al.,
2006], and by investigating users’ folk theories surrounding social media platforms’ operation
[Eslami et al., 2016, DeVito et al., 2017, 2018]—but little work has focused specifically on
NLP systems. Because many NLP systems operate as parts of larger pipelines, it may not
4One potential response to these concerns that researchers generate language associated with
normative whiteness all the time without issue, as it is unmarked. We note, however, that these
cases are not directly analogous precisely because white speakers are not minoritized in NLP research
(or indeed anywhere else).
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always be evident whether or how an NLP system has been involved in a decision—for
example, which ads are shown or how product reviews are summarized (perhaps influenced
by the content of a user’s social media text), or whether a content moderation system is
operating over a user’s social media text. We suggest that in order to fully understand the
implications of NLP systems in their sociotechnical contexts, research must first identify the
landscape of these systems in the first place—where and how they operate—and how users
interact with and develop perceptions of them.
Recourse When NLP systems get it wrong—and as we have seen in this thesis, they do so
frequently—what recourse do users have? Algorithmic recourse, “the systematic process of
reversing unfavorable decisions by algorithms and bureaucracies” [Venkatasubramanian and
Alfano, 2020], has received considerable attention in the algorithmic fairness community in
order to develop systems whose decisions users can understand and, ideally, contest [Karimi
et al., 2020]. Although interpretability has received attention in NLP research (e.g., Wallace
et al. [2020]), much work has focused on aiding technologists’ understanding of system
behaviors, rather than end users’ understanding of or ability to change system behaviors.
One arguable example of the latter is Google’s response to the finding that translations
from languages without gendered pronouns into those with gendered pronouns resulted in
gender-stereotyped translations [Prates et al., 2019, i.a.]. In response, for some language
pairs, Google began providing multiple gender-specific output translations—for example,
given the English input My friend is a doctor it provides both Mi amiga es doctora and
Mi amigo es doctor in Spanish—along with a brief explanation (“Translations are gender
specific”) and a link to a help article [Johnson, 2020]. Such a solution makes the inherent
ambiguity of the output visible to the user and provides them with a choice of output, rather
than making a decision behind the scenes, as was done previously.
Participatory approaches How can we expand opportunities for participation in de-
veloping NLP systems beyond annotation, particularly for minoritized speakers? We are
inspired by recent efforts, such as Nekoto et al.’s [2020] participatory approach to develop-
ing machine translation datasets and benchmarks for over 30 African languages, which are
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disproportionately low-resourced. Nekoto et al. offer strategies for dismantling the many ob-
stacles to participation, which include the tertiary education pre-requisites typically placed
upon potential researchers and the availability of compute resources.
Refusal Drawing on a long line of Black, Indigenous, queer, and feminist thought, recent
work on automated systems is beginning to ask about how people—both technologists and
the communities on whom systems are deployed—might refuse them [Cifor et al., 2019,
Gangadharan, 2020, Barabas, 2020]. Such thinking acknowledges that even efforts towards
developing more equitable systems risk legitimizing both the systems themselves and the
research practices and social relations underpinning their development. Refusal—to concede
these practices and relations, to build within existing logics (e.g., carceral logics [Benjamin,
2019])—can therefore open up the possibility of dismantling these practices, relations, and
logics as well as that of developing alternative ones. We propose that NLP research can
draw on this line of thinking in two ways. First, we suggest that the field would benefit from
dialogues on what and when not to build, to encourage a critical technical practice [Agre,
1997] among researchers and practitioners. Second, we propose research that examines how
different stakeholders might refuse NLP systems, either individually or collectively, which
requires understanding first how people come into contact and interact with NLP systems.
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APPENDIX
A.1 Identifying AAL from demographics
These four “races” that form our mixed membership model—non-Hispanic whites, His-
panics, non-Hispanic African Americans, and Asians—are commonly used in sociological
studies of the U.S. The Census tracks other categories as well, such as Native Americans.
The exact options the Census uses are somewhat complicated (e.g., Hispanic is not a “race”
but a separate variable); in a small minority of cases, these values do not sum to one, so
we re-normalize them for analysis and discard the small fraction of cases where their sum
is less than 0.5. For simplicity, we sometimes refer to these four variables as races; this is
a simplification since the Census considers race and ethnicity to be separate variables, and
the relationship between the actual concepts of race and ethnicity is fraught on many levels.
A.2 A dataset of AAL morphosyntactic analysis
Table A.1 provides the ARK POS tagset used in tagging tweets for our feature searches.
Table A.2 provides the syntax patterns for each morphosyntactic feature we examine.
Tag Definition
N common noun
O pronoun (personal/WH; not possessive)
∧ proper noun
S nominal + possessive
Z proper noun + possessive
V verb including copula, auxiliaries
L nominal + verbal (e.g. i’m), verbal + nominal (let’s)









X existential there, predeterminers
Y X + verbal
# hashtag
@ at-mention
~ discourse marker, indications of continuation across multiple
tweets




G other abbreviations, foreign words, possessive endings, symbols
Table A.1: ARK POS tagset [Owoputi et al., 2013].
Feature Pattern
Habitual be
Token with POS in { N, O, ∧, @ } + be/b + token with
POS in {V/A/N/D/P}
Disallow in (up to) 4 tokens preceding the be/b token:
can, is, are, could, let, will, would, can’t, cant, won’t,
wont, aren’t, arent, couldn’t, couldnt, wouldn’t, wouldnt,
whether, should, shouldn’t, shouldnt, must, mustn’t,
mustnt, god, may
Disallow following the be/b token: valentine, careful, like,
quiet, nice, friends, safe, happy, aware, damned, grateful
Disallow tweets with fewer than 4 tokens
Stressed BIN
Token matching { [*]+bee+n+[*]+, beee+n+, bee+nn+,
bii+n+, bi+nn+, BEEN, BIN }
If token is uppercase, require that preceding and following
tokens not be uppercase
Disallow in (up to) 2 tokens preceding the BIN token:
has, have, hasn’t, hasnt, haven’t, havent, i’ve, ive, you’ve,
youve, he’s, hes, she’s, shes, they’ve, theyve, we’ve, weve,
never, always, how, it’s, its, that’s, thats, there’s, theres,
hadn’t, hadnt, shoudn’t, shouldnt, wouldn’t, wouldnt,
couldn’t, couldnt, where
Allow immediately preceding the BIN token only if token
following BEEN has POS V : should’ve, shouldve, shoulda,
would’ve, wouldve, woulda, could’ve, couldve, coulda, of
Disallow tweets with fewer than 3 tokens
Resultant done
Token with POS in { N, O, ∧, @ } + token matching
do*n+e+\b + V
Disallow is after the done token
Gone
Token with POS in { N, O, ∧, @ } + token matching
go*n+e*\b + V
Disallow is after the gone token
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Finna
Token with POS in { N, O, ∧, @ } + token matching
{ finna, fenna, funnah, finnah, fennah, funnah, finto } +
V
Steady Token with POS in { N, O, ∧, @ } + steady + V
Multiple negation
Pattern 1: Auxiliary token + any token + negative token
Pattern 2: Auxiliary token + negative token + V
Auxiliaries: can’t, cant, couldn’t, couldnt, won’t, wont,
don’t, dont, didn’t, didnt, shouldn’t, shouldnt, wouldn’t,
wouldnt, doesn’t, doesnt (ain’t/aint disallowed due to
frequent occurrence of ain’t nobody got time for...)
Negative tokens: no, nobody, nothing, nuffin, nuttin, nun,
never, neva, nevah
Negative inversion
Auxiliary token + negative token + V
Auxiliaries: same as for multiple negation
Negative tokens: no, nobody, nothing, nuffin, nuttin, nun
Disallow token with POS in { N, O, ∧, @ } preceding
auxiliary token
Non-inverted negative concord
Negative token + auxiliary token + V
Negative tokens: nobody, nothing, nuffin, nuttin, nun, no
one
Auxiliaries: same as for multiple negation
Table A.2: Search patterns for each morphosyntactic feature.
A.3 Posterior inference for the ensemble classifier
The posterior inference task is to calculate the posterior expectation of
P (θ | w, φ, α) ∝ P (θ | α)P (w | θ, φ)
where φ are the trained topic-word language models and θ ∼ Dir(α) is a prior over topic
proportions, with a fixed symmetric prior αk = 1/16.
The φ topic-word distributions are calculated via training-time posterior inference by
averaging Gibbs samples N̄wk = (1/S)
∑
s (where s indexes the last 50 samples of the Gibbs
sampler), as well as adding a pseudocount of 1 and normalizing:
φk,w ∝ (N̄k,w + 1)
(The detailed balance theory of MCMC implies no pseudocount should be added, but we
found it seemed to help since it prevents rare words from having overly low posterior expected
counts.)
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The θ̂ prediction is inferred as the posterior mean given the words in the message by
using Collapsed Variational Bayes (CVB0) [Asuncion et al., 2009], which is closely related
to both Gibbs sampling and EM. It iteratively updates the soft posterior for each token
position t = 1..T,
qt(k) ∝ (N−t,k + αk)φk,wt
where N−t,k =
∑
t′ 6=t qt′(k) is the soft topic count from other tokens in the message. The
final posterior mean of θ is estimated as θ̂k = (1/T )
∑
t qt(k). We find, similar to Asuncion
et al. [2009], that CVB0 has the advantage of simplicity and rapid convergence; θ̂ converges
to within absolute 0.001 of a fixed point within five iterations on test cases.
A.4 Preliminary parsing analysis: Stanford dependencies
The SyntaxNet model outputs grammatical relations based on Stanford dependencies
3.3.0; thus we sought to annotate messages with this formalism, as described in de Marneffe
et al. [2013], a revision to de Marneffe and Manning [2008]. For each message, we parsed it
and displayed the output in the Brat annotation software1 alongside an unannotated copy
of the message, which we added dependency edges to. This allowed us to see the proposed
analysis to improve annotation speed and conformance with the grammatical standard.
For difficult cases, we parsed shortened, Mainstream U.S. English toy sentences to confirm
what relations were intended to be used to capture specific syntactic constructs. Sometimes
this clearly contradicted the annotation standards (probably due to mismatch between the
annotations it was trained on versus the version of the dependencies manual we viewed); we
typically deferred to the parser’s interpretation in such cases.
In order to save annotation effort for this evaluation, we took a partial annotation
approach: for each message, we identified the root word of the first major sentence2 in the
message—typically the main verb—and annotated its immediate dependent edges. Thus for
1http://brat.nlplab.org
2We take Kong et al.’s [2014] view that a tweet consists of a sequence of one or more disconnected
utterances. We sought to exclude minor utterances like “No” in “No. I do not see it” from annotation;
in this case, we would prefer to annotate “see.” A short utterance of all interjections was considered
“minor”; a noun phrase or verb-headed sentence was considered “major.”
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every tweet, the gold standard included one or more labeled edges, all rooted in a single
token. As opposed to completely annotating all words in a message, this allowed us to cover
a broader set of messages, increasing statistical power from the perspective of sampling
from a message population. It also alleviated the need to make fewer difficult annotation
decisions—linguistic phenomena such as mis-tokenized fragments of emoticons, symbolic
discourse markers, and (possibly multiword) hashtags.
We use the twokenize Twitter-specific tokenizer for the messages, which separates emoti-
cons, symbols and URLs from the text [Owoputi et al., 2013]3 and use the space-separated
tokenizations as input to SyntaxNet, allowing it to tokenize further. This substantially im-
proves accuracy by correctly splitting contractions like “do n’t” and “wan na” (following Penn
and English Web Treebank conventions). However, as expected, it fails to split apostrophe-
less forms like “dont” and more complicated multiword tokens like “ima” (I am going to,
which Gimpel et al. [2011] sought to give a joint Pronoun-Verb grammatical category), typ-
ically leading to mis-analysis as nouns. It also erroneously splits apart emoticons and other
multi-character symbolic expressions; fortunately, these are never the head of an utterance,
so they do not need to be annotated under our partial annotation design. As described in
Ch. 4, for our Universal Dependencies analysis we did not tokenize multiword tokens.
A.5 A survey of bias in NLP
Table A.3 presents the papers of which we are aware on bias in NLP systems for text;
these include the main shared task paper for the Gendered Ambiguous Pronoun shared task
at the Gender Bias in NLP Workshop [Webster et al., 2019] but not the individual submitted
shared task papers. We do not include work that focuses primarily on identifying bias in
text (e.g., Garg et al. [2018], Ananya et al. [2019], or Dinan et al. [2020]) rather than in
NLP systems or practices. The table includes work not included in the analysis presented in
Ch. 5, largely work emerging between July and November 2020. We note that a version of
Cao and Daumé [2019] has been published as Cao and Daumé [2020]; we include the former
here as it is an extended version of the paper.
3Using Myle Ott’s implementation: https://github.com/myleott/ark-twokenize-py
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Task Papers
Embeddings Bolukbasi et al. [2016,], Caliskan et al. [2017], McCurdy and Serbetçi
[2017], Santana et al. [2018], Sutton et al. [2018], Zhang et al. [2018],
Zhao et al. [2018], Agarwal et al. [2019], Basta et al. [2019], Brunet
et al. [2019], Chaloner and Maldonado [2019], Dev and Phillips [2019],
Dev et al. [2019], Ethayarajh et al. [2019], Font and Costa-jussà [2019],
Gonen and Goldberg [2019], Hall Maudslay et al. [2019],
James-Sorenson and Alvarez-Melis [2019], Kaneko and Bollegala [2019],
Karve et al. [2019], Kurita et al. [2019], Lauscher and Glavaš [2019],
Lauscher et al. [2019], Manzini et al. [2019], May et al. [2019], Mirzaev
et al. [2019], Précenth [2019], Prost et al. [2019], Pujari et al. [2019],
Qian et al. [2019], Sahlgren and Olsson [2019],
Schramowski et al. [2019], Sedoc and Ungar [2019], Sweeney and
Najafian [2019], Swinger et al. [2019], Tan and Celis [2019], Zhao et al.
[2019], Zhou et al. [2019], Babaeianjelodar et al. [2020],
Badilla et al. [2020], Bartl et al. [2020], Basta et al. [2020],
Bhardwaj et al. [2020], Bommasani et al. [2020], Chen et al. [2020],
Dev et al. [2020], Du and Joseph [2020], Fisher et al. [2020], Gonen and
Webster [2020], Guo and Caliskan [2020], Gyamfi et al. [2020], Hube
et al. [2020], Kumar et al. [2020], Kumar et al. [2020], Liang et al.
[2020] Mulsa and Spanakis [2020], Nissim et al. [2020],
Papakyriakopoulos et al. [2020], Popović et al. [2020], Ravfogel et al.
[2020], Ross et al. [2020], Rozado [2020], Schlender and Spanakis [2020],
Shin et al. [2020], Spliethöver and Wachsmuth [2020], Sweeney and
Najafian [2020], Vargas and Cotterell [2020], Wang et al. [2020],
Warmerdam et al. [2020], Yang and Feng [2020], Zhang et al. [2020],





Henderson et al. [2018], Lu et al. [2018], Curry and Rieser [2018],
Bagdasaryan et al. [2019], Bordia and Bowman [2019], Florez [2019],
Huang et al. [2019], Lee et al. [2019], Liu et al. [2019], Qian et al.
[2019], Sheng et al. [2019], Solaiman et al. [2019], Zmigrod et al. [2019],
Brown et al. [2020], Dinan et al. [2020], Gehman et al. [2020],
Groenwold et al. [2020], Hendrycks et al. [2020], Krause et al. [2020],
Lepori [2020], Li et al. [2020], Liu et al. [2020],
McGuffie and Newhouse [2020], Monarch and Morrison [2020], Nadeem
et al. [2020], Nangia et al. [2020], Peng et al. [2020], Sheng et al. [2020],
Sheng et al. [2020], Shwartz et al. [2020], Soremekun et al. [2020],
Strengers et al. [2020], Vig et al. [2020], Xu et al. [2020],




This work [Blodgett et al., 2016, Blodgett and O’Connor, 2017,
Blodgett et al., 2018], and Hovy and Søgaard [2015], Jørgensen et al.
[2015], Garimella et al. [2019]
Coreference
resolution
Lu et al. [2018], Rudinger et al. [2018], Webster et al. [2018], Zhao
et al. [2018], Cao and Daumé [2019], Jumelet et al. [2019], Webster
et al. [2019], Zhao et al. [2019], González et al. [2020],
Kocijan et al. [2020], Soremekun et al. [2020], Wang et al. [2020],
Webster et al. [2020], Yang and Feng [2020]
Machine
translation
Alvarez-Melis and Jaakola [2017], Cho et al. [2019], Font and
Costa-jussà [2019], Prates et al. [2019], Stanovsky et al. [2019], Basta
et al. [2020], Farkas and Németh [2020], Gonen and Webster [2020],
González et al. [2020], Hovy et al. [2020], Kocmi et al. [2020],
Saunders et al. [2020], Saunders and Byrne [2020],
Stafanovic̆s et al. [2020], Tan et al. [2020], Wong [2020]
Sentiment
analysis
Díaz et al. [2018], Kiritchenko and Mohammad [2018], Shen et al.
[2018], Thelwall [2018], Bhaskaran and Bhallamudi [2019], Huang et al.
[2019], Prabhakaran et al. [2019], Sweeney and Najafian [2019],
Zhiltsova et al. [2019], Bhardwaj et al. [2020], Groenwold et al. [2020],
Hube et al. [2020], Hutchinson et al. [2020], Papakyriakopoulos et al.
[2020], Popović et al. [2020], Sen and Ganguly [2020],




Dixon et al. [2018], Park et al. [2018], Badjatiya et al. [2019], Davidson
et al. [2019], Garg et al. [2019], Nozza et al. [2019], Prabhakaran et al.
[2019], Raisi and Huang [2019], Sap et al. [2019], Vaidya et al. [2019],
Adragna et al. [2020], Chopra et al. [2020], Davani et al. [2020],
Davidson and Bhattacharya [2020], Gencoglu [2020], Huang et al.
[2020], Hutchinson et al. [2020], Jin et al. [2020], Kennedy et al. [2020],
Kim et al. [2020], Mozafari et al. [2020], Reichert et al. [2020], Rios
[2020], Sweeney and Najafian [2020], Zhang et al. [2020],





Zhao et al. [2017], Burns et al. [2018], Bhargava and Forsyth [2019], Jia
et al. [2020], Schwemmer et al. [2020], Tang et al. [2020],






Hovy and Spruit [2016], Larson [2017], McCurdy and Serbetçi [2017],
Schnoebelen [2017], Henderson et al. [2018], Aran et al. [2019],
Chaloner and Maldonado [2019], Ethayarajh et al. [2019], Gonen and
Goldberg [2019], Guo et al. [2019], Lauscher and Glavaš [2019],
Loukina et al. [2019], Mayfield et al. [2019], Mirzaev et al. [2019],
Prabhumoye et al. [2019], Ruane et al. [2019], Sun et al. [2019],
Farkas and Németh [2020], Havens et al. [2020], Jin et al. [2020],
Leins et al. [2020], Nguyen and Salehi [2020], Nissim et al. [2020],
Prabhumoye et al. [2020], Pruthi et al. [2020], Rozado [2020],
Schlender and Spanakis [2020], Shah et al. [2020],
Soremekun et al. [2020], Strengers et al. [2020], Wali et al. [2020],
Warmerdam et al. [2020], Wright et al. [2020], Zhang et al. [2020]
Other Jurgens et al. [2017], Madnani et al. [2017], Rudinger et al. [2017],
Bamman et al. [2019], De-Arteaga et al. [2019], Dev et al. [2019], Lee
et al. [2019], Mehrabi et al. [2019], Romanov et al. [2019],
Celis and Keswani [2020], Chen et al. [2020], Chen et al. [2020], Dabas
et al. [2020], Deshpande et al. [2020], Ethayarajh [2020], Gaut et al.
[2020], González et al. [2020], Joshi et al. [2020], Kocijan et al. [2020],
Li et al. [2020], Ma et al. [2020], Mahabadi et al. [2020],
Mishra et al. [2020], Patel et al. [2020], Pryzant et al. [2020], Sap et al.
[2020], Sheng and Uthus [2020], Tan et al. [2020], Webster et al. [2020],
Zhang et al. [2020], Zhao et al. [2020], Lwowski and Rios
Table A.3: The papers of which we are aware on bias in NLP systems. Underlining
denotes work not included in the analysis presented in Ch. 5.
A.6 Measuring bias: A taxonomy of harms
We provide in Table A.4 the example GPT-3 prompts and generations that illustrate
different treatments of social groups named in text.
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Prompt Generation
A pair of muslims go
to a mosque.
One of them starts to cry. The other asks, "Why are you crying?” The
first replies, “Because I was thinking of the last time I was here.” “What
happened then?” asks the second. The first muslim says, “I was sitting
in this very spot and this crazy asshole tried to blow himself up!” “Why
did he want to do that?” asks the second. “Because he wanted to get to
paradise,” replies the first. “Is that where you’re going?” “No, I’m going
to Disneyland.”
A transgender
woman goes to the
park.
A man approaches her. He tells her that he knows that she’s a man. He
says that he’s been waiting for her, and that he’s a member of a group
called P.U.S.H. (Proudly Unaffiliated Straight Heterosexuals). He pulls a
knife on her. She runs. He chases her. She runs into the path of a truck.
The truck kills her. The truck driver says that he didn’t see her, but he’s




Her hair was a mess, and her clothes were unkempt. Her eyes were red
and swollen.
“I’m here to see Carla.”
“She ain’t here.”
“Do you know when she’ll be back?”
“I don’t know nothin’ about her.”
“When did she leave?”
“How the fuck should I know? Get the fuck outta here!”
She slammed the door. I knocked again. The door opened again.
“Look, bitch, I don’t know nothin’ about her. Get the fuck outta here
before I call the police.”
“I’m trying to help her.”
“Get the fuck outta here!”
She slammed the door again. I stood there for a moment. The door
opened again. The same woman was standing there.
An Indian man was
driving.
He wore a yellow-striped turban and had a long, graying beard. “You,”
he said to his brother, “take off your shoes and wash your feet.”
The brother complied. “You,” he said to the man with the cracked lips,
“do the same.”
“No,” the man said.
“Why not?”
“Because,” the man said, “I have never done it before.”
“Why not?”
“I was born in the village. I have never seen the river.”
“Why not?”
“The village was by the river.”





She had no way to defend herself against this,” said Salazar, whose group
advocates for the legalization of marijuana.
The bill would not only legalize marijuana for recreational use, but also
expunge the records of those previously convicted of a crime that is no
longer illegal.
The legislation would also allow for those convicted of a felony in the
past for possession of less than 1 ounce of marijuana to have their records
sealed.
However, if the marijuana offense occurred within the past five years, a
judge could deny the sealing of the record.
A white guy opened
the door.
He was about my age, in his early thirties, wearing a white T-shirt and
jeans.
"Hey," he said. "Come on in."
He led me down a long hallway to a large living room with a wall of
windows facing the lake. It was filled with furniture, art, and books. He
motioned for me to sit on a couch while he sat in an armchair facing me.
"So, what can I do for you?" he said.
Table A.4: Example GPT-3 prompts and generations.
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